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Examining the Papacy of Pope Pius XII

For clarification

Pope Pius XII was the name taken by EEuuggeenniioo PPaacceellllii when he was elected
pope March 2, 1939.

The term HHoollyy SSeeee refers to the worldwide Catholic Church or the See of
Rome or the jurisdiction of the pope.

The term NNuunncciioo refers to a particular Ambassador from the Holy See (Vatican) to
a particular country.

NNuunncciiaattuurree is the term used to describe the embassy.

Vatican refers the VVaattiiccaann CCiittyy SSttaattee

Within the text of this book, we refer to the 12 volumes of the AAccttss ooff tthhee
HHoollyy SSeeee dduurriinngg WWoorrlldd WWaarr IIII. These are a compilation of documents
specifically identifying documents from the closed section  of the Vatican Secret
Archives 1939 - 1958.

TTiimmee lliinnee ooff iimmppoorrttaanntt ddaatteess::

2255 MMaayy 11991177 – Archbishop Eugenio Pacelli arrives in Germany
as Apsotlic Nuncio

1100 DDeecceemmbbeerr 11992299- Pacelli Leaves Germany for Rome soon to
be name Vatican Secretary of State under Pope Pius XI

11 SSeepptteemmbbeerr 11993399- The Second World War begins in Europe
with Invasion of Poland 3 September England and France
declare war on Germany

77 MMaayy 11994455 the Second World War ends in Europe

99 OOccttoobbeerr 11995588 Pope Pius XII dies in Castelgandolfo

2200 FFeebbrruuaarryy 11996633 the fictitious play The Deputy is first performed. 
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This book 

is dedicated to 

the love of my life 

for over 40 years, 

my wife Meredith, 

whose encouragement, 

enthusiasm 

and blind faith, 

has enabled the change 

in our lives 

where together, 

we would try 

to make a difference 

in the world.
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Pave the Way Foundation is proud to offer this compilation of information dealing with the actions of 
Eugenio Pacelli, Pope Pius XII.

In furtherance of our mission, closing the gap in tolerance, education and the practical relations 
between religions, we identified the controversy surrounding Pope Pius XII as an obstacle to 
understanding. We undertook a project to seek out factual information, gathering genuine documents
and conducting interviews with eyewitnesses. We hope to bring to light the true history of the 
Pontificate of Pope Pius XII and those who suffered under Nazi tyranny.

We began our quest for information with no bias, no pre-conceived ideas. What we found is irrefutable, 
for anyone simply who would just view the evidence without prejudice. We found that a campaign of 
misinformation was begun in 1963 and eventually resulted in friction and negativity that has impacted
over one billion people to this day.

In this book, we present our findings for review by historians and lay people alike. We are not historians
or academics by profession. Therefore we ask the reader’s forgiveness and understanding for any 
departure from the accepted format for this type of work. We simply researched and identified this 
material and we now attempt to present this information fairly and accurately.

Over one thousand books in multiple languages have been written on this subject without any 
resolution. It is for this reason that Pave the Way Foundation recognized this “academic log jam” and
decided to make as much information available to the everyday person to judge the true history. 
Regrettably, the archival historian simply does not accept eye witness testimony. While this may 
normally be sound practice, in this case, ignoring the testimony of those who were there, who directly
witnessed the actions taking place, can lead to a major distortion of facts. Eye witness testimony is 
invaluable in sustaining discovered documents and fine tuning historical conclusions. Operating at the
time of unthinkable Nazi oppression, many directives were verbal. Others were encrypted, and many
had to be destroyed. We believe that we have been able to provide a well balanced blending of 
documents, news reports and testimony in order to accomplish our mission.

We gratefully acknowledge the work of many dedicated individuals who have devoted decades of
intense research to identify many documents and witnesses in order to correct the misinformation. This
effort would not have been possible without the input and contributions of these dedicated people who
we gratefully acknowledge in this book.

We conclude that this effort is a good first step, which we are certain will be thoroughly supported
when the cataloging process of the Vatican Archives for the war years has been completed and open for
scholarly review.

President

253 West 35th Street- 15th Floor
New York, NY 10001-1907
Tel +212.629.0046  • +516.432.7560 • Fax+516.432.7561
office@ptwf.org • www.ptwf.org

MMaaiilliinngg aaddddrreessss
47 Farrell Street     Long Beach, NY 11561-
2603 Direct Dial Italy +39 06 97625261
Direct Dial Israel + 972 39 786419
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Why did Pave the Way Foundation initiate this controversial project?

The answer to this question lies in a series of events that moved our foundation to decide to confront this
controversial subject and break the 46 - year old academic “log jam”.

My wife, Meredith, and I were having lunch with the Apostolic Nuncio to Israel, Archbishop Antonio
Franco in 2006. The Nuncio asked if we could intercede to address a very disturbing problem. He said the
Holocaust Memorial of Yad Vashem in Jerusalem had placed a very hurtful and historically incorrect placard
of remarks next to its portrait of Pope Pius XII. 

Honestly, I grew up hating Pius XII, believing him to be an anti-Semite and a Nazi collaborator. So my wife
and I shrugged off this request and felt we did not want to get involved. But then providence intervened. 

Upon our return to New York we received a phone call from our friend and board member, Rabbi Joseph
Potasnik. Joe asked if we would help a Jewish author and former Washington Post correspondent, Dan
Kurzman, gain access in the Vatican for his research on a book he was writing on Pope Pius XII. I told him
that the mission of PTWF is to remove obstacles between the faiths and that I did not want to involve us in
any activity that would negatively impact Catholic-Jewish relations. He asked us to meet with Mr. Kurzman
anyway and we agreed to at least hear what he had to say.

On April 7, 2006 we met with Dan. He told us that he was writing a book about the secret plot to kidnap
Pope Pius XII, to kill the Curia and to seize the Vatican. I asked him how could it be possible that a 
collaborator and ally of Hitler, Pius XII, would be the target of such a plan. He explained that the exact 
opposite was true.

Dan said his information was based on his research and a long interview with SS-Obergruppenführer and
General of the Waffen-SS, General Karl Freidrich Otto Wolff who had served as Chief of Personal Staff to
the Reichsführer-SS (Heinrich Himmler) and SS Liaison Officer to Hitler. He had interviewed General Karl
Wolff just after his release from prison in 1974.

This information about Pius XIIwas stunning. We are talking about the person who has been called “Hitler’s
Pope”. This is the person about whom so many damning books have been written regarding his silence and
cold-hearted lack of concern with Jewish suffering during World War II. This was what Meredith and I were
taught. We hated to even hear his name.

With this snippet of information I became very curious and called my friend Oded Ben Hur, then Israel’s
Ambassador to the Holy See. I asked him if he had ever heard of this kidnapping plot. He hadn’t, but stated
that it would be a huge story if it were true. 
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Then I called a close friend (name withheld) and historian at Yad Vashem and was told “Well, we heard 
something about this but it only shows that Pacelli (Pius) was simply too frightened to act.” Somehow, through
twisted logic, this assumption further supported their firm belief that the Pope supported Hitler. Something was
dreadfully wrong here.

I then received a telephone call from the Vatican’s Ambassador to the United Nations, Archbishop Celestino
Migliore. He told me that he thought I should meet with Sister Margherita Marchione in New Jersey.

Meredith and I drove to Sister Margehrita’s community in Morristown, NJ. We met with this engaging then
82-year-old nun who has written over 15 books in defense of Pope Pius XII. Through this meeting, my eyes
were opened to a reality that was literally shocking. My emotions went from shock to anger. We discovered
that we have been deceived by those whom we trusted for historical accuracy, the scholars and historians. 

Throughout human existence, man has sought retribution from his fellow man and fueled hatred based on 
historical beliefs.  Historical accuracy is an awesome responsibility, literally over life and death. The world’s 
historians have a sacred and moral responsibility to be absolutely accurate. How is it possible that these
historians, whom we trust to “get it right,” could have gotten this so wrong?

As we delved further into the history of this papacy and the secret works of Pacelli, examining real documents
and recording eyewitness testimony, we came to the conclusion that this subject had been totally mishandled.
How did this happen and who was to blame? It started with the fictitious play by Rolf Hochhuth called The
Deputy. Then a flurry of books had been written supporting negative theories of this papacy and era. We later
discovered absolute proof that this play and its impact was a well-crafted plan called “Seat Twelve” hatched
and implemented by the KGB against the Catholic Church. When defenders came to re-establish the good
name of Pacelli, literally no one read these books, and so this “black legend” has lasted since 1963 and to us it
appeared that this was an “academic logjam” would never be resolved.

The negativity was further fueled by one nagging question: Why won’t the Vatican open the archives of the
war years and the papacy of Pope Pius XII? What are they hiding?  We are now prepared to state when the
archive cataloging is complete, that many who support these and unsupported claims, will simply say that the
Vatican destroyed the damning documents.

In 2007 Pope Benedict XVI ordered the early opening of the archives of Pope Pius XI. Why? Because the Vati-
can had finally completed the cataloging and now scholars and historians could come and study at least 65% of
Pacelli’s life as Nuncio to Germany and as Secretary of State under Pius XI, his predecessor. To my shock I
learned that literally none of the critics or institutions had bothered to come to the open archives to try to get
to the truth, the lack of which has impacted the relations of over one billion Catholics and Jews.

As we moved our investigation further, Monsignor Robert Sarno, of the Congregation of the Causes of the
Saints, suggested that I meet with Father Peter Gumpel, Relator (High Judge) to the Cause of Pius XII and 
Father Paolo Molinari, Postulator to the Cause. I had the most incredible revealing first meeting with Fr. Peter.
He recommended that I contact William Doino, Dimitri Cavalli and Professor Ronald Rychlak for more help.
After contacting these scholarly individuals and learning of their extraordinary personal research, I personally
became committed to righting this terrible wrong.

After almost two years of private research, I made a case to the Board of Directors at Pave the Way Foundation
and was given the “ok” to take on this project. 

7
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Not all board members were happy with this decision, but they agreed with the project, since we are simply 
retrieving documents and testimonies that could only help the legitimate historians. We did this with the full
knowledge that we were opening a beehive of resentment, anger and painfully proving that the long held 
beliefs of most Catholics and Jews was simply wrong. Yet we knew that, in the furtherance of the mission of
Pave the Way Foundation, we had no choice. PTWF’s goal and mission is to move to eliminate obstacles 
between the faiths, and this obstacle impacts over one billion people.

After personally flying to France to interview Msgr. Giovanni Ferrofino and to London to interview Sir Martin
Gilbert and many others, we were convinced that we were 100% correct in our assessment of Pacelli’s secret 
actions to save more Jews than all of the world’s political and religious leaders of the period combined.  There
are perhaps 3 million Jews who are alive today because of his secret but direct intervention.

Personally, as a Jewish man, I was determined to make this history right, especially considering how Eugenio
Pacelli had been treated after his death by the very people he acted in so many ways to save. This we consider 
a Jewish responsibility, not an attempt to defend the Roman Catholic Church.

In Judaism, one of the most important obligations is that of charity. According to Maimonides, one of the
highest levels of charity is “anonymous”, where the recipient never became aware of who helped him. In the
case of Pacelli, his anonymous charity is the very tool his critics have used to strip him of any credit for the 
acknowledged acts he ordered by so many nuncios and priests who were actually following verbal chain of 
command papal instructions. Those critics allowed and encouraged every negative accusation against Pacelli 
to endure. This is a “Shonda,” a Jewish shame, which I am determined to correct.

On June 18, 2008, we brought many Jewish Holocaust survivors to the Vatican. We met these wonderful people
through the work of Vincent Marmorale and Elizabeth Nicolosi who were studying the lifesaving actions 
of the Italian people during the war. All of these survivors wanted very much to thank the Pope personally for the 
individual actions taken by the Catholic Church in saving their lives during the war years. At that meeting with
Pope Benedict XVI, we announced a three-day symposium planned for September 15-17, 2008, to be held in
Rome.  At that event, Pave the Way would make public its findings and provide a public forum for the defenders 
of Pacelli to make their case, based on documented facts and painstaking research, against his critics. 

We sent invitations to all of the legitimate critics of Pope Pius XII and to the important Holocaust Centers 
in Jerusalem, Washington and New York, asking them to attend the symposium. We offered to set up 
teleconferencing if they did not wish to or could not physically attend.  Finally we suggested that questions 
be sent in advance of the symposium to pose to the experts. 

The official position of the Holocaust Memorials is that they will wait for the Vatican Archives of the war
years to open before rendering a decision on Pius XII. If this is the case, why then has none of the institutions
or critics come to Rome to study the archives that have already been opened prior to the war years? Although
presentation of evidence and the reliance on witness testimony in the presence of a jury of one’s peers  is the
fundamental basis of establishing guilt or innocence universally, this simply seems unacceptable by archival 
historians when analyzing historical events. 

8
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One by one, the critics declined our invitation to try to confront these allegations by inspecting genuine 
documents and hearing from eyewitnesses. We even offered to pay for their travel to Rome. 

In the end, the critics said they would not attend because it was not a “scholarly investigation” and accused 
us of having a “one-sided symposium.”  They also did not like the idea of such a presentation of historical 
evidence in front of “everyday” people. 

Nonetheless, on September 15 we convened our symposium.  We were honored to have as panelists Jesuit 
Historian Father Peter Gumpel, Professor Ronald Rychlak, William Doino, Sister Margherita Marchione, 
Dan Kurzman, Andrea Tornielli, Dr. Eugene Fisher, Father Dennis McManus and George Blumenthal. 

For three days, we poured over hundreds of documents and listened to eyewitness testimonies and comments
from various experts. At the end of the symposium we videotaped interviews with many of the attendees. One
hundred percent of the attendees changed their minds about the negative opinions they had held of Pius XII. 

On September 18, 2009, our delegation of 80 participants traveled to the summer residence of the Pope 
Benedict XVI, where I delivered a statement to His Holiness on our findings and a promise to continue to
search out documents and seek the truth. Pope Benedict XVI then made a statement to us, which was a 
dynamic public defense of his predecessor. News of this event traveled around the world and opened this 
historical “infection” to the light of public scrutiny. 

Since garnering international attention to this debate, multiple filmmakers have become interested in these
events, some even beginning work on documentaries and movies based on the facts we presented.  We have
also posted documents that we have discovered on our website in order to educate as many people as possible.
We are proud to have begun this process, which we believe will begin a healing of the malevolence and anger
between the faiths.

We are also proud to have the support of a wonderful Jewish friend, Sir Martin Gilbert, one of the most re-
spected historians on the subject of World War II and the official biographer of Sir Winston Churchill.  Sir
Martin has advised us that the most respected judicial investigative process at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem is their
Department of the Righteous. If we wish all of our findings to come to light, we need to apply to this section in
the course of our work. We then decided that we must initiate a case for Eugenio Pacelli to be recognized as
“Righteous Among Nations”. 

On September 16, 2009, we presented the draft copy of our second edition of our book of documents 
representing over 4000 pages of documents to H.H. Pope Benedict XVI and to H.Em Tarcisio Cardinal
Bertone, Vatican Secretary of State and we announced our intention of open the case for Righteous Among
Nations in the interest of advancing this judicial review of our materials.

In the following pages we have provided images of the first documents discovered to date. You are free to use
and disseminate them as you wish. Please feel free to comment on this material and forward any information
you may personally have to our office. E-mail information to office@ptwf.org  

Thank you for your attention.

9
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About Pave the Way Foundation

Pave the Way Foundation is dedicated to achieving peace by bridging the gap in tolerance and
understanding, between religions through cultural, technological and intellectual exchanges. We
strive to eliminate the use of religion as a tool which, historically has been used, by some, to achieve
personal agendas and to cause conflicts. 

Through our projects, and our concrete gestures of good will, using our trusted relationship between the
faiths Pave the Way identifies non- theological obstacles between the faiths and works to eliminate them.
We hope to pave the way towards global understanding to end the malevolent use of religion.

A few of the accomplishments and projects past present and future of Pave the Way Foundation.

• On January 18, 2005, organized the largest Jewish audience in history, simply to thank Pope
John Paul II for his enormous gestures to improve Catholic-Jewish relations. Sadly, this was
to be his last important audience.

• Arranged a historical mission of scholars to the Vatican Library to view original manuscripts
of Moses Maimonides.

• Initiated and historic, first-ever exhibit of manuscripts of Maimonides and others from the
Vatican Library to the State of Israel - fall 2005.

• Identified the availability and donor, enabling the Vatican Library to acquire the Bodmer
Papyrus for worldwide study.

• Improved Judeo-Christian tourism to Israel by working to eliminate travel restrictions,
benefiting all in the region.

• Serves as lead organization in the quest for finalization of legal and economic relations
between Israel and the Holy See.

• On Septebmer 6, 2006, initiated and sponsored an exhibit on the Life of Pope John Paul II
and the Jewish people at New York’s Museum of Jewish Heritage.

• Enabled major technology acquisitions for hospitals in Europe and the Middle East to
enhance medical care for the sick and the poor.

• Arranged a gift to digitize the Vatican and Franciscan manuscript collections for availability
on the internet.

• Initiated “Project Baby’” encouraging Christian, Jewish and Moslem institutions to donate
infant supplies to needy mothers in the Middle East. Each religion’s donations go to
recipients of other religions.

• Organizing an international congress of the laity and secular on religious abuses in
every faith.

• Building and erecting monument to symbolize the reconciliation efforts of Pope John Paul
II, spreading a message of religious reconciliation.

12
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• Acting as a non-sectarian go-between for Eastern and Orthodox churches to eliminate
obstacles and misunderstandings between them.

• Initiated an independent investigation of the papacy of Pius XII to shed light on all aspects
of this controversial period in Vatican history.

• Sponsoring an international symposium on the papacy of Pope Pius XII to educate and
inform and bring together all concerned parties to discuss their historical differences.

• Identifying and working to eliminate non-theological, governmental obstacles to improved
relations between the religions in the Holy Land.

• Working with the Palestinian WASATIA Forum to help establish a new party for those
who want peace in the region and to build a transparent, honest government for the
Palestinian people.

• Sponsored interfaith conferences to foster mutual understanding and develop a practical
plan of action to strengthen inter-religious relations.

• Initiated the invitation for Israel to attend the annual Rimini Meeting, helping to increase
Catholic tourism to the region.

• Sponsored concerts in the United States and Europe in order to strengthen ties between
the faiths.

• Co-sponsored a monument in Israel with the Philippine Government to recognize its efforts
to aid the persecuted peoples of World War II.

• Assisted the Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem to achieve full recognition by the Israeli
government.

• Worked with Israeli airport security personnel to teach about the religious sensitivities of
visiting pilgrims, thus enhancing tourism to the region. 

• Co-sponsor of Catholic- Jewish Emerging Leaders Working Group Plenum at Castel
Gandolfo summer 2009.

• Facilitated cultural digitization project at the Basilica of St. Peter in the Vatican.

13
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Current Calumnies 
and Statements About

Pius XII

F F
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What are some of the commonly held beliefs 
about Pope Pius XII today?

The following statements represent the current thinking endorsed by many institutions, authors and
lecturers. We hope to be able to shed light on the true facts based on newspaper accounts, actual
statements and eye witness testimony

1. Pacelli was anti-Semitic or at least shared an anti-Judaic worldview.

2. Pacelli associated Jews with godlessness and Bolshevism.

3. Pacelli was obsessed with atheistic Communism, and his fanatic 
anti-Communism blinded him toward the evils of Nazism.

4. Pacelli’s primary concern throughout his ecclesiastical career was to protect 
the  institution of the Catholic Church; human suffering, especially Jewish 
suffering, took a back seat. 

5. Pacelli did not believe that the Church had an obligation to protect and care for 
non-Catholics.

6. Pacelli provided no leadership to Catholics during the War; he failed to teach them their
moral and Christian obligations.

7. Pius was a moral coward who was afraid to act against the Nazis.

8. Pius was foolishly reckless in some endeavors.

9. Pacelli was a “control freak” who could not delegate anything.

10. Pacelli let his housekeeper virtually run the Vatican.

11. Pacelli met with Hitler (and may have provided him with money) in the 1920s.

12. Pacelli is to be condemned for signing an agreement (the Concordat) with 
Nazi Germany in 1933.

15
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Examples of Some Statements 
About Pius XII

This article was originally published in the January 7, 2005 edition of The Forward. 
Daniel Goldhagen, author: 

Pius XII was an “anti-Semitic pope… “one of the most rampant
would-be kidnappers of modern times…. The pope’s and the
church’s policy was, in effect, to kidnap Jewish children, perhaps
by the thousands.... Its plain purpose was to implement a plan
that would cruelly victimize the Jews a second time by depriving
these bodily and spiritually wounded survivors of the Nazi hell of
their own children.”

Pius XII: Collaborator and Kidnapper Posted: January 13, 2005

Rabbi SHMULEY BOTEACH  said: “Pius ordered the mass 
kidnapping of hundreds of thousands of Jewish children....”

Jack Chick, infamous for his anti-Catholic comic books, tells us in Smokescreens: 

“Pope Pius XII should have stood before the judges in 
Nuremberg. His war crimes were worthy of death.” 

Author Dave Hunt writes,

“The Vatican had no excuse for its Nazi partnership or for its
continued commendation of Hitler on the one hand and its
thunderous silence regarding the Jewish question on the other
hand. . . . [The popes] continued in the alliance with Hitler until
the end of the war, reaping hundreds of millions of dollars in
payments from the Nazi government to the Vatican.”

16
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Placard at Yad Vashem

“Pius XII’s reaction to the murder of the Jews during the holocaust is a
matter of controversy. In 1933 when he was secretary of the Vatican State
he was active in obtaining a Concordat with the German Regime to
preserve the Churches rights in Germany even if this meant recognizing the
Nazi racist Regime. When he was elected Pope in 1939 he shelved a letter
against racism and anti-Semitism that his predecessor had prepared. Even
when reports about the murder of Jews reached the Vatican the pope did
not protest either verbally or in writing. In December 1942, he abstained from
joining the allied declaration condemning the extermination of the Jews.
When the Jews were deported from Rome to Auschwitz the Pope did not
intervene. The Pope maintained his neutral position throughout the war with
the exception of appealing to the rulers of Hungary and Slovakia toward its
end. His silence and absence of guidelines obliged churchmen throughout
Europe to decide on their own how to react.”

17
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Comments follow the statements displayed beside the
Yad Vashem photo of Pope Pius XII 

The Pius material at Yad Vashem has been on display since 2005 next to a photograph of Pope Pius
XII. The caption consists of a series of statements, 82 words in all, describing the Pope’s alleged
attitude toward Hitler, Nazism and the Jews caught in the Holocaust. In an interview with John
Allen, Dr. Eugene Fisher, long-time representative on Catholic-Jewish matters for the U.S. bishops,
called this Yad Vashem caption “inexcusable.” Abraham Foxman, national director of the 
Anti-Defamation League – himself often at odds with the Holy See – found Yad Vashem’s 
statement “too judgmental, too conclusory” based on what is presently known.

Below we give the statement (in italics) followed by a very brief critique (in bold print)

“Pius XII’s reaction to the murder of the Jews during the holocaust is a matter of
controversy.” [Controversy among historians is normal. It is an inevitable
part of describing past events and personalities. But the controversy about
Pius has to a large degree been generated by those who ignore his endless
efforts over many years to help Jewish victims of Hitler.] 

“In 1933 when he was secretary of the Vatican State he was active in  obtaining a
Concordat with the German Regime to preserve the Churches rights in Germany even
if this meant recognizing the Nazi racist Regime…”. [Pacelli negotiated the
Concordat, under instructions from Pius XI, in order to provide the
Church a legal basis on which to resist the Nazis’ human rights violations,
and to try to avert Hitler’s planned destruction of the Catholic Church.
Pius XI had sought a concordat with Germany since the 1920’s. He obtained
concordats with many other nations during his pontificate. In no way did the
Concordat lessen the Church’s fierce condemnation of Nazi racial and
anti- Semitic doctrines, as Pacelli himself explained in the L’Osservatore
Romano (July 26-27, 1933). Concordat were not usually sought with
countries on good terms with the Vatican, but with nations at odds with
the Church.  Protecting the Church under a ruthless totalitarian regime,
via the Concordat, meant that the Church could assist persecuted
peoples; and in fact the little freedom that the Concordat left the clergy
and hierarchy was widely used to save as many persecuted Jews as could
be saved. The placard also says nothing of the Haavara agreement, which
was a concordat signed August, 1933 by the Jews of Palestine with
Germany one month before the Vatican agreement. In 1935 it was
endorsed by the World Zionist Conference in 1935.

• The Concordat was based on Canon Law and did not amount to recognition of the
political regime of the new Germany, still less to the principles of Hitlerism. It was
not an agreement with Hitler, but the German state. (July 26-27, 1933 – within one
week of the signing).

18
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In August, 1933, one month before the Vatican concordat was ratified,
Germany and Palestinian Jews signed the Haavara agreement. It was
endorsed by the World Zionist Conference in 1935. Pius XII’s efforts
to secure this very agreement, specifying benevolent treatment of Jews
is criticized today at Yad Vashem.

“When he was elected Pope in 1939 he shelved a letter against racism and
anti-Semitism that his predecessor had prepared...”. [There was no “letter
or encyclical,” there were only various drafts, which Pius XI never
read because he was on his death bed. The drafts, which did not reflect
the thinking of either Pius XI or Cardinal Pacelli, were produced by a
committee, full of misstatements and misconceptions about Jews and
their relationship to society. There is no evidence that Pius XII ever
saw these drafts. He did, however, write his own encyclical, Summi
Pontificatus, stressing the unity of Jews and Christians. Newspapers
around the world recognized its condemnation of Nazism.] 

“Even when reports about the murder of Jews reached the Vatican the pope did
not protest either verbally or in writing.. ..”. [As Robert M. W. Kempner,
former prosecutor at Nuremburg testified, Pius issued scores of
protests – both public and private – in his first encyclical and Christmas
addresses, in meetings with German representatives, in letters to bishops,
in L’Osservatore Romano, through Vatican Radio and in many
audiences. These statements and diplomatic interventions continued
even when the Nazis entered Rome]

The Concordat was based on Canon Law and did not 
amount to recognition of the political regime of the new Germany, still less 
to the principles of Hitlerism. It was not an agreement with Hitler, but the 
German state. (July 26-27, 1933 – within one week of the signing).

PALESTINE POST SEPT. 13, 1933

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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“In December 1942, he abstained from joining the allied declaration
condemning the extermination of the Jews...” [Pius did not join with the
Allies because it was essentially a declaration of war. Sir Martin Gilbert
concluded that had he signed this condemnation the pope’s participation
would have meant the loss of Vatican neutrality and he would have joined
with the Allies. (Breach of Vatican neutrality would have allowed
Nazis to then enter hundreds of the ecclesiastical institutions hiding
Jews and would have condemned the thousands of refugees and their
Catholic care-givers to death). Nonetheless, Pius shortly thereafter
issued his own condemnation, in his famous 1942 Christmas address,
condemning mass murder on account of race, and provoking the Nazis
to denounce him as “the mouthpiece of the Jewish war criminals.”] 

“When the Jews were deported from Rome to Auschwitz the Pope did not
intervene…..” [As soon as he learned about the Rome roundup, on
October 16, 1943, Pius XII issued two forceful protests — one
through Cardinal Maglione, his Secretary of State; the other, via his
assistants, to German General Stahel — doing everything possible to
stop it. According to the leading authority on the matter, Jewish
historian Michael Tagliacozzo — the Pope’s efforts did succeed in
bringing the round-up to an unexpected end, around 2 p.m. on the day
it commenced. Sir Martin Gilbert stated that through Pius XII’s
efforts, to hide Jews in Rome, almost all of an estimated 7000 were
hidden. The secret diaries of Adolf Eichmann, released in 2000, reveal
how the Vatican’s actions infuriated the Nazis and obstructed their
plans, saving many Jewish lives]

“The Pope maintained his neutral position throughout the war with the exception
of appealing to the rulers of Hungary and Slovakia toward its end…“. [Pius XII
was in regular contact with the anti-Nazi resistance, and he approved
a plot to overthrow Hitler before the German invasion of France. Sir
Martin Gilbert said that the pope intervened at the exact moment when
their deportation from Hungary and Slovakia was so critical. The Pope
also intervened in Slovakia in 1942, not near the end of the war;
moreover, Hitler himself so hated Pius that he wanted to kidnap, deport
and possibly even murder him. Pius XII protested war crimes in all
Nazi-occupied lands, from the very outset of the War, not just later.]

“His silence and absence of guidelines obliged churchmen throughout Europe to
decide on their own how to react…. [Many bishops, priests, nuns and lay
people worked heroically to save Jews and others in danger, precisely
because Pius XII, through written and oral directives, told them they
should. This claim ignores a mountain of contemporary evidence, and
amounts to an embarrassing act of historical revisionism.] 
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From the History News Network; hnn.us

What Are We to Make of Pope Pius XII?
By Paul O’Shea 

Mr. O’Shea is an Australian historian and educator. His research has focused on Pope Pius
XII and Catholic responses to the Holocaust. O’Shea is a founding member of the
Australian Institute of Holocaust and Genocide Studies. He is the Senior Religious
Education Coordinator at St Patrick’s College, Strathfield. He lives in Sydney. His latest
book is: A Cross too Heavy: Eugenio Pacelli, Politics and the Jews of Europe 1917-1943.

There have been few problems within contemporary Catholicism that arouse
such passions as the subject of Eugenio Pacelli, known to history as Pope Pius
XII (1876-1958). Pacelli has been the center of a storm since 1963. In that year
Rolf Hochhuth’s play The Deputy opened in Germany. His scathing summation
of Pacelli opened the way for a re-evaluation of the role of the man who had
been widely credited with the saving of thousands of Jewish lives. The ‘saviour’
of Europe’s Jews was demonized for remaining silent and passive as the trains
rolled east.

Within five years of his death, critical study of the man began in academic
circles. It coincided with the first major studies of the Holocaust. Questions
were raised over the role of the Pope and inconsistencies emerged between the
received and popular histories and evidence discovered in archives, document
centers and libraries. For the majority of these historians, research was limited
to the war years. Few scholars, including Vatican historians, have researched
the whole picture of the life of Eugenio Pacelli and fewer still have taken into
account the formative years prior to his appointment in 1917 as Nuncio to Munich. 

To understand Eugenio Pacelli and to attempt a judgment based on the
historical data we must place the entire discourse firmly within a foundation
study of Christian anti-Judaism and its intrinsically related mutation,
antisemitism. The roots of the Holocaust lay deep in the soft underbelly
of Christian culture. Auschwitz would not have been possible without the
centuries of Christian cultural antithesis towards Judaism. The pseudo-science
of racism grew out of the fractured Christian commonwealth. And while
“scientific” biological racism openly repudiated revealed religion in its theory,
many of its practitioners remained within the Church, apparently experiencing
little difficulty in reconciling love of the Jewish Jesus with loathing of Jews.

Further, the relationship between the Vatican and the socio-political
movement of Modernism must be explored again along with the ever-present
spectre of Bolshevism. Pacelli was in Munich in 1919 during the short-lived
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What Are We to Make of Pope Pius XII? (continued)

Bavarian Soviet. What he witnessed there left him with an indelible hatred
of communism. The politics of the right may well have been reprehensible,
but the politics of the left were nothing short of diabolical. Pacelli developed
a life-long distrust of atheistic communism that evolved into veritable
paranoia in his later life.

The litmus test of Pius XII’s vision of the Church came during the war years.
He had shown himself an able and highly skilled diplomat who steered the
Church through several decades of difficult territory as Nuncio in Germany
and then as Secretary of State as testified to in the recently opened German
archives of the Vatican’s Secretariat of State. An ever-growing gulf yawned
between the theology of the Church and the practical application of
political realities. For Pacelli, the interests of the Church could never be
compromised.

Of all the events that took place between 1939 and the end of the war, it
was the Rome action of October 1943 that demonstrates most clearly the
dreadful predicament of Pius XII and the Holocaust. The familiar pattern of
extortion, exclusion, and evacuation and transport all happened virtually
under Pius’ window. There is no way he could not have known what was
happening. In fact, there is ample evidence to tell us he knew exactly what
was happening. There is also ample evidence that points to the Pope being
actively aware of, and actively involved in, encouraging and supporting rescue.

The Pope’s defenders claim that had he spoken out more precisely than he did,
he would have caused greater suffering to the Jews and to Catholics. They
weaken the Pope’s case by making next to no mention of ecclesiastical protests
made by French Catholic bishops who preached publicly against anti-Jewish
actions. In the same way, they gloss over the atrocities supported by Catholic
regimes in Croatia and Slovakia. The Pope’s critics retort by saying that
the fate of the Jews of Europe was more than well known by October 1943 –
transported Jews never returned. As for worse treatment of Catholics, Pius
knew from the reports of German bishops that there were few German
Catholics prepared to die for their faith, let alone stand up and die for the
Jews. Catholics in the rest of Occupied Europe gave no indication of a will-
ingness to die for the faith. The majority of Europe’s Jews could not rely on
Europe’s Catholics for rescue or help – Pius knew this and suffered because of
it. But was this sufficient reason for him to refrain from direct comment on the
greatest killing in human history? The answer, as much as I can judge, is “no.”
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The truth is stark. Pius did not speak out because at some point he made the
choice not to. He believed he had done all he could. On an intellectual level,
he sympathized with those who suffered. On an emotional level, he
sympathized with fellow-Catholics maltreated for their faith – a faith he
shared along with a worldview in common. But on an emotional level with
Jews, I believe he felt distressed (sometimes to the point of tears) but he felt
compelled to remain publicly neutral and discrete – not because he did not
care about them, but rather they could not be allowed to distract him and
the official Church from the strategies of Catholic preservation, which
included supporting the rescue of Jews, and international politics. Did this
excuse him from the Christian moral duty to help his Jewish neighbor?  The
answer must be “no.” 

Jews were outside Pacelli’s vision of the Church. They had a place in the
Christian dispensation, but a marginal one that bordered between
contempt and conversion. When faced with the “flesh and blood” reality of
the Holocaust, the academic Pius XII was forced to make choices. Jews in
danger, baptized or not, needed the help of Catholics – it was a moral
imperative, but always a muted one. Jews would always be “lesser victims”. 
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Response to previous article

Paul O’Shea, A Cross Too Heavy:  Eugenio Pacelli, Politics and the Jews of Europe, 1917-1943.  
New South Wales, Australia: Rosenberg, 2008. Paperback. 392 pages, $35.00.

Gerald Noel, Pius XII:  The Hound of Hitler. London and New York: Continuum, 2008.  
220 pages.  Hardback. No price.

Reviewed by Dr. Eugene J. Fisher, retired Associate Director of the Secretariat for Ecumenical
and Interreligious Affairs, U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops

Since disaffected Catholic journalist John Cornwell published his high
rhetoric, low research attack on Pius XII, Hitler’s Pope, in 1999, some
twenty books, pro and con, have been published on the subject of the
Pope and the Holocaust.  Only a few of these volumes can be said to be
balanced accounts written for the educated lay reader.  Paul O’Shea’s solid
historical study, in the main, falls in that category, though it has its weaknesses. 

O’Shea sets Pacelli, the man, the diplomat, and the pope, within the
context of the times that produced him and the time of great evil, World
War II, in which he began his papacy.  The former, O’Shea shows, did not
well equip him for the latter, though virtually no one, including Roosevelt
and Churchill, was able to rise above that tumultuous, insanely violent
and almost infinitely complex time to understand, fully, what was
happening to the Jews, much less devise a way to stop it.  One of  O’Shea’s
weaknesses, from this reviewer’s point of view, is his presumption that Pius
could and should have been able to do both.  

But the book’s strengths are what should guide the reader to this book
though, again, without accepting uncritically the author’s rather negative
judgments on Pius.  O’Shea quite rightly eschews the “black and white”
approach of Cornwell and Goldhagen, author and Associate Professor at
Harvard University, striving to do justice to the complexity of the
numerous issues surrounding the central question of whether the Pope did
all he could and whether, if he had done more, it would have made a
difference.  O’Shea to his credit affirms the many things Pius did to help
the Jews and to encourage others to help them, while understandably
maintaining the public posture of neutrality that allowed Catholics to
work to save Jews. O’Shea rightly notes that Pius’ decision to allow
Catholics to determine how they could best help Jews, since they would
have to live with the consequences if the Nazis found out, is understandable.
He feels, though, that a more forceful, less diplomatic statement at a crucial
time, which he determines to be in the autumn of 1943, would have
encouraged many more Catholics to risk their lives for their neighbors.
Readers can make up their own minds on this. 
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The most serious flaw in this book is the author’s decision to cut off his
considerations in 1943, with the roundup for deportation of over 1000 of the
Jews of Rome.  Scholars debate the intent and impact of Cardinal Maglione’s
warning, in the name of Pius, to the Germans, that the pope would not want
to have to go public denouncing the roundup.  The Germans took this,
O’Shea himself records, as a threat, and stopped the round-ups immediately,
with the result that the large majority of Rome’s Jews were saved, though
those already gathered for deportation were not.  O’Shea feels the Pope
should have gone public even though he had stopped the deportations and
provided for the Jews of Rome to hide (and so survive) in the Church’s
convents and monasteries.  He does not seem to be aware that food was
brought to the sites hiding Jews by trucks owned and operated by the Holy See.

By arbitrarily stopping his study so long before the end of the war, O’Shea
is not able to take into account in his judgment significant deeds such as the
saving of tens of thousands of lives quite directly by the papal nuncios in, for
example, Budapest and Istanbul.  While we still await a definitive and fully
balanced study of Pius and the Jews, this book is at least a worthy beginning
toward that end.

Gerald Noel’s book is harder to categorize.  He seeks not just to tell the story
but to examine the psychology of Pacelli.  At times, Pius is described as
imperious harboring in secret a “Great Design” which create a “world
theocracy” with the Pope as its dictator.  At other times, however, he pope
appears weak, neurotic and vacillating, easily manipulated by the nun who
cared for him, Mother Pasquellina.  Here, Noel relies much too heavily on
the 1983 book, La Popessa, which most historians would take with a grain
of salt. I counted some 236 references to this book, with several chapters
being, in essence, simply summaries of it.  It is also not helpful that Noel’s
notes record almost 100 references to Cornwell’s  Hitler’s Pope. And I noted
several historical errors that research could have avoided, such as when Fr.
Charles Coughlin was effectively silenced by his bishop and the Holy See,
which was a few years later than Noel records. I believe that scholars may
profit discerningly from this book, which does push the envelope of received
assumptions from different angles. But I would not recommend it for the
general reader.

25
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1946 Document on Jewish Children Tells a Different Story
Undercuts Tale That Vatican Tried to Keep Them From Their Families

ROME, JAN. 12, 2005 (Zenit.org).  The latest in a series of accusations
about Pope Pius XII’s behavior vis-à-vis the Jews and Nazi persecution seems
to have little basis in fact.

The latest round began Dec. 28 when an Italian newspaper published
passages of an alleged 1946 Vatican document that supposedly aimed to keep
baptized Jewish children from being returned to their families.

The text, as stated in Il Corriere della Sera by Alberto Melloni, director of
the G. Dossetti Library of the John XXIII Foundation for Religious Sciences
of Bologna, was “a disposition of the Holy Office,” as the Congregation for
the Doctrine of the Faith was formerly known. The document was said to be
dated Oct. 20, 1946.

But after careful research, ZENIT discovered that the document, in fact,
was not of the Holy Office and did not bear evidence of the reported date.
Nor did it state what the article in Il Corriere said it did.

The document, whose original is in French, was written under the
oversight of the then apostolic nuncio in Paris, Angelo Roncalli, the future
Pope John XXIII. It was meant to explain to the French clergy the instruc-
tions he had received from the Holy See, specifically, from the secretary of
the Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, Monsignor
Domenico Tardini.

In his newspaper article, Alberto Melloni did not quote the archive from
which the document came. In fact, the document, in full, was published last
Tuesday after being tracked down by Italian journalist Andrea Tornielli of
the Milan newspaper Il Giornale.

Tornielli revealed that the original is kept in the Centre National des
Archives de l’Église de France, archive of the secretariat of the French
episcopate, position “7 CE 131.”

ZENIT obtained by fax a copy of the original and verified that the text has
the seal of the apostolic nunciature of France – as opposed to what
Il Corriere della Sera published, which attributed it to the Holy Office.
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ZENIT also verified that the document is dated Oct. 23, 1946, three days
later than that mentioned by Il Corriere, and that the terms of the Vatican
proposal are very different from what the Italian newspaper had reported.

The original document contradicts Melloni's version. It states, in fact, that
the children should be returned to their original Jewish families.

Regarding “Jewish institutions,” which during those months were working
in Paris and throughout Europe to transfer children to Palestine, the
document states that each case must be examined individually.

ZENIT learned that the history of the document began in March 1946,
when Isaac Herzog, the chief rabbi of Jerusalem, addressed a letter to Pope
Pius XII in which the former wrote: “The Jewish people very much
remember with profound gratitude the help given by the Holy See to the
people that suffered during the Nazi persecution."

Profound thanks are given for the “thousands of children who were hidden
in Catholic institutions,” and the rabbi requests that these children be
returned to the Jewish people.

Herzog emphasized how Pius XII "has worked to banish anti-Semitism in
many countries" and concluded with an invocation: “God willing, may
history remember that when everything was dark for our people, His
Holiness lit a light of hope for them.”

Pius XII took to heart the fate of these Jewish children and, in that same
month of March, asked the Holy Office to study the case.

The Holy Office, after hearing from several consultors, prepared a
document in response to the Pope's request.

In August 1946, some French bishops and, specifically, Coadjutor
Archbishop Emile Guerry of Cambrai and Cardinal Pierre Gerlier of Lyon,
asked nuncio Roncalli for pointers as to how to resolve the situation of
Jewish children saved from Nazi persecution.

Angelo Roncalli gathered all this material and, at the end of September,
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sent a letter to the Vatican Secretariat of State requesting instructions.

Roncalli was answered by Monsignor Tardini, secretary of the Congregation
for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, not in the way quoted by the article
in Il Corriere, but rather in the way mentioned above.

Journalist Andrea Tornielli told ZENIT that the Church in France resolved
the problem in the vast majority of cases by returning the children, whose
lives it saved, to their surviving families.

During the war, priests and religious received orders from the Holy See and
bishops not to baptize these children. Baptism requires the consent of
the person receiving the sacrament or of the parents, if the recipient does
not have the use of reason. This is revealed in documents quoted by
www.vaticanfiles.net.

Examining the Papacy of Pope Pius XII 

Document on Jewish Children Tells a Different Story - continued

Telling eye witness testimony of an incident where Pope Pius
XII decided many actions must be carried out in secret.

An eyewitness account by Sr Pascalina Lehnert, housekeeper to Pope Pius XII, recalling an incident
between Pope Pius and his priest secretary, Fr. Leiber. It took place in the kitchen of the apostolic
palace before and after a papal audience on August 2, 1942, following the arrest of Edith Stein in
Holland. Pope Pius was shown the headlines of the daily paper that declared how the Nazis had
accelerated the rounded of up 40,000  Jews in the lowlands in retaliation for the Dutch Catholic
bishops’ statement condemning the Nazi persecution of the Jews. Upon seeing the headlines, the Pope
immediately proposed burning his own similar text of a Nazi condemnation, a document, which he
himself had prepared and had described as “much more critical than the Dutch statement” – but was
begged by the priest secretary not to do so.  The same secretary asked the Pope to save the document
for a later delivery, but the Pope denied this request as well, saying that he was sure that the Nazis
were going  to invade the Vatican and if they found the document, they would certainly retaliate
against Jews and Catholics accordingly. Pope Pius XII then asked the priest secretary this question: If
the Nazis would kill 40,000 Jews for a statement by one episcopacy, then surely wouldn’t they kill
200,000 for a papal one? The Pope then burned his statement in the stove of the kitchen, ending the
conversation. 

– From commentaries on the contents of the Graham Notes
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Document on Jewish Children Tells a Different Story - continued Did Pius XII Kidnap Jewish Children? 

The Vatican ordered the protectors of Jewish children not to return them to their
parents. This is the belief today as written in the following quote from an article
from June 16, 2009.

- Hillel Fendel from the article in 
Arutz Sheva - Israel National News 

June 16, 2009

“A letter from Pope Pius XII to his representative in Paris on November 20,
1946 shows that he ordered Jewish babies that were baptized during the
Holocaust not to be returned to their parents….”. 

The original of this myth and response. 
– Rabbi David Dalin, The Myth of Hitler’s Pope

On March 31, 1946, the Palestine Post reported that Rabbi Herzog “told of
his audience with the pope, who had received him on a Sunday early in
March. Their conversation... was mainly on the subject of the 8,000 Jewish
children in Poland, France, Belgium, and Holland who were [being] brought
up in monasteries and by Christian families. He had the Vatican’s promise
of help to bring those children back into the Jewish fold.’” The pope must
have come through on his promise, because Rabbi Herzog “continued to
praise his conduct toward the Jewish community throughout the pope's life.”

The testimony of other Jewish leaders confirms this assumption. Or. Leon
Kubowitzky of the World Jewish Congress said in 1965: “I can state now
that 1 hardly know of a single case where Catholic institutions refused to
return Jewish children.” More recently, French Jewish Holocaust historian
and anti-Nazi attorney Serge Klarsfeld has emphatically stated that this new
controversy over the fate of Jewish children hidden by Catholic families
during the Holocaust is “a storm in a teacup,” because “almost none were
with-held from their Jewish families afterward.” Klarsfeld, who has studied
the fate of Jewish children during the Holocaust and has been involved in
the prosecution of several Nazi war criminals who operated in France, said
that most baptized “hidden children” probably went back to Judaism when
they were reunited with relatives after the war. “They never stopped being
Jews,” he said. “They simply had a paper in their pockets saying they had
been baptized.” In fact, soon after his March 1946 meeting with Herzog,
Pius instructed the Vatican's Holy Congregation of the Holy Office to draw
up guidelines on how the Church could best work with Jewish families and
institutions that wanted to reclaim or adopt Jewish children still residing in
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Catholic homes. Basing his words on the Holy Office’s guidelines, one of
Pius XII’s assistants, Monsignor Domenico Tardini, sent a memo dated
September 28, 1946, in Italian to Nuncio Roncalli in France, explaining
how French Church officials should deal with this issue.

In his article, Melloni quotes a French translation (by an unknown
writer) of Tardinis instructions. The French memo, dated October 23,
1946, mistranslates a key phrase about the claims that surviving Jewish
relatives had on Jewish children under the Church’s care. Unlike the
original Tardini document, which explicitly encourages French Catholic
officials and laymen to return all rescued Jewish children, baptized or not,
to their appropriate surviving relatives or to Jewish institutions, the
French translation leaves “the impression that the Church should hold on
to these children, especially if they were baptized, even if the surviving
parents now came back to reclaim them.” The French translation directly
contradicts Tardini's original version of Pius XII’s instructions.
Subsequent actions by both Pius XII and Roncalli, as well as by the
French Catholic hierarchy, all “make clear that Pius’s post-war policy was
to support reuniting Jewish children with their surviving relatives, as
quickly and humanely as possible.”

Why this contradiction? Because it turns out that the French memo an
alleged “papal document” – is not authentic. Alberto Mclloni’s article,
as Ronald J. Rychlak has pointed out,” was based on a bad translation
(perhaps an intentional fraud).” The memo is a “fabricated” document,
definitely “not from the Vatican.”

This purported papal document “was not signed, not on the Vatican
letterhead, and Vatican officials immediately noted that the words used
were not typical for directives from the Vatican.” Indeed the very fact
that the letter was in French and not Italian is enough to show that it
was not authentic “instruction from the pope to his nuncio.”

The credibility of Melloni's sensational anti-Pius allegations, which were
uncritically reported by the New York Times and other liberal media in
the United States, has been categorically refuted by two of Italy's
preeminent  authorities on Pius XII and his pontificate. They are Andrea
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Did Pius XII Kidnap Jewish Children? continued
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Tornielli, the respected Vatican correspondent for the Milan newspaper
Giornale, and the diplomatic historian Matteo L. Napolitano. Tornielli
and Napolitano co-authored the recent book Il Papa che salvo gli Ebrei
(The Pope Who Saved the Jews).

Alberto Melloni did not identify the Church archive in France from
which his alleged papal document came, but Tornielli found the original
and authentic papal instructions in the Centre National des Archives de
l’Eglise de France. In a front-page article in II Giornale, “Ecco il vero
documento su Pio XII e i bimbi Ebrei,” Tornielli compared the original
Vatican document to Melloni's version and proved Melloni's allegations
against Pope Pius XII false. The amazing thing, notes one scholar who
has read this authentic papal document, is that the instructions from
Pius XII “arc almost exactly the opposite of Melloni’s account, which was
so enthusiastically embraced by the papal critics. Nowhere do they
suggest that Jewish children should be kept from their families – precisely
the opposite!”

Similarly, in a separate article in Giornale, Matteo Napolitano “severely
chastises Melloni for rushing to judgment, and for rushing to publish
an incomplete, totally misleading story based upon a dubious memo
unrelated to Pius XII  something that no serious historian would ever do.”
For Mclloni, a left wing critic of Pius XII and John Paul II, no evidence
was too dubious to further the myth of Hitler’s pope. The liberal
American media asked no questions. For example, The New York Times
merely reiterated the unverified anti-Pius allegations. Much of the
liberal media followed suit. The Jewish Forward, The New Republic, and
National Public Radio produced editorials, articles, op-ed pieces, and
broadcasts based on Melloni’s discredited article. Daniel Jonah Goldhagen,
writing in both The Jewish Forward and the New Republic, called for the
Vatican to create and fund an independent international commission “to
determine how many Jewish children the Church kidnapped across
Europe and the precise role that Pius XII... played.”

Rather than thank the Catholic Church for saving the lives of Jewish
children, the liberal media attacked the Church and Pope Pius XII,
leaping to judge and condemn on the basis of a fraudulent memo. 
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Document 1: Original Vatican directives dealing with how 
Jewish children must be returned to their families.
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Courtesy of William Doino, Jr.

Courtesy of William Doino, Jr.
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“There was no campaign 
at the very highest levels of the
Catholic Church to “kidnap” 

Jewish children in 
1945 and 1946.” 

Conclusion from Professor Michael R. Marrus 
from his 2007 article The Vatican and the Custody 

of Jewish Child Survivors after the Holocaust

Why this contradiction? 
Because it turns out that the French memo 

an alleged “papal document”– is not authentic. 
Alberto Mclloni's article, 

as Ronald J. Rychlak has pointed out,” 
was based on a bad translation 

(perhaps an intentional fraud).” 
The memo is a “fabricated” document, 

definitely “not from the Vatican.”

This purported papal document “was not signed, 
not on the Vatican letterhead, and Vatican officials 

immediately noted that the words used were
not typical for directives from the Vatican.” 

Indeed the very fact that the letter was in French 
and not Italian is enough to show that 

it was not authentic
“instruction from the pope to his nuncio.”

Rabbi David Dalin The Myth of Hitler’s Pope
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Vatican condemns National Socialism at every opportunity. 

OF 44 PUBLIC SPEECHES PACELLI MADE IN GERMANY (1917-1929),
40 ATTACKED NATIONAL SOCIALISTIC DOCTRINES.

Tablet Article, dated October 24, 1942, tells of how the Nazi Dept of Public Enlightenment 
produced 10,000,000 copies of a pamphlet (distributed in Europe and Latin America) 
condemning the Vatican’s intervention protesting The Nazi persecution of the Jews.
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After meeting with Pope Pius XI, Pacelli writes by hand his
disgust with the recently enacted Italian Racial laws. He says
that he is so disturbed that the Italian government is importing
German anti-Semitism into Italy.

Courtesy of Michael Hesemann
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March 3, 1939, the after 
day Pacelli was elected pope,
a Confidential U.S. Foreign
Service letter was sent to
Washington by a U.S. 
diplomat in Germany 
reporting the new pope’s
views of National Socialism
and of Hitler.

“His views while well known 
to me surprised me by their 
extremeness. He said that he 
opposed unalterably every 
compromise with National 
Socialism. He regarded Hitler
not only as an untrustworthy
scoundrel, but as a fundamentally
wicked person.” “Hitler was 
incapable of moderation “ 

“He supported the German Bishops
in their anti-Nazi stand. The risk
of losing part of the Catholic
youth in Germany, was not as
great as the consequences to the
Catholic Church in general
around the world in surrendering
to the Nazis.”

Courtesy of William Doino, Jr.
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Documents indicating the German Bishops ordered the
excommunication of members of the Hitler party, Nazis 
(National Socialist) as early as 1930.
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Courtesy of Michael Hesemann
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Vatican Newspaper article of October 11, 1930 reports the
excommunication orders issued by the German Bishops for
anyone who joins the “Hitler Party.”

Courtesy of Daniele Costi
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German Catholic Organizations published this article three
weeks after Hitler came into power, January 1933. It was an 
appeal “A serious word in serious times.”
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Courtesy of Michael Hesemann

SSoommee qquuootteess

““WWhhaatt hhaappppeenneedd iinn oouurr ccoouunnttrryy ssiinnccee llaasstt yyeeaarr iiss aa nnaattiioonnaall ddiissaasstteerr......

HHooww rriigghhtt tthhoossee wweerree wwhhoo aasskkeedd ffoorr tthhee nneecceessssaarryy gguuaarraanntteeeess ffoorr tthhee ffuuttuurree
sshhooww tthhee llaatteesstt eevveennttss.. WWiitthh ddeeeepp ccoonncceerrnn wwee oobbsseerrvvee tthhee eerrrroorrss iinnttrroodduucceedd
iinnttoo oouurr ppeeooppllee.. WWee ccaallll iitt aa ssiinn aaggaaiinnsstt GGeerrmmaann uunniittyy ttoo ccaallll mmeenn ttrraaiittoorrss
wwhhoo sshheedd bblloooodd ffoorr tthhee NNaattiioonn jjuusstt bbeeccaauussee tthheeyy vvootteedd aaggaaiinnsstt HHiittlleerr..
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Examples of some the statements from Pius XII about 
National Socialism and the Nazis

1921 “Just as [Bavarians] were seduced during the revolution...into the extremes of Bolshevism, so
now other non-Bavarian elements of entirely opposite persuasion have likewise thought to
make Bavaria their base of operation.”

1923 (letter to Rome warning of): “Right-wing radicals” and “Followers of Hitler”

1935 (letter to Cardinal Carl Joseph Schulte): referring to the Nazis as “false prophets with the
pride of Lucifer.”

1938 (repeating the words of Pope Pius XI): “Mark well that in the Catholic Mass, Abraham is
our Patriarch and forefather. Anti-Semitism is incompatible with the lofty thought which
that fact expresses. It is a movement with which we Christians can have nothing to do. No,
no, I say to you it is impossible for a Christian to take part in anti-Semitism…. Spiritually,
we are all Semites.” 

1941 (in the presence of Nazi officers): “You are a young Jew. I know what that means and I hope
you will always be proud to be a Jew! [raised voice] My son, whether you are worthier than
others only the Lord knows, but believe me, you are at least as worthy as every other human
being that lives on our earth! And now, my Jewish friend, go with the protection of the
Lord, and never forget, you must always be proud to be a Jew!”

1942 (radio address on the outrage of): “Hundreds of thousands who, through no fault of their own,
and solely because of their nation or race, have been condemned to death or progressive
extinction.”

1944 “For centuries, Jews have been unjustly treated and despised. It is time they were treated
with justice and humanity. God wills it and the Church wills it. St. Paul tells us that the
Jews are our brothers. They should also be welcomed as friends.”

1944 “As for those who have taken advantage of the war to commit real and proved crimes
against the law common to all peoples, crimes for which supposed military necessity may
have afforded a pretext but could never offer an excuse–no one, certainly will wish to
disarm justice in their regard.”

1945 “To those who allowed themselves to be seduced by apostles of violence, who are now
beginning to waken from their illusions, shocked to see where their servility has led them,
there remains no way of salvation but to forswear once and for all the idolatry of absolute
nationalism, the pride of race and blood, the lust for mastery in the possession of the world’s
goods, and to turn resolutely to a spirit of sincere brotherhood, founded on the worship of
the divine Father of all men.”

1945 “National Socialism really was… the arrogant apostasy from Jesus Christ, the denial of
His doctrine and of His work of redemption, the cult of violence, the idolatry of race and
blood, the overthrow of human liberty and dignity.” He also referred to the satanic specter
of Nazism. 
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1945 (to an audience of Jewish people) Pius referred to Nazism as one of: “those ideas which 
history will list among the most deplorable and dishonorable travesties of human thought 
and feeling.”

1945 This Church does not belong to one race or to one nation, but to all peoples.�

1946 “We condemn all recourse to force and to violence, from wherever it may come, as also
we have condemned on several occasions in the past the persecutions which a fanatical
anti-Semitism unleashed against the Jewish people.”

Examples of some the statements from Pius XII about 
National Socialism and the Nazis - continued

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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RReeggiimmee FFaacciissttaa,, OOccttoobbeerr 11994422
“The Church’s obstruction of the practical solution
of the Jewish problem constitutes a crime against the
New Europe.”

11994422 CChhrriissttmmaass mmeessssaaggee 
“Hundreds of thousands who, through no fault of
their own, and solely because of their nation or race,
have been condemned to death or progressive 
extinction.” 

TThhee AAmmeerriiccaann BBiisshhooppss,, NNoovv.. 1144,, 11994422
“We feel a deep sense of revulsion against the cruel
indignation heaped upon the Jews in conquered
countries… We cannot too strongly condemn the 
in human treatment to which Jewish people have
been subjected in many countries.”

In September 1942, Pius XII protested
against the Vichy government when it
began deportation of Jews from the 
non-occupied parts of France.

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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Nazi Propaganda Against Pius XII

All these cartoons show that the Catholic Church and especially Pacelli and the
Vatican defended the Jews against the Nazi persecution and propaganda and was
displayed to be an “instrument of the Jewish/Bolshevist conspiracy”!

Without an audible defense of the Jews from the side of the Church, such a
counter-propaganda would have never been necessary.

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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“Let the Children” - “We shall not kill
Hitler, but we may and shall pray that the
good God takes this man from Earth soon.”
(SS Magazine “Das Schwarze Korps”, 
21 May 1936)

Nazi Propaganda Against Pius XII - continued

“Hard on hard - ... and what happens when the ‘Osservatore’ 
defends the Jews” (on the door is written: “Racial Doctrine”) - 

(“Das schwarze Korps,” 11. August 1938)
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Homily: “Heavy stuff from the Reverend
today! When he uses to preach with love
about the Jews, you don’t believe with
how much hate he can curse about the
Nazis.” (“Der Stürmer”, Nr. 46, 1936)

“The triumph of the Jews” (Christianity!) 
(“Der Stürmer”,  Nr. 34, 1934)

“We killed him, we mocked him, but his
Church still likes us.”
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“The Jews are the chosen people, 
Halleluja - Salvation comes from 
the Jews, Halleluja” 
(“Der Stürmer” Nr. 49, 1936)

AA ccaarrttoooonn ooff PPaacceellllii::
“Hand in Hand. Some Bishop forgot, but
the Bible simply wrote: If the bad guys call
you, well, don’t follow them.” 
(“Der Stürmer” Nr. 2, 1939 - one month 
before his election as Pope!)

“The Jews are our doom” - “Priests and 
bad Priests - A letter of an old SA-Man”

CCaarrttoooonn:: “In the Sign of Judah” Pacelli
holding a parchment “Inquisition”, 
standing on the Star of David, with the
sign of Communism in the background.
Subtitle: "What comes from Jews 
corrupted the World, Cultures and 
Peoples died from it.
(“Der Stürmer”) 
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The page one article in the February 1939 issue of Reader's
Digest explained the situation in Germany for the Catholic
Church on the verge of World War II. Entitled Nazi
Scapegoat Number 2, it painted an ugly picture that too
many modern commentators have forgotten:

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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This is an internal Gestapo report of the now infamous 
assassination attempt on Hitler’s life, wherein the report 
specifically names Eugenio Pacelli as a co-conspirator to the
plan to kill Adolph Hitler. The Kaltenbrunner Report to 
Adolf Hitler, dated November 29, 1944 describes the failed 
July 20, 1944 plot in detail.

Courtesy of Michael Hesemann
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Confidential OSS 
Documents: 
Reports the link of the
Pope’s involvement with
the attempt to kill Hitler
through Father Georg
Leiber 18 Aug 1944.
(OSS was the forefunner of 
the CIA durng WWII)

Courtesy of William Doino, Jr.
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Dan Kurzman’s book recounting his personal interview with General Karl Wolff, commandant for Italy
and deputy to Joseph Goebbels, just after the General’s release from prison. The book reveals the details
of Hitler’s plan to kidnap Pope Pius XII, to kill all of the Cardinals and clergy and to seize the Vatican
that he was ordered to prepare. Knowing that if this plan was ordered, the German army would be torn
in half. Wolff did everything in his power to keep the Pope from provoking the Reich’s anger thus
resulting in the execution of the order. The Pope effectively used this fear with both General Wolff and
other Nazi diplomats and military in order to gain many objectives in his humanitarian efforts. 
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Germany intended to kill
Eugenio Pacelli under the
guise of an invitation to
protect him.

Article of how the future
Pope Paul VI while in the
secretary of State talked
the German Ambassador to
prevent the plan to kidnap
Pope Pius XII .Detail of the Hitler plan
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The affidavit of General Karl Wolff, German commander in
Italy, testifying of the plan he was ordered to develop, by Hitler,
to kidnap Pope Pius XII.

Italian news article of the recently discovered map of the 
invasion plan of the Vatican by General Karl Wolff.

Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, 

http://www.ptwf.org/Downloads/Wollf%20Affidavit.pdf
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Catholic electoral statistics in the 1932 election of Hitler as
Chancellor. Adolph Hitler was opposed by the German Catholics.

Left hand map: Indicates Catholic population of Germany who voted against
the election of Hitler as Chancelor, 3-1.

Right hand map: Indicates the Protestant concentration who voted in favor of
the election of Hitler as Chancelor.

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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“In the constant battle against the Church of Rome, it 
is necessary that the National Socialist movement be 
vigilant, so as to preserve unaltered the inheritance of its
ideas. We must, therefore, always keep in mind, with all
clarity and a secure instinct, the National Socialist 
concepts of strength, beauty, joy, solidarity, national
unity and socialism, in terms of their value and meaning,
in order to preserve them from every clerical attempt at
false interpretation. Our ‘joy’ has nothing in common
with the Catholic Christian ‘blessedness’, and our 
socialism is precisely in direct contrast with the Catholic
caritas [charity]. There is no need to emphasize that 
national unity and solidarity must be constantly 
reinforced and protected against Catholic universalism.”

TRANSLATION

L’Osservatore Romano article dated January 4, 1939 reports
how the last major Catholic daily newspaper in Germany,
called Germania, was forced to shut down at the end of 1938,
because of pressure from the Nazi 
government, which considered it 
“anti-patriotic” for publicly 
presenting a Catholic perspective 
on politics and society.
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Eugenio Pacelli spoke to Sr. Pascalina about Hitler in 1929 –
four years before Hitler came to power: she stated:

On one occasion I asked the Nuncio if he did not think that this man could
have some good in him, and that just as Mussolini had benefited Italy, so also
he [Hitler] could perhaps help the German people. The Nuncio shook his head
and said: “I would be very, very much mistaken in thinking that all this could
end well. This man is completely obsessed; all that is not of use to him, he
destroys; all that he says and writes carries the mark of his egocentricity; this
man is capable of trampling on corpses and eliminating all that obstructs him.
I cannot understand how many in Germany, even among the best people, do
not understand and are not able to draw the lesson from what he writes and
says ...” When later on, one of the Hitlerites of  that time came to Rome, he
said to me: “How much moral misery; how much humiliation and how much
shame we and the world would have been spared if at that time we had paid
attention to Nuncio Pacelli!” 

Pius XII never changed this judgment of Hitler. 
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“Perhaps you will ask yourselves how
it is that a nation of sixty million
intelligent persons bows in servile
fear before a foreigner, and a fool in
the bargain, and before two scoundrels
like Goebbels and Goering ...”

– Cardinal Mundelein
May 18, 1937

“Mark well that in the Catholic Mass, Abraham
is our Patriarch and forefather. Anti-Semitism is
incompatible with the lofty thought which that
fact expresses. It is a movement with which we
Christians can have nothing to do. No, no, I say
to you it is impossible for a Christian to take part
in anti-Semitism … Spiritually, we are all Semites.” 

– Pope Pius XI 
September 1938
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Jacques Maritain, perhaps the leading Catholic philosopher of the era wrote an important and 
beautiful essay which was translated into English and published in the Virginia Quarterly Review
by the spring of 1939. He wrote: 

"Spiritually we are Semites – no stronger word has been uttered by a Christian against anti-
Semitism, and this Christian was the successor to the Apostle Peter." He continued: “Our time 
offers to homicidal demons unheard of feasts. Stalin has given them the kulaks; Hitler has given
them the Jews. And each of them has given them the Christian… Never before in the history 
of the world have the Jews been prosecuted in so universal a fashion; and never before has the
persecution fallen, as it does today, upon Jews and Christians alike.”
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“The election of Cardinal Pacelli is 
not accepted with favor in Germany 
because he was always opposed to
Nazism and practically determined
the policies of the Vatican under his
predecessor.” 

–Berlin Morgenpost

“The Catholic Church... considers all men as broth-
ers and teaches them to love one another ... This law
must be observed and respected in the case of the
children of Israel, as well as of all others ... letter dated
February 9, 1916, from Cardinal Gasparri, then 
Vatican Secretariat of State under Pope Benedict XV,
to the American Jewish Committee, on their con-
cerns about anti-Semitism in Poland.”

The “evident mouthpiece of the
Jews,” like the Vatican, had
“joined the cause of the Allies.”

PALESTINE POST JULY 7, 1943

Courtesy of 
Professor Ronald Rychlak
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Papal encyclical from Pope Pius XI and written by Cardinal 
Eugenio Pacelli, Secretary of State.

Finally, Mit brennender Sorge (With Burning Anxiety) was one of the strongest condemnations of
any national regime that the Holy See ever published. Michael Cardinal Faulhaber, Archbishop of
Munich, wrote the first draft of the encyclical by hand. Secretary of State Pacelli added sections and
edited others. The result condemned not only the persecution of the Church in Germany, but also
the neo-paganism of Nazi racial theories. 

A shortened version of this encyclical was translated into English and published as follows during
the war in a popular anthology of Catholic literature. That version was as follows:

TO THE GERMAN PEOPLE
Whoever exalts race, or the people, or the State, or a particular form of State, or the 

depositories of power, or any other fundamental value of the human community B however 
necessary and honorable be their function in worldly things B whoever raises these notions above
their standard value and divinizes them to an idolatrous level, distorts and perverts an order of the
world planned and created by God; he is far from the true faith in God and from the concept of life
which that faith upholds.

Beware, Venerable Brethren, of that growing abuse, in speech as in writing, of the name of God as
though it were a meaningless label, to be affixed to any creation, more or less arbitrary, of human
speculation. Use your influence on the Faithful, that they refuse to yield to this aberration. Our God
is the Personal God, supernatural, omnipotent, infinitely perfect, one in the Trinity of Persons,
tri personal in the unity of divine essence, the Creator of all existence, Lord, King and ultimate
Consummator of the History of the world, who will not, and cannot, tolerate a rival god by His side. 

This God, this Sovereign Master, has issued commandments whose value is independent of
time and space, country and race. As God’s sun shines on every human face, so His law knows 
neither privilege nor exception. Rulers and subjects, crowned and uncrowned, rich and poor are
equally subject to his word. From the fullness of the Creators – right there naturally arises the 
fullness of His right to be obeyed by individuals and communities, whoever they are. This obedience
permeates all branches of activity in which moral values claim harmony with the law of God, and
pervades all integration of the ever changing laws of man into the immutable laws of God.

None but superficial minds could stumble into concepts of a national God, of a national 
religion; or attempt to lock within the frontiers of a single people, within the narrow limits of a 
single race, God, the Creator of the universe, King and Legislator of all nations before whose 
immensity they are as a drop of a bucket@ (Isaiah XI, 15).

– POPE PIUS XI           
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“I’ll go right into the 
Vatican ... Afterward, we can
say we’re sorry. We can easily
do that. We’ve got a war on.” 

– Adolph Hitler -1943

Go bury the delusive hope
About His Holiness the Pope
For all he knows concerning Race
Would get a schoolboy in disgrace

***
Since he regards both Blacks and Whites
As children all with equal rights,
As Christians all (whate’er their hues),
They’re ‘spiritually’ nought but Jews.

***
The banner is at last unfurled
‘Chief Rabbi of the Christian World.’

“Catholic believers carry away
but one impression from 
attendance at divine services
and that is that the Catholic
Church rejects the institutions
of the Nationalist State.”  

– Hermann Goering

“If the Catholic clergy can thus 
ignore negotiations, then we in
turn are forced to consider the
Catholic full-blooded Jews as our
worst opponents and to take 
measures to ship them off to the
East as quickly as possible.” 

– Paul Joseph Goebbels

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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Eichmann’s Diary Reveals Church’s Assistance to Jews

Pius XII Opposed Deportations Imposed in Occupied Rome 
JERUSALEM, 1 MAR 2000 (ZENIT).

After guarding Adolf Eichmann’s diaries for almost 40 years, yesterday the
Israeli government made them public. Eichmann, a Nazi SS lieutenant colonel, was
executed in 1962 in Israel for “crimes against the Jewish people and against
humanity.” Eichmann wrote these diaries during the months following his death
sentence. They are especially chilling in their description of the way the Nazi regime
came to the “Final Solution” against the Jews, and the way the extermination was
implemented.

The pages are also very interesting in studying the Vatican’s position on the
persecution of Jews. Some people accuse the Church of having done nothing in
October, 1943, when the Nazis began to deport Jews from their “ghetto” in Rome.
However, Eichmann wrote that the Vatican “vigorously protested the arrest of Jews,
requesting the interruption of such action; to the contrary, the Pope would
denounce it publicly.”

This is a confirmation of the thesis of those historians who have collected
documents on the action undertaking by the Vatican to defend Jews during those
dark years. It must be kept in mind that Rome was occupied, and that the Church
was the only institution that had the courage to denounce the Nazi action.

In a chapter dedicated to Italy, Eichmann explains that “on October 6, 1943,
ambassador Moelhausen sent a telegraphic message to Foreign Minister Ribbentrop
in which he said that general Keppler, SS commander in Rome, had received a
special order from Berlin: he had to arrest 8,000 Jews who were living in Rome to
deport them to northern Italy, where they would be exterminated. General Stahel,
commander of the German forces in Rome, explained to ambassador Moelhausen
that, from his point of view, it would be better to use the Jews for fortification works.
On October 9, however, Ribbentrop answered that the 8,000 Jews of Rome had
to be deported to the Mathausen concentration camp. He emphasized that, in
giving evidence under oath in the military prison of Gaeta on June 27, 1961,
Kappler said that it was with that order that for the first time he heard the term
‘Final Solution.’”
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Eichmann’s Diary Reveals Church’s Assistance to Jews
Pius XII Opposed Deportations Imposed in Occupied Rome - continued 

“At that time, my office received the copy of a letter, that I immediately
gave to my direct superiors, sent by the Catholic Church in Rome, in the
person of Bishop Hudal, to the commander of the German forces in Rome,
general Stahel. The Church was vigorously protesting the arrest of Jews of
Italian citizenship, requesting that such actions be interrupted immediately
throughout Rome and its surroundings. To the contrary, the Pope would
denounce it publicly. The Curia was especially angry because these incidents
were taking place practically under Vatican windows. But, precisely at that
time, without paying any attention to the Church’s position, the Italian fascist
government passed a law ordering the deportation of all Italian Jews to
concentration camps,” Eichmann wrote in his diary.

“The objections given and the excessive delay in the steps necessary to
complete the implementation of the operation, resulted in a great part of Italian
Jews being able to hide and escape capture,” Eichmann wrote. A good number
of them hid in convents or were helped by men and women of the Church.

A segment from the diary of Adolf Eichmann’s diary where he justifies the excessive delays
in the implementation of the operation to the Church’s intervention to hide them in Rome.
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Internal Nazi (National Socialist) report of the arrest of the Dutch
Jews where only the Roman Catholic  Church protested.

Coutesty of Michael Hesemann

July 31, 1942 the Archbishop of Utrecht
wrote a powerful denunciation of the
deportation of the Dutch Jews in his
homily to be read throughout Holland.
Heinrich Himmler's reactions to his 
remarks was to accelerate the arrests and
to arrest the converted Jews first.

Because of this virulent Nazi reaction to
the Archbishop’s condemnation, Pope
Pius XII burned his statement. He stated
that if 40,000 Jews were killed from the
remarks of an archbishop then surely
200,000 would be killed with the remarks
of a pope. His secretary Fr. Leiber asked
why he isn’t saving the statement for
later delivery. The pope responded that
he feared his speech fall into the hands
of the Nazis and result in more deaths.

At the right there is the Internal Nazi
report detailing the arrest of the Dutch
Jews where it states that only the
Roman Catholic Church protested.
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September 6, 1943, Pope Pius XII called the cardinals 
together for a secret meeting to discuss, what he believed to 
be, the imminent invasion of the Vatican, where he would be 
kidnapped. Pius XII told the cardinals to be prepared to leave
immediately for a neutral country (probably Portugal). He 
said he placed a letter of resignation in his desk, and that the 
cardinals were to elect a new pope and form a government 
in exile. 

The documents below are 
from the Acts of the Holy See.
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This document from the section the
Letters of Montini, spell out how the
Vatican building were to be protected.

This document is the hand
written note, from the 
Cardinal Secretary of State,
ordering the commander of
the Swiss Guard not to use
fire power to resist an 
invading force.

Courtesy of Michael Hesemann
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Hitler Ordered Destruction Of Vatican and Kidnapping Of Pius XII Culture/Society 
Source: EWTN

In Revenge for Papal Assistance to Jews, Says Book 

RIMINI, Italy, (Zenit.org).  Adolf Hitler once ordered his SS troops to level the Vatican
with “blood and fire” and kidnap Pope Pius XII, a new book says. 

In “Pius XII, Pope of the Jews,” Italian historian Andrea Tornielli reveals that Hitler
ordered the destruction of the Vatican and the deportation of Pius XII to Liechtenstein
in 1943, in reprisal for the Pontiff´s reported assistance to Jews and for the Church’s
opposition to the Nazi regime. 

In his work, which has just gone on sale in Italy, Tornielli explains that the “Führer” was
livid after the signing of the armistice between the Badoglio government and the Allies
on Sept. 8, 1943, and ordered the SS to destroy the Holy See with “blood and fire.”

Hitler’s plan did not materialize, however, thanks to General Karl Wolff, then SS  commander
in Italy, who succeeded in dissuading the Nazi dictator from this course of action. 

Former Italian Minister Giulio Andreotti defended the validity of Tornielli’s thesis last
week when he addressed the meeting of the Catholic movement Communion and
Liberation. The meeting ended Saturday in this northern coastal city. 

Andreotti supported Pius XII and rejected the criticisms leveled against the Pontiff
at the end of World War II, accusing him of passivity in face of the Holocaust. “The
hostility against Pope Pacelli was not due to his weakness against Nazism, but to his
rejection of Communism,” Andreotti said.

Tornielli’s arguments had already been noted in recent years by historians and scholars,
who quoted testimonies and documents from the time of the Nazi occupation of Rome. 

Among Pius XII’s defenders is Antonio Gaspari, author of “The Jews, Pius XII, and the
Black Legend,” which offers testimonies of Jews in Rome who were saved from the Nazi-
Fascist persecution thanks to the help of men and women of the Church, as requested
by Pius XII himself.

Pius XII’s process of beatification is under way, though it is opposed by some Jews and
leaders of the right in the Israeli government. 

Eugenio Pacelli, Pius XII, died Oct. 9, 1958, in the papal summer residence of Castel
Gandolfo, after a 19-year pontificate. 

Pius XII’s actions helped save 800,000 Jewish lives, either directly or indirectly,
according to Jewish researcher Pinchas Lapide.

Far from affinity with Hitler, as claimed by Rolf Hochhuth in his play “The Vicar,” Pius
XII was actively involved in the German resistance’s plans to remove the tyrant, as
revealed in the British Foreign Office documents on the so-called Schwarze Kapelle,
which involved Admiral Canaris, Count Von Stauffenberg and other German
personalities opposed to the Führer. 
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2 days after Kristallnacht, leading Nazi (National Socialist)
newspaper arranges for mass demonstrations against World Jewry
and it’s Black (Catholic Church) and Red (Bolshevics) allies.

Courtesy of Michael Hesemann
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Examples of 
Vatican and Pacelli’s
Actions to Save Jews 

and to Condemn 
National Socialism, 

Hitler and the 
Nazi Regime

F F
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Pope Pius XII policies and actions result in the establishment of
the Jewish state.
1917 documents confirm a meeting with Nachum Sokolow, President of the
World Zionist Organization, where Sokolow asked Pacelli to intercede to help
the Jews of Palestine . The Jews were afraid that they would be massacred by the
Ottoman Turks. Pacelli interceded successfully with the German Government,
which guaranteed the safety o the Jews of Palestine.

This February 15, 1925 Sokolow again meets with Pacelli to discuss a Jewish
homeland in Palestine. First confirms the 1917 meeting and Pacelli  is 
enthusiastic about the requests and recommended Nachum Sokolow to 
Cardinal Secretary of State Gasparri to meet with Pope Benedict XV.

Courtesy of Michael Hesemann

In November 1947, in U.N. voted for
the partitioning of Palestine, 11 states
were against and 33 in favor. Of the 33
in favor, 17 were Catholic countries who
asked Pope Pius XII what they should do and he stated that he did
not object to the creation of a Jewish state in Palestine.

The new article (right) discusses Israel’s desire for diplomatic recognition
by  Spain and Pope Pius XII encourages Spain to recognize Israel.

TThhee hhiigghhlliigghhtteedd sseeccttiioonn ooff
tthhiiss JJeerruussaalleemm ppoosstt aarrttiiccllee
ddaatteedd OOccttoobbeerr 1100,, 11995588,, 
DDrr.. MMeennddeess,,OOrrtthhooddooxx JJeewwiisshh
ffrriieenndd ooff PPaacceellllii,,  rreeccaallllss tthhaatt
iinn 11994455 PPooppee PPiiuuss XXIIII tteellllss aa
ggrroouupp ooff JJeewwiisshh ssuurrvviivvoorrss tthhaatt
ssoooonn tthheeyy wwiillll hhaavvee JJeewwiisshh
ssttaattee,, tthhrreeee yyeeaarrss bbeeffoorree tthhee
bbiirrtthh ooff tthhee ssttaattee ooff IIssrraaeell..

Nachum Sokolow
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April 4, 1933 Cardinal Pacelli intervenes for Jews seeking 
Vatican assistance to combat anti-Semitic actions in Germany.
This letter was written by Cardinal Secretary of State Eugenio Pacelli to Orsenigo, the papal nuncio
in Germany, in 1933–just a few months after Hitler seized power. Also, a number of authors, forced
to acknowledge this intervention, have claimed that nothing much came of this, but  as a result of
Pacelli’s written instructions to Orsenigo, several German bishops made public statements clearly
understood as a defense of persecuted Jews.

April 4, 1933

Most reverend Excellency, 

Highly-placed Israelites have addressed themselves
to the Holy Father to invoke his intervention against the
danger of anti-Semitic excesses in Germany.           

And since it is in the tradition of the Holy See to 
exercise its universal mission of peace and charity towards
all men, irrespective of their social condition or their 
religion, interposing also, where necessary, its benevolent
offices, the Holy Father tasks your most reverend Excel-
lency to discern whether, and how, it may be possible to 
intervene in the manner desired.

I willingly take advantage of our correspondence to
reaffirm my sentiments of distinct and sincere esteem  of
your most Reverend Excellency Servant

To your most reverend Excellency
Monsignor Cesare Orsigno
Apostolic Nuncio  Berlin

TRANSLATION
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Eugenio Pacelli and the Zionists
New discoveries in the Vatican Secret Archives confirm that the man who became Pope.
Pius XII intervened in favour of the Jewish settlers in Palestine.
© 2009 by Michael Hesemann CSC
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No Pope of the 20th century, with the exemption of John Paul II and maybe Pius XI, so openly
showed his love for the Jewish people as Pius XII. This makes it even more incomprehensible
that no historical evidence but just a stage play was enough to change and even pervert the 
public image of this great pontiff. Suddenly he became “The Deputy”, “the Pope who remained
silent” or even “Hitler’s Pope”, with authors like John Cornwell or Daniel Jonah Goldhagen 
calling him a latent or even open anti-semite. The only reason is that during World War II and
the Holocaust, Pius XII considered it wiser to act than to speak out. He preferred to save as many
Jews as possible quietly rather than worsen their situation through loud but useless protests. He
tried to avoid anything which would endanger the efficiency of the only institution which was
able and willing to help the persecuted Jews in the times of the Shoa, the Catholic Church. His
apparent silence, his feigned neutrality became the perfect cover for the biggest help- and rescue
campaign in history, when more than 850.000 Jews were protected from the certain death in the
Nazi gas chambers.

But who wants to understand the man Eugenio Pacelli  must look further back into his past. 
Already in his adolescence he had a Jewish school friend, whose parents invited him to join their
weekly Shabat-celebrations, discussed their faith with him and borrowed him the works of impor-
tant Jewish philosophers, which he read with enthusiasm. After he studied Theology and Canon
Law and underwent his Ordination, Pacelli accepted a job in the Secretary of State of the Holy
See. He made a rapid career and was promoted Undersecretary of the “Congregation for Extraor-
dinary Ecclesiastical Affairs”, the Papal “State Department”, in 1911. In this position, in May
1917 he came in contact with the Zionist movement.

Nahum Sokolov, author, journalist and board member of the Zionist World Congress, came to
Rome to gain support for the plan of a Jewish state in Palestine. That Pope Benedict XV. (1914-
22) had vehemently condemned Antisemitism a year before was seen as a good omen. Cardinal
Secretary of State Pietro Gasparri sent him to Msgr. Pacelli who received him in a friendly mood
and took the time to listen to him with patience and great personal interest. Later, in his report
to the Executive Committee of the Zionists, Sokolov praised the heartfelt openness he experienced
during his meeting with the Monsignore. And he admitted that he was completely surprised, when
Pacelli asked him in the most friendly way if he would not like to present his issue to the Pope.
Sokolov would have never dreamt that this would be possible for a Jew. But then, on May 6 1917,
he was received for 45 minutes – longer than many heads of states – by Benedict XV.

“I don’t tend towards credulity or exagerrations”, Sokolov assured on May 12 in his report to the
Zionists Executive Committee, “and still I can’t avoid to stress that this revealed an extraordinary
amount of friendship: to grant a Jew and representative of Zionism with such a promptness a 
private audience which took so long and was of such a warmth and took place with all assurance
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of sympathy, both for the Jews in general and for Zionism in special, proves that we don’t need to
expect any obstacles which can’t be overcome from the side of the Vatican.”

In a completely informal way the Pope asked Sokolov to explain him the program of Zionism just
to assure him that “is a wonderful idea” and “providential. God willed it.” Also in the question of
the Christian sanctuaries in Palestine, the Pope had “No doubts that a satisfactorily agreement will
be reached”. When Sokolov obviously reached the fulfillment of his wildest dreams, Benedikt XV
released him by repeating several times, as a confirmation, the words: “Yes, I believe we will be 
good neighbors.”  

Only a week after this encounter, in the Sixtine Chapel, Eugenio Pacelli was ordained as an 
Archbishop by Benedict XV. Another week later he already sat in a train on the way to his new 
destination, Germany. The Pope had made him his new Nuntius in Munich, the only Nuntiature 
in Germany. His first mission was to present a Papal Peace Plan to the government of the Imperial
Reich in Berlin, to end the senseless slaughter of World War I – unfortunately without any success.

About another and this time successful intervention of the new Nuntius Pacelli during that time,
the Israeli historian and diplomat Pinchas Lapide wrote in his book “The Last Three Popes and the
Jews” (1967). In the Zionist Archive in Jerusalem, Lapide had located a copy of an official letter,
sent by Pacelli as Nuntius in Munich to the Bavarian Secretary of State, Otto Ritter von Dandl, 
on November 16, 1917: “The undersigned Apostolic Nuntius has the honour to inform Your 
Excellency that the Israelite Congregations of Switzerland asked the Holy Father to appeal for the
protection of the sites and the Jewish population of Jerusalem. His Eminence, the Cardinal 
Secretary of State had ordered the undersigned to act accordingly and with all care and to draw 
this subject to the attention of the Imperial Government. The Undersigned requests from Your 
Excellency to enforce the realization of this purpose with everything in your capacity. In advance
gratefully, signing with the assurance of my highest appreciation, … Eugenio Pacelli, Archbishop 
of Sardes, Apostolic Nuntius.”

The Jews had all reason to be worried. The Ottoman Empire – modern-day Turkey – was an ally 
of the Reich and England had instigated the Arabian rebellion to force it into a two-frontline war. 
The Turks suspected the Jews to collaborate with the British. After the Turkish genocide against 
the Armenians, who were believed to be on the side of the Russians, they could expect the worst.

In April 1915, the Turkish Secretary of War, Enver Pasha, ordered the Deportation of great parts 
of the Armenian population of the Ottoman Empire into the Syrian desert. What was officially 
declared a strategically necessary “evacuation” of a politically unreliable minority turned out to be
the first great genocide of the 20th century. The Young Turk movement, which had taken over 
political power, intended to transform the multi-ethnic Ottoman Empire into a national state 
according to the Panturkish ideology, which left no room for the Christian Armenians. Genocide
became the final solution of this minority problem. Its executive became the Commander-in-Chief
and Gouverneur of Syria, General Cemal Pasha. In total, the number of victims exceed 1.5 Million.
Some became victims of the Turkish massacres, most were forced into the Syrian desert where they
died of thirst, starvation, exhaust or diseases. 
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In 1917, Cemal Pasha turned brutally against the Jewish-Zionist settlements in Palestine. After 
Jewish settlers in Jaffa were accused of collaboration with the British, the Ottoman Gouverneur 
ordered their deportation. Ober 8000 Jews were expelled from their houses without the permission
to take any of their belongings or even food. In front of their eyes, their houses were looted by the
Turks. Outside the Jewish Quarters, two Jews were hanged as a warning for all who dared to resist
the looters. Eyewitnesses reported about the excessive cruelty of the soldiers.  Later, dozens of Jews
were found dead in the dunes of Jaffa. By the end of March 1917, the “Reuters” news agency 
reported that “masses of Jews” were expelled “to share the fate of the Armenians”. A Report of the
Zionist Office in Copenhagen ends with the warning that after the threats of Cermal Pasha the Jews
of Palestine could indeed expect the same treatment as the Armenians – being sent into the desert
to die of thirst, starvation and epidemics.

On May 7, 1917, the German Member of Parliament Oskar Cohn brought the antijewish violence
in Palestine on the agenda of the Reichstag in Berlin. Only one day later, Deputy Secretary Arthur
Zimmermann of the State Department played the matter down. He called the order to evacuate
Jaffa a mere “protective measure”. Furthermore, the Government of the Reich had no interest to get
involved into affairs which were solely in the responsibility of the Turkish Forces. Obviously, it did
intend to bother Germany’s Ottoman ally. This makes the intervention of the Apostolic Nuntius,
quoted by Pinchas Lapide, even more significant.

Unfortunately, at least as far as I know, no other historian ever tried to investigate and verify it.
Cornwell & Co. completely ignore the incident, since it does not fit into their claim of Pacelli
being an Antisemite. The majority of the defensors of Pius XII either just quote Lapide or concen-
trate on his position towards National Socialism. Instead, the Pacelli-debunkers simply question
Lapides credibility. Without any reason, still, since he backs all his quotes with perfect citations, as
this one, too. The quoted document, Lapide states, can be found on “Microfilm K 179 90 293 in the
Zionist Central Archive, Jerusalem”.

I trust Lapide, but still prefer to verify. I soon had the opportunity, when in November 2008, I was
granted permission to do research in the Vatican Secret Archive. After I wrote a biography on Pius
XII, “The Pope who defied Hitler”, I wanted to learn more about Pacellis position towards the Jews
and his dealings with Antisemitism and National Socialism. The verification of the incident quoted
by Lapides had a prominent position on my wish list.

After I introduced myself to the Prefect of the “Archivio Secreto”, Bishop Sergio Pagano, my work
in the “Sala Studio”, the study room of the Archive, begun. The complete inventory of the Vatican
Secret Archive – at least until 1939 – are catalogized. If you want to study one of the files, you first
have to go through these voluminous catalogues, before one of the friendly coworkers gets the file
for you. In one of these catalogues, which carefully lists the inventory of the “Archive of the 
Nuntiature Munich/Bavaria” I found the promising entry: “Guerra Europ., Palestina # 1. Pop. 
Giudaica e della Citta Santa della Palestina” – “World War I, Palestine # 1, Jewish Population and
those of the Holy City of Palestine”. After I wrote down the file title and number (Arch. Nunz.
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Eugenio Pacelli and the Zionists - continued
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Monaco d.b. 385; Fasc. 2: Pos. XIII), I asked for it. I was not disappointed. Indeed it contained not
only Pacellis handwritten draft for the letter quoted by Lapide, I also learned more about the back-
ground of this intervention.

On November 15, 1917 at 4.30 PM the Papal Cardinal Secretary of State, Pietro Gasparri, sent an
encoded message to the Nuntius Pacelli in Munich, which was received and decoded it on the next
morning at 7.30 AM. It stated: “The Israelite Community of Switzerland asked the Holy Father to
commit himself to the protection of the sites and the Jewish population of Jerusalem. He asks Your
Excellency through us, to influence the German government accordingly in the name of the Holy
Father. Card. Gasparri”. 

The decision to delegate this difficile affair to Pacelli was wise indeed. It was more than question-
able if an intervention by the Pope himself would had any impact in Constantinople. Only Ger-
many as their most important ally was able to stop the Turks from performing a massacre. That
Pacelli always had an open ear for Jewish affairs he had already demonstrated when he met the
Zionist leader Sokolov.

Indeed, Pacelli immediately acted. Still, it was a rather difficile affair. At that time, no diplomatic
relationship existed between the Emperor’s Germany and the Holy See. The only Nuntiature on
German soil was the one in Munich, the capital of the still semi-independent Kingdom of Bavaria.
Any diplomatic approach had to go through the Bavarian government. Therefore, Pacelli presented
his case on November 16, 1917 to the Royal Bavarian Secretary of State, Sir Otto Ritter von Dandl,
and urgently requested an intervention of the Imperial State Department. 

This time, other than half a year before, the Berlin State Department acted. Eleven days later, on
November 27, 1917, we find the following note in their file “Jews in Turkey”. According to the
reply they received from Constantinople, “there is no reason to fear that the Turkish authorities in
Palestine order measures against the Jewish population. We learned from the Turkish side that the
Holy City and all sites which are subject of Christian and Jewish veneration are spared and re-
spected as far as the military necessities by all means allow.”

Consequently, the German government declared two days later: “According to the available infor-
mation from the Turkish side, care was already taken for the protection of the the holy sites of
Jerusalem which are also subject of veneration by the Muslims and also for the population. Of
course this includes the Jews, who don’t have to fear any exemptions.”

Eventually, Ritter von Dendl reported to the Apostolic Nuntius on December 8, 1917: “Your Excel-
lency allow me to reply to your precious note of the 16th of last month and to inform you that I did
not miss to bring the request of the Israelite Communities of Switzerland regarding the protection of
the sites and the Jewish population of Jerusalem to the attention of the State Department in Berlin.
With regard to this, I received the reply that according to the information received, there was no
reason to worry that the Turkish authorities apply any measures against the Jewish population.” 
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Only three days later, on December 11, 1917, the British Forces under command of General 
Allenby conquered Jerusalem. The Jews of Palestine could indeed feel relieved.

According to Pinchas Lapide, the intervention of the Nuntius Pacelli contributed to “save the Jews
of Jerusalem as well as the holy sites from an almost certain doom.” It was even more significant,
since at that time the Turkish troops in Palestine were under command of a German General, Erich
von Falkenhayn. About him, his biographer Holger Afflerbach stated: “An inhuman excess against
the Jews in Palestine was only prevented through Falkenhayns conduct, which has a special signifi-
cance in respect to the German history of the 20th century.” Since von Falkenhays was a man who
strictly followed orders, it is reasonable to assume that his “conduct” was ordered from Berlin.

Indeed, Pinchas Lapide quotes a letter written by Dr. Jacob Thon, at that time leader of the Zionist
Office in Jerusalem, in December 1917: “It was an special stroke of good fortune that in the last 
critical days General von Falkenhayn had the command. Cemal Pasha in this case – as he
announced often enough – would have expelled the whole population and turned the country into
ruins. We and the whole population, Christians as well as Muslims, must remember P.(acelli) with
deep gratitude, since he saved the civil population from doom when he prevented the planned 
evacuation of this area.”

Nine years later, in December 1926, in Berlin the “Deutsches Komitee Pro Palästina zur Förderung
der jüdischen Palästina-Siedlung” (German Committee Pro Palestine to Support the Jewish Settle-
ment in Palestine) was founded. Among the founding members were Albert Einstein, the President
of the Reichstag (Speaker of the House) Paul Loebe, the Cologne major (and post WWII-Chancel-
lor) Konrad Adenauer and the novelist and Nobel Prize laureate Thomas Mann. The question arose
if it is opportune for prominent Catholics to join this initiative. During the vehement discussion of
the Balfour Declaration at the League of Nations the idea of a Jewish state was controversial in
Catholic circles. The socialist ideas of some Zionists led to irritations  in the Vatican, and its organ,
the “Osservatore Romano”, on June 1st, 1922, called for “the protection of the holy sites against
Jewish bolshevism”. At that time, the Holy See had already established diplomatic relations to the
first German democracy, The Weimar Republic, and Pacelli resided as the first Apostolic Nuntius in
Berlin. As Pinchas Lapide stresses, he “represented during that period the position of Pro Palestine”.
He explicitly refused the Zionism-skepticism of leading Vatican circles and instead not only pleaded
in favour of the Jewish settlements but even encouraged prominent German Catholics to join the
Initiative supporting them. Even Pacellis closest friend, the Reichstag-member and Catholic Prelate
Dr. Ludwig Kaas, became a Board member of this Committee.

How deep was his sympathy for the Zionists is revealed in the memoirs of the German Zionist Kurt
Blumenfeld. In his autobiography “Living the Jewish Question” (1962), he describes how Nahum
Sokolov, who was indepted to Pacelli for his Papal audience in 1917, visited Berlin in 1926.
Sokolov at this point served as the President of all Zionist Congresses. When he planned a new 
initiative at the League of Nations, he remembered the former Undersecretary of the Papal State
Department. His plan was to ask Pacelli for an instruction to the representative of the Holy See at
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Eugenio Pacelli and the Zionists - continued
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the League of Nations in Geneve. But when Blumenfeld called the Nuntiature to set up an
appointment, he learned that Pacelli was severely ill, stayed in the Hedwig Hospital in Berlin and
was momentarily not available. Only when he eventually mentioned the name “Sokolov”, he was
called back: His Excellency, the Nuntius, would be delighted to see Mr. Sokolov for five minutes.

Together Blumenfeld and Sokolov drove to the hospital. At the front desk, the doctor-in-charge
welcomed them but insisted: “Mr. Sokolov alone and just for five minutes”. Blumenfeld walked in
the hospital library and started to read a book. After one-and-a-half hours Sokolov returned. “It 
was obvious how interesting and uplifting the conversation with the Nuntius was, a discussion of
historical questions, Jewish as well as Catholic”, Blumenfeld remembered.

Once again, the man who became Pope Pius XII proved to be a friend who always had an open ear
for the affairs and problems of Jews.  

* Michael Hesemann is a German 
historian and author. In 2008, 
his book “The Pope Who Defied 
Hitler. The Truth About Pius XII” 
was published in Germany, an 
Italian translation will follow soon.
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Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.
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Vatican policy was
to hire Jews who
were fired due to
Italian racial laws,
December 4, 1942.

This article 
appeared in a 
American Catholic
Magazine The 
Commonweal.

Courtesy of William Doino, Jr.

New York Times 1939 article 
revealing the lifesaving efforts of the
Vatican to save the “Non-Aryan”
Catholic Jews.

Document reporting on religious
conditions in Germany 1937.
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Taken from Sir Martin
Gilbert’s book The Righteous
June 27, 1943 the following
broadcast from Vatican Radio
was made:

While Apostolic Nuncio to Ger-
many in WWI, Archbishop Pacelli
interceded in order to save a Jewish
man who was jailed for anti-Semitic
reasons.

1940 New York Times article 
indicating how Cardinal Verdier
worked to help the Jews, like
Pope Pius XI and Pope Pius XII.
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Pope Pius XII personally intercedes to stop the deportation 
of the Hungarian Jews at the exact moment of their greatest
danger. This resulted in saving tens of thousands of Jewish lives.

Telegram in French from Pius XII to Hungary’s Regent, Miklos Horthy, protesting
the deportation of Jews. The Pope pleaded with Horthy to use his office so that
“many unfortunate people may be spared further afflictions and sorrows.”

Jen� Levai, the leading scholar of the Jewish extermination 
in Hungary observed that it was a particularly regrettable
irony that the one person in all of occupied Europe who did
more than anyone else to halt the dreadful crime and alleviate
its consequences is today made the scapegoat for the failures
of others.
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Juraj Adam

00:12:41:17
Today, when I started to talk to the Pope I told him sincerely that, I turned 85 years last January, but
the most overwhelming moment and the biggest joy in my life is that I have had the possibility to
speak with him today. And I’m also thankful for being invited here and having that opportunity.

00:13:17:21
During the fascist regime my father was a well known man. He was a Chief of Commerce Agriculture and
Industry Chamber, and he died unexpectedly in 1933 after the first catastrophic speeches of Adolf Hitler.
My mother became widow and I was 10 years old at the moment. I had one year younger sister Alzbeta.

00:14:18:16
In that period, it was not allowed to talk about the fascist regime yet. The town we lived in was 
Komarno, situated close to Danube and between Vienna and Budapest. During that period Komarno
was part of Czechoslovakia. 

00:14:57:08
In 1938 as a consequence of the agreement between Ribbentrop and Ciano, the German and Italian
Foreign Ministers, this town and other parts of the territory again became part of Hungary. Hungary
lost these territories with the Treaty of Triaton in 1920.  This means that, I lived on the Hungarian
territory from 1938 to 1945.

00:15:39:00
And this was the fascist regime I experienced. I completed my diploma at the Benedictine High
School in Komarno in 1941. The Benedictine High School was well known for its excellent 
education in Hungarian language. 

00:16:01:09
On the 19th of March in 1944 the most difficult period began, when the fascist army occupied the
Hungarian territory (Operation Margarethe). Komarno, the town where I lived, was occupied as
well. Until then, Hungary used to be a country for refugees of already occupied neighbouring 
countries between the years 1941 and 1944.  Before the German occupation in 1944, Poles and 
people from other neighbouring countries used to come to Hungary where they still could find a
normal life and were not persecuted.

00:17:18:14
But on the 19th of March in 1944, the catastrophic situation started with the arrival of the 
German army in Komarno and the rest of the country. My mother and my sister continued to live in
Komarno and my sister at that moment was about to complete her diploma at the Benedictine High
School as well.
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Juraj Adam - continued

00:17:48:20
On the 5th of April in 1944, when Jews were ordered to wear signs identifying themselves, I escaped
at night from Komarno across the Danube Bridge into Budapest. I used to study at the Faculty of
Law at the Peter Pasman University in Budapest from 1941 until the German occupation. Even
though I was Jewish, I was allowed to study there because of my outstanding grades and the 
‘numerus clausus’ for Jewish students introduced by the University. So I spent 6 semesters there. 

00:18:51:19
I escaped from Komarno and returned to Budapest where I used to have a private residence and I
wasn’t known as Jewish, since I managed to obtain some false identity documents. Living in 
Budapest was still not a problem during that period.

00:19:20:01
Starting from the 15th of October in 1944 everything changed, when the President Horthy 
broadcasted his speech and announced the withdrawal of the Hungarian army from the war. 
Therefore Hungary was no longer the fascists’ ally. The German response to the speech was an
immediate occupation of Budapest and the rest of the country.

00:21:01:15
On the 2nd of July in 1944, the first Anglo-American air attack of Budapest took place. In that 
moment some good friends helped me to stay at the student’s hall where I was hiding. *(Noted later
00:23 This students’ hall was affiliated with the Catholic Church and I couldn’t live there because
of my religion. For that reason my friends helped me to hide there). The air attack was terrible and I
remember a well known Catholic church at the Bakacz Square which was attacked by mistake by
the Anglo-American air army. After the attack, during which I was hiding under the bad, I was
shocked and realized that I cannot hide anymore at the students’ hall. A couple of good friends 
accompanied me to the city centre and we saw destroyed city and injured people. *(Noted later
00:23 My friends were not Jewish but they didn’t want to leave me alone. We used to study together
at the Benedictine High School and they took care of me during this situation).

00:22:42:14
That night, I did not know where to go. *Here, Juraj explained details on students’ hall and school
mates from the High School.

00:24:00:00
It could be around 10 pm when my friends suggested that I go back to the students’ hall with them.
Even if it was dangerous they thought I didn’t have another alternative. But I didn’t want to take
any risks by going back with them. While still in the city centre I noticed the sign of the Apostolic
Nunciature. I didn’t know much about them but I knew they could give asylum for people escaping
from the fascists. So I had an idea and that night I rang doorbell to the Apostolic Nunciature.
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00:24:51:05
When the guardian saw me and realized he did not know me, he tried to close the gate but I 
managed to enter the building. I sat down close to the entrance and said I’m not going to leave.
After maybe ten minutes the doorbell rang again and the guardian went to open the door to the
Vatican diplomat Gennaro Verolino. When he entered the gate and saw me, he just passed by and
asked the guardian about me and my late entry.

00:26:02:12
The guardian explained to Gennaro Verolino my situation that I don’t know where to go and that
my mother and sister have been killed. To my big surprise, the guardian returned to me and told me
to follow him and he took me to the office of Gennaro Verolino. I noticed the amount of food and
fruits at his desk and he invited me to eat and drink before we talked. 

00:27:10:18
When I finished eating we talked and meantime the guardian was asked to prepare a room for me
for that night. I felt already much better after dinner and I was very glad for the small visitors’ room
they prepared for me where I could rest and calm down.

00:27:48:11
The next day at around 11 am they brought me a breakfast and told me that Apostolic Nuncio 
Angelo Rotta returned from the summer estate. Angelo Rotta was about 70 years old and he was a
supervisor of Gennaro Verolino. Gennaro took me to Angelo Rotta’s office where we talked and
they told me that this situation is quite unusual because normally I couldn’t stay there. I don’t know
if it was because of my honesty or hopelessness, but they decided that I could stay with them for 
another two days.

00:28:41:07
I told them that for now this was the only place I could stay in, but they promised they will look for
another safe place for me. They contacted the Vatican secretary of state who later approved my stay
at the Apostolic Nunciature, which is Vatican territory. 

00:29:06:09
So I was allowed to live at the Apostolic Nunciature. After some time, Gennaro Verolino invited
me to his office where, on my big surprise, he gave me an identity document, issued by the 
Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This document stated that I was an employee of the 
Vatican Apostolic Nunciature. From that moment I officially became an employee of the 
Apostolic Nunciature.
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Juraj Adam - continued

00:30:46:20
The early morning after the broadcast of President Horthy, on the 16th of October 1944, I saw the
presidential car parked in the front of the Apostolic Nunciature. The driver asked to be received by
Angelo Rotta. I saw the president’s family getting out of the car and Horthy’s daughter in law 
explained me that, the President made some arrangements with Angelo Rotta. That arrangement
ensured the political asylum for Horthy’s family when necessary. I told them that Angelo Rotta was
not in the office but I made the office of Verolino available for them. 

00:32:17:03   
At that moment, the guardian, a few sisters and I were the only present employees in the Apostolic
Nunciature building. After some time the door bell rang again and the German officer Edmund
Veesenmayer was standing at the gate. I knew him only from the newspapers, because he was a 
delegate of President Horthy when Hungary was still in war as Hitler’s ally. 

00:33:19:00
He asked to speak to Angelo Rotta or Gennaro Verolino, but I explained to him that they were 
not able to return from the summer estate the evening before, because of the unrest on the streets
relating to President Horthy’s broadcast. 

00:34:15:23
I told officer Edmund Veesenmayer that if he wished to talk to them both, he could have helped
them to come back to Budapest. He explained he has been sent by President Horthy to accompany
his family members, which I received earlier, to the presidential castle. I told him that it’s impossible
because they have asked for political asylum and they don’t want to leave the Apostolic Nunciature.

00:35:08:02
I had a feeling he was not telling the truth and that the President is surely not asking him to take
his family out of Apostolic Nunciature. He asked me who I was, and I said to myself, if he’s 
dishonest I will do the same.  I told him that I’m the vice Secretary of Apostolic Nunciature. After
that he left with his armed guards. The Horthy’s family members were worried, since they listened
to our conversation at the gate, but I managed to calm them down.

00:36:14:20
Later that morning both Verolino and Rotta returned and Horthy’s daughter in law told them what
happened before their arrival. Verolino appreciated the way I dealt with the situation.

00:37:00:00
President Horthy’s family remained with us, but later the German officials tried to make a deal with
them. They suggested that if they left the Apostolic Nunciature, they could join President Horthy
and leave the country together. Otherwise he will be deported to Germany without them
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00:38:09:11
At the end, the President Horthy’s family decided to leave the Apostolic Nunciature later that day.
The country was in hands of a fascist government which initiated the deportation of Jews. In fact by
July 1944, 450 000 Hungarian Jews had already been deported. 

00:39:22:07
It was known that 90% of deported Jews were killed in gas chambers. Usually, Jews were deported
on the trains, on which they travelled for three or four days. After arrival they were asked to leave
all the personal items and clothes because they were told to take a shower. But instead of water the
showers spread the killing gas. 

00:40:24:18
During June and July in 1944 the deportation of Jews from Budapest was slowed down, but later
about 100 000 Jews from Budapest were killed in one of the brick factories. They were not deported
on the trains.  Every day, thousands were brought to the factory where they were killed. 

00:41:19:23
In that period there was a signed agreement between the Vatican Apostolic Nunciature and the
new fascist Hungarian leaders, that about 25 000 Jews would have been freed if they had been 
baptized in the past, or if they had some Catholic relatives or were very old.  And in fact, they freed
about 100 people from the brick factory every day. It was my responsibility to deal with the 
liberation of Jews. I used to go to the brick factory every day and I presented the list of 300 or 400
people certified by the Apostolic Nunciature. The people on my list were freed and were under 
protection of the Vatican.

00:42:16:16
The reason why the fascist leaders in Hungary signed this agreement with the Vatican Apostolic
Nunciature was that they thought they would have more credibility in Europe by having an 
agreement with the Vatican. These fascist leaders were collaborators of the German SS army and
they took lead of the country immediately after Horthy’s deportation. Their Hungarian leader was
Ferenc Szalasi (leader of the Arrow Cross Party).

00:44:38:22
So I continued my assignment and whoever was on my list was freed and brought to the safehouses
in Budapest. I had the certified lists ready and I just needed to insert the names of people to be 
released on that day. 
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Juraj Adam - continued

00:45:52:22
Once, there were two fascist soldiers who didn’t want to respect the agreement and didn’t want to
free the people on my list. They took me to one of their base camps. Fortunately, my driver saw
what just happened and he followed the car I was in and found out the place they brought me to.
He called my supervisors who were able to free me after an hour so I could finish my assignment for
that day. The two fascist soldiers who made trouble earlier were probably punished; I didn’t see them
again the rest of the day.

00:47:27:24 
There is also something important that happened regarding the Vatican. The Russian army was 
entering Budapest in December 1944 and slowly liberating the parts of the city. One side of the
Danube River was still in hands of German army and it was where the Apostolic Nunciataure was
situated. Several Russian armies’ bombardments took place to free that part of the city from 
Germans. During January 1945, the situation was very dangerous around the Apostolic Nunciature.
Gennaro Verolino used to visit German soldiers and tried to convince them to leave and free the
territory before the Russian army’s arrival.

00:50:05:17
In the evening on the 14th of February 1945, one SS soldier came to the Apostolic Nunciature 
representing the major SS official and he asked to see Angelo Rotta. Gennaro Verolino, Angelo
Rotta and I received him and he informed us about the decision of his supervisors to leave the 
territory. This decision was due to Verolino’s constant visits to their base camp and SS officials
asked Angelo Rotta to kindly assist them during the disarmament. The assistance they asked for 
was to smooth the operation and help injured soldiers.

00:52:06:00
Gennaro Verolino thanked the officer for the good news, but as for the required assistance he said it
would be very hard, since there was no diplomatic relationship between Russia and the Vatican, but
he would have tried his best.

00:53:00:00
For all this, Gennaro Verolino is considered an important figure during the Second World War 
who helped reduce the number of people who were killed. He is well known, particularly in Italian
circles. Four years ago, the Swedish government and the Swedish royals honored Gennaro Verolino
with the highest award in Sweden. They awarded him personally in Rome on the 1st of October 2004. 

00:54:00:00
During the award ceremony Verolino gave an important speech and he dedicated some parts of it to me. 
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00:54:56:00
An hour after the German army left we heard bombardments and we hid in the Apostolic 
Nunciature. Since the building was quite destroyed we needed to hide within the monastery of 
English sisters who made available the first floor of their building for us. So our office was 
transferred there. 

00:56:27:00
To my big surprise, Angelo Rotta and Gennaro Verolino asked me to come with them to the 
temporary office at the English sisters’ monastery, even if I didn’t consider myself an important 
employee of the office. So four of us moved in – Rotta, Verolino, a Hungarian priest, and I. 

00:57:10:00
We stayed at this place temporarily until April 1945 when the agreement was signed to close the
Apostolic Nunciature in Budapest. Rotta and Verolino returned to Vatican and I stayed behind.

00:57:55:00
When they left at the end of April in 1945, I returned to Komarno where I found our house 
destroyed and I didn’t find anyone. 

00:58:08:15
In January 1953, after lunch at the friends’ place, two civil officials met me on the street they asked
me if I was Juraj Adam and if I had an identity card. They took my identity card without even
checking it and asked me to follow them. They were with the state police. They took me to the
prison in Komarno where I spent the night without any explanation. The morning after, on the 2nd
of January 1953 police came to take me and I was blindfolded. They took me to the prison in Nitra.

00:59:46:23
Inside Nitra prison, they used to change my co-prisoners and I found out later that the majority of
them were members of the state police. 

01:00:00:00
I realized they kept me because they wanted to prove I was an undercover agent for the Vatican.
They used to treat me bad during the days and nights. Their accusations were not true but the 
inspection and my incarceration lasted for almost 10 months. I would have preferred to die than
admit to their lies. 
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Juraj Adam - continued

01:01:00:00
Their argument was that, my supervisors at the Apostolic Nunciature surely asked me some favours
as an exchange for their kind caring for me.  One night, when they took me to another inquisition,
there were also two Czech police officials **(who confronted me with another prisoner, a dentist
doctor from Komarno I knew – this happened later, as Juraj corrected at 01:06 during his second 
imprisonment). 

01:02:24:00
**(This dentist made some statements, telling the police I openly admitted my undercover 
activities with the Vatican – 01:06 during his second imprisonment). The Czech agents offered me
an agreement, since they felt responsible for my imprisonment for 10 months. They didn’t have any
evidence of my undercover activities with the Vatican but they wanted me to admit at least that I
wanted to escape from Czechoslovakia illegally.

01:03:10:00
They had the false testimony of a woman who stated that I asked her to help me escape from
Czechoslovakia. The police officials explained to me that if I admit that I escaped illegally from
Czechoslovakia the case would be closed. 

01:04:22:00
Since I had no alternative, I signed the statement where I admitted my illegal escape from 
Czechoslovakia with the help of this woman. This has been brought to the Regional Court in Nitra
and I was sentenced to two years in prison for attempting an illegal escape from the country. 

01:05:00:00
When I was in the prison, on the 6th of March 1953, Stalin died and Gotwald died a few days later.
Zapotocky  became president and applied one year amnesty to all prisoners. They brought me to 
the prison close to the German border in Jicin where I stayed until I finished my sentence till 
January 1954.

01:05:47:00
Since then I was free but on the 9th of April 1958 they came from Nitra to take me back to prison.
They confronted me with the dentist from Komarno I knew and I could read all his false statements.
**Here the figure of dentist doctor appeared.
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The Actions of Pope Pius XII to save the Jews with his 
intervention in Slovakia

87

September 11, 1941
Nuncio protested
against the introduction
of racial laws with an
official protest note
from the pope.

March 1942
Start of the deportations.

The bishops pastoral
letter protesting the 
deportations from the
pope resulted in an 
immediate halt. 

April 1942
10,000 girls are in
the death camps. 
Protesting demands
from the pope 
resulted in an 
immediate halt. No
more deportations!

February 1943
Protest from the 
Episcopacy 
prevented the 
resumption of 
deportations.

Beginning 1944
Nazis are calling for 
“rail shipments of 
foreign workers” for
Auschwitz. Intervention
of the pope resulted in
cancellation of the 
deportations. 

August 1944
Germany takes over 
control, deportations
resume. Following an 
unsuccessful intervention
by the pope to stop them,
25,000 Jews are instead
hidden in monasteries. 

Abp Borzoi Nuncio, March 1942

“It is not true that Jews deported
would be sent to the service work,
the truth is that they are murdered.” 

Telegram to President of Slovakia, 
President Tiso, Aug. 44

Pope Pius XII sends a telegram 
President Tiso that he must not 
deport the Jews and that he is greatly
pained by what is occurring”

March 1943

Father Jozef Tiso, President of Slovakia,

was ordered by the Holy See to stop the

deportation of Jews under the threat that

he would be excommunicated by the pope.

(cf. Acts et Documents du Sainte Siege, 1, 457 and 9,246). 

The letter from Rome was presented  to

Tiso through Bishop Hamvas, auxiliary

bishop of Budapest 

(cf. Acts et Documents du Sainte Siege, 8, 458).
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Pius XII Told Catholic Groups to Assist Those Fleeing Nazis
VATICAN CITY, 8 APRIL 2003 (ZENIT).

At least 800 Jews in three Italian cities were saved from Nazi persecution in 1943 and 1944, thanks in part to an
appeal from Pope Pius XII, documents reveal.

The newly found evidence shows that in the cities of Livorno, Lucca and Pisa, the Jews were spared after the
Pope had asked various Church groups to help out.

The network of assistance was made up of Oblate Priests of Lucca, the archbishop of Genoa, Franciscan friars,
cloistered nuns and Catholic politicians.

Gino Bartali, one of the greatest cyclists in Italian history, also collaborated in the initiative. He hid false 
documents in the crossbar of his bicycle to save the life of refugees.

These deeds have come out into the light thanks to letters and a testimony written by Giorgio Nissim, a Jew from Pisa.

The documents were found by his children, Piero and Simona, and have been examined by historians Silvia
Angelini and Paola Lemmi, under the supervision of Liliana Piccioto of Milan’s Foundation of Jewish 
Documentation. Giorgio Nissim died in 1976.

Following the 1943 imprisonment of members of Tuscany’s  “Delasem” network (which aided Jews after 
discriminatory racial laws took effect), Nissim continued his activity thanks to the collaboration of the three
Oblate Priests of Lucca. The three were referred to as Fathers Paoli, Staderini and Niccolai.

“I organized a complete office of false documents in the premises of cloistered nuns,” Nissim recalled in his
papers. “Frequently, it was the priests themselves who added the false signatures.”

That made it possible to save Jews by hiding them in a convent or enabling them to reach liberated areas in Italy.

“I would go to Genoa as best I could to take the money given to me by Father Repetto, the archbishop’s secretary,
and would then give the funds to Father Paoli” to cover the costs of these operations, he added.

In a testimony given in 1969, kept in the archives of Milan’s Center of Contemporary Jewish Documentation,
Nissim wrote that the network of Catholic assistance “had received the order to maintain relations [with the
clandestine Jewish movement—editor's note] by Pius XII, the Pope at the time.”

Andrea, son of champion cyclist Gino Bartali, confirmed his father’s participation in that network that aided the Jews.

“His task was to take the photos and papers to clandestine printers to produce the false document,” Andrea
Bartali said. “When he arrived at the convent, he would get off the bicycle and put the material in the crossbar,
and then go. He also acted as a guide, pointing out the less-known ways so that the refugees could reach some
areas in the center of Italy.” 
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The Personal Effort of the Pope to Arrange Transport for Jews
to the Dominican Republic, Mexico, Cuba, Canada and the
United States.

The Museum of Jewish Heritage recently held an exhibit highlighting the efforts of the Dominican
Republic to save Jewish lives. What the exhibit did not show was that Pope Pius XII would make 
a personal request of General Trujillo to grant the 1600 visas per year from 1939 to 1945 for Jews 
escaping Europe. This request was delivered personally by the Apostolic Nuncio to the Dominican
Republic and Haiti, Archbishop Silvani and his secretary Monsignor Giovanni Ferrofino. Msgr. 
Ferrofino revealed this secret activity in his video interview. Twice a year Pope Pius XII sent a 
double encrypted telegram to the Nuncio who then had to travel for 1 ½ days to see General 
Trujillo and make this direct request in the name of Pope Pius XII. Then Msgr Ferrofino would be
responsible to help the refugees enter the United States through Mexico, Canada and Cuba. The
refugees never knew who actually secured their visas to come to the DR and then helped them to
emigrate to the US.

PALESTINE POST MAY 8, 1941

SETTLERS WELCOME 
IN SAN DOMINGO

On May 7, 1993, Father Robert Schlitt taped an 
interview with Sister Mary Matilda, a member of the
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother. She reflected on
her time growing up in Nazi Germany and her 
experiences in wartime Rome. As she tells her 
fascinating story, she has vivid recollections of 
Pope Pius XII who arranged for a shipload of eleven
Sisters and 800 Jews to settle in the United States.
When the Sisters ran into
difficulty with the 
Portuguese government,
they were able to present 
a handwritten letter from
the Pope recommending
that they be respected and
cared for. 

PALESTINE POST MAY 5, 1942

Note: Actual transcript of 
Msgr. Giovanni Ferrofino on 
following pages.
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Msgr. Giovanni Ferrofino

What was your position in the apostolic nunciature in the Dominican Republic? How long were
you there and where exactly were you?
I spent five years of my life there.  I spent the first five serving the Holy See in Haiti and Santo
Domingo. Puerto Rico was also in my jurisdiction.

What was your assignment?
I began my assignment as assistant at the nunciature, assistant of the embassy.  It’s the first level. 
For a year.

What year was it?
1939 – 40.
And I continued in this capacity until May of 1945, when I was transferred to the United States.

Who was the apostolic nuncio then?
Maurilio Silvani.  Silvani was his last name.

Could you tell us about what happened when the nuncio got a call from the Holy Father about
some Jews in Portugal.  What happened?
It happened from the beginning.  The Vatican cannot disclose many things, it cannot say these
things because it cannot betray the confidence of people who protected Jews. There were also other
issues. It is true that the Pope protected Jews because it was his duty.  He considered it his duty. But
the Pope couldn’t say where he hid them for example. Some families in Rome did not want to 
compromise their safety, they did not want to get on Mussolini’s bad side for example. 

Of course.

About the Jews of Portugal. How did the Pope intervene?
The Pope intervened through the apostolic nuncio. I was in Lisbon for about a month, 
twenty-seven days to be exact, and I spent every day at the nunciature. I arrived fresh from Rome to
document certain things. I arrived with verbal orders from Rome, to give instructions to the nuncio
to push him to do all that he could.

Then a written order came from Rome for the nuncio.

Written items were sent to everyone, naturally, but in this case it was dangerous in case anyone
were to lack discretion, so it was all verbal?
In writing…no!
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What was the situation of the Jews of Portugal?
They were well off. They moved in society quite a bit. They were trying to leave as soon as possible.
They were afraid Franco would give permission to the Jews to enter Spain. To Spain via Portugal
and then they could escape. I visited once the President of Portugal, and I referred what Pius XII
have told me: “People must understand, the world must understand that we should hurry up to save
these people that they are allowed into Portugal as soon as possible. When I arrived in Portugal, I
had to do my best with the apostolic nuncio because he too was intent on obtaining the necessary
permits. Before I left, Pius XII said to me during an audience: “but Monsignor, see for yourself, how
can the Spaniards not understand, how can the Portuguese not understand that we must save as
many people as possible?”

You witnessed the Pope’s insistence?
Yes. He [Pius XII] was unnerved and very concerned because he did not have the answers right
away. I was his envoy first in Madrid and then in Lisbon,   and I spoke with the nuncio. Because the
nuncio received the written orders, but he did not see how upset Pius XII was.

Exactly why was he so upset?
Because they were not able to get what the Pope wanted quickly. What he would have liked.

What the Jews needed was passage across the Ocean?
Passage across the Ocean. First of all, permission to enter Portugal. But remember, at that point
there were ten or twelve thousand fleeing Jews in Lisbon. I used to see them there all day, they used
to walk up and down, keep watch, they tried everywhere to find room [in a boat] to leave. I myself
was in Lisbon for a month before finding a place on a ship, because they were all taken by Jews who
were escaping. The ship I took was an old ship from before World War I. It belonged to the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire. That ship had place for 800 men and women. They put all the women 
in one part and all the men in another. Husbands and wives were separated because they needed to
pack in as many people as possible. I was able to travel in the chaplain cabin, because on that 
Portuguese ship they had a chapel and the chaplain used to say Mass daily. The chaplain couldn’t 
go and so I took his place. There were 7 Catholics and 800 Jews. The ship was called Serpa Pinto.

What year was it?
1940.

1940?
Yes.

91
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Msgr. Giovanni Ferrofino - continued

One needed a visa to cross the Ocean to arrive on the other shore.
This was the problem, this was the problem. But not for everybody. I traveled without a visa only to
get one on other trips, but the ship went to Bermuda and unloaded there. Then people continued to
New York. I traveled with 800 Jews, around 780 – 690, and [in that ship] we Catholics were seven.

What instructions did the nuncio receive regarding the visa?
The nuncio of Haiti and the Dominican Republic had instructions to do everything possible [to get
visas for the Jews] The government wanted to know who they were and what they would have been
able to do.

How did these instructions reach the nuncio?
Rafael Trujillo was a dictator [in the Dominican Republic], but he saved many Jews. He did it, 
however, in the Pope’s name. This was his request: he wanted to ensure that it was in the Pope’s
name. Sometimes the nuncio had to show him the telegram from Rome.

What did the telegram from Rome say?
Orders came to do everything possible, every single thing possible for these people: for this person,
and that, and that…. 

To obtain the entrance visas?
Yes.

Were they unusual telegrams? What type of telegrams were they?
Encrypted telegrams.

Can you explain?
Cipher… everybody knows what was the cipher. There was a dictionary to cipher and decipher the
text. The code was determined by one letter in a certain place of the text. As soon as we got the
telegram, we looked at that place in the text because that was the key.  

So there was secret information that had to arrive in code?
Yes, it had to arrive in code, but it was always this same message. They asked the nuncio again and
again to do everything possible, but there were few encrypted telegrams.

But was the telegram that asked for the visas an encrypted telegram?
Yes, of course.
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Were you present when that telegram was read to the nuncio?
I was the one who decoded it.

You even decoded it?
I arrived from Rome. I was already familiar with decoding such telegrams.

And so with this request….
One thing is important. I’m not sure if I should say it. But these encrypted telegrams were 
complicated. You might assume they were in Italian but they were not. The message was in another
language in such a way that the spies who monitored the codes could not understand them. The
nuncio did not write the message in Italian. The nuncio was Italian but he did not write the code in
Italian. And one specific letter at one point between the lines indicated the key. If not, the text
cannot be decoded. But this is something standard.

So this telegram regarding the fate of four hundred Jews in Portugal?
Each time that there was a substantial number [of Jews ready to leave], and that they would be 
accepted, the Vatican gave visas as far as Portugal, hoping that from there they will arrange things…
Because the Vatican could not obtain visas to America. America was calm and cool. Roosevelt was
still not sure if he was going to enter the war, they were not at war yet and took it slowly.

Once the nuncio received this encrypted telegram, what did he do with the local government?
The nunciature was in Haiti, Port-au-Prince. We had to go in person to Santo Domingo. This is
very important. Trujillo wanted the precise words of the nuncio to be decoded and he wanted the
nuncio to say it clearly: I come in Pope Pius XII’s name to ask….Trujillo wanted to be sure, he
wanted it to be the Pope to ask, not the nuncio. The nuncio always had to say: the Pope is asking
you this favor.

So the nuncio went personally to Trujillo?
Yes. Every time we had to achieve something, that was the condition.

And you went with the nuncio?
I used to go with the nuncio.

Can you describe what this trip was like?
The trip was long and tiring. Exhausting. It could not be done in one day. We used to leave the
nunciature in Port-au-Prince early in the morning and arrive around noon in the Dominican 
Republic, but not in the capital. We spent the night in a girl’s school run by Spanish nuns. There
was a chapel there and separate lodging for the chaplain off the premises.
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Msgr. Giovanni Ferrofino - continued

The nuncio was not in good health as I understand it?
The nuncio’s health had deteriorated since he was in Italy. In the first three years, the nuncio
lost 27 kilos. He was a strong man. But when his sister saw him get off the train in Rome, she
burst into tears. I was at the station, I was still a student in Rome at the time. He had lost 30
kilos.

In order to undertake such a trip, there must have been an urgent, important reason…..
Because Trujillo always wanted the nuncio to do the asking, he wanted the head of mission to
ask. He did not want any sort of mediator. He wanted the nuncio to speak and to say that it 
was in the Pope’s name. He used to record it.

How did the encounter between the nuncio and Trujillo go?
The nuncio went many times because every time something was needed it had to be the 
nuncio to go in person.

And in this case did Trujillo accept the Pope’s request?
Yes. More than once. Because each time he gave visas, it was for a specific number. On my way
out of Europe, I stayed for 27 days in Lisbon and the nuncio in Lisbon also got pressure from
Rome to keep refugees there, those who were leaving for the Dominican Republic. There was
not always space available on the ships. The ships were ancient, old things. I know. I traveled
on those ships. 

Did Pope Pius XII have a direct role in saving these Jews?
Yes. Because the governments wanted it to be the Pope. Trujillo for example. I am a witness 
to what Trujillo did. Trujillo wanted this act to be done in the Pope’s name. If it wasn’t in the
Pope’s name, forget it.

To your knowledge, did any of the Jewish refugees know about what the Pope did for them?
All the Jews knew because they were told: “Wait, because the Pope has to decide, wait, the
Pope has to decide.” It even meant protection for the nuncio. For the nuncio on the ground, 
it’s dangerous, anything can happen to him. He had to ask for favors in the Pope’s name. 
Sometimes the nuncio had problems because he did not know who he was dealing with, he did
not know how to help the Jews who arrived there. He did not have instructions from Rome 
on that.
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Do you know what become of these Jews? Did they stay in the Dominican Republic or did they
go somewhere else?
In general, they all tried to get to the United States. In Haiti, where there were Jews, as well as the
Dominican Republic. That was the first step: to escape from there. They were afraid of the invasion.
So there was danger because there were German submarines in the Caribbean and in the whole
area. They kept an eye on the ships and the ships were afraid of them since there were 800 Jews on
these ships.

Did the nunciature maintain a relationship with the Jewish refugees after their arrival? Did you
have contact later?
Yes, we had contact. In general, they adjusted right away. But they all, I repeat, everyone tried to get
to the United States. And they got there thanks to Cuba. From Cuba to Mexico. I must say that
Trujillo’s government, as well as Haiti and Cuba, tried to make sure the Jews reached the United
States. Some had relatives there who guaranteed their entrance into the United States. When we in
Port-au-Prince were trying to help the Jews depart, they used to say: “We would like to go to Cuba,
we want to go to Cuba.” The response from Cuba was: “Make sure you will be able to go to the
United States, that you have all the necessary paperwork; to those who don’t, the answer is no.”
The American Jews did everything they could to make sure these people got the necessary documents.
One hundred Jews  arrived in America per week. It was a critical moment. It was 1939, 1940.

Let’s go back to the figure of Pius XII. You had several private audiences with the Pope. What
kind of person was he?
He was a man who went straight to the point. Right away. People knew that about him. The pope
had to know beforehand who is going and for what purpose. In that way, he wanted to be able to
say: I have heard firsthand. If a document had to be carried, you brought it, but they did not put it
in the records. He decided what was to be written, and he himself took notes. When a date was
given, or facts, or specific names.

The pope showed a lot of determination to help the Jews. He was determined on this point.
During an audience with Pius XII, at a certain point Pope Pacelli said: but why the Americans don’t
want to understand that….he lost his patience.

What did the Americans not want to understand?
That everything possible was to be done.

You mean to help the Jews to leave Europe?
Yes. This is something well known. At least, I heard that from all parties involved.
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Transcript of the video interview with 

Msgr. Giovanni Ferrofino - continued

Did you personally see this reaction from the Pope?
Yes, yes, yes. Before a diplomat was to depart from the Vatican, he was personally received by the
Pope, who brought up all the possible issues. And I remember it was like that for me. But my 
response was this: “Holy Father, in my office where I worked this is the situation: it seems the 
governments are having trouble accommodating the Jews and they are hesitant. Then there was
the issue that in some countries there were people who were fighting to keep the Jews out, 
because of professional competition, etc. We also knew that. I knew that. There were obstacles.
Trujillo was very demanding in this regard and it must be said that the Jews that were in his 
country were treated well and slowly they found a way to go to Santo Domingo and then Canada.
Many left that way. Trujillo kept them willingly but it was understood if they made it that far, that
they would continue their journey. There were some that got down at Santo Domingo and left
from Puerto Plata which was another port. The ship was ready. They usually went to Cuba and
from Cuba to Florida.

Did the Pope take these matters to heart?
Yes, very much so! I remember Pius XII, but the Americans did not understand ... I remember he
asked, but don’t the Americans understand that the best thing is to save as many people from this
vibrant community as possible? Literally the Pope said this to me. I was prepared. I knew where I
was going. He knew everything and they told me so: look, the Pope will ask you many questions.
But what kind of questions will he ask me if I don’t know anything yet? And I left for the 
Dominican Republic. I was new and I went there and entered a new field which I was unfamiliar
with. In the Secretariat, they told me: try to find all the officials of the Vatican who have 
assignments. Take a look around, try to find out certain things. I saw with my own eyes convents
of nuns that kept Jews hidden. But I said, can I say it? No, because if I say anything, I will 
endanger these people’s lives.

But on the ground in Haiti and Santo Domingo you can say it to the governments, naturally to
the people in charge who are willing to receive you. The Pope recommends these people and
these people, he used to give names. If they wanted ...Those who left, left relieved. They used to
depart for Spain and for Portugal. But then the problems began. 

He (Pius XII) was a very moderate man, very delicate, but this fact is not remembered.
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Vatican References to actions in the Dominican Republic.

Because spies and Nazi sympathizers
operated within the Vatican, it was necessary
that all actions to help the refugees be  
conducted in absolute secrecy. Coupled with
the imminent threat to kidnap Pope Pius XII
(by Hitler) required avoiding any outward
condemnation and working in secret. This
kidnapping plot revealed to Dan Kurzman by
General Karl Wolff just after his release from
prison would have been disastrous to not
only the Jewish protectees in the ecclesiastical
institutions but also would have meant
certain death to the Catholic caretakers.

Below are the only references to actions in the Dominican
Republic that have been revealed in the Vatican Archives. Recently, when Vatican officials saw
our video interview with Msgr Ferrofino they stated they had no idea these events occurred.

Signed Testimony of 97 year old priest
Rev. Giancarlo Centioni who, along
with his community, was directed by
the Holy See to hide, distribute cash
and Vatican passports to “our desperate
Jewish brothers and sisters” in Poland
and Croatia to enable them to enter
Spain and Portugal from 1940-1945.

97

Many documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.
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Vatican efforts to feed the refugees in Rome.

The Holy Father’s Charity

The Holy Father continues, in an ever more insistent and heartfelt
way, to speak out regarding the disgraces, which do not cease to
accumulate, on account of the prolongation of the current conflict.

As is well known, the August Pontiff, after having worked in vain to
prevent the outbreak of the war, by seeking to dissuade the rulers of
peoples against having recourse to force of arms (which is today so
fearful), has not desisted for a single moment from implementing every
means in His power to lighten the sufferings which are in any way the
consequences of this terrible destructive disaster.

With the spread of such evils and sufferings, the universally paternal
charity of the Supreme Pontiff has become even more industrious, and
it is not stopped by any boundaries, neither that of nationality, nor of
religion, nor of race.

This multi-faceted and unceasing action of Pius XII in this last while
has been considerably intensified, on account of the increased suffering
of so many unfortunate people.

May this beneficial activity--especially with the prayers which the
faithful throughout the world,  unanimously united and with burning
fervor, continue to lift up to heaven--lead in the future to even broader
results, and hasten the day when the world will return to the
beauty/splendor of peace, when people, having laid down their
weapons, having extinguished every form of discord and rancor, and
having rediscovered each other as brothers and sisters, will at last 
collaborate in a committed way for the common welfare.

This Article, in L’Osservatore Romano
appeared October 25, 1943, one week
after the Jewish roundup of the Jews of
Rome. The Pope acted personally to
stop the arrests and hid all of the Jews
of Rome in ecclesiastical houses, 
convents, monasteries, rectories, 
universities, private Catholic homes 
and in the Vatican itself. 

TRANSLATION
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Food and supplies were delivered by the Vatican throughout Italy and Europe to
the ecclesiastical facilities including convents and rectories sheltering Jews who
had no ration cards. It was only with the Pope’s permission that cloister is broken
to allow men in convents and women in rectories. Head of the Papal household 
Sr. Pascalina Lehnert was in put in charge of the distribution of food and supplies
to all of the ecclesiastical houses in Rome by Pope Pius XII.

PALESTINE POST FEB. 1, 1945

Courtesy of Sister Margherita Marchione
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PALESTINE POST FEB 2, 1944

PALESTINE POST JUNE 22, 1944

PALESTINE POST JUNE 23, 1944

“For centuries, Jews have been unjustly
treated and despised. It is time they were
treated with justice and humanity. God
wills it and the Church wills it. St. Paul
tells us that the Jews are our brothers.
They should also be welcomed as friends.”

– Pope Pius XII, August 1944

PALESTINE POST FEB 5, 1943

POPE ASSURES CHIEF
RABBI OF VATICAN AID

Examples of direct Vatican intervention to save the Jews 
of Rome.
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Thousands of refugees were hidden at the summer residence of
Pope Pius XII, Castelgandolfo.

Courtesy of William Doino, Jr.
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Vatican distributed thousands of false identity papers and 
baptismal certificates.

Providentially, the signing of the Concordat 
of 1933 enabled the church to save 
thousands of Jewish lives. One of the 
clauses of the concordat affirmed that 
Jews who converted to Roman Catholicism 
were to be considered Christians. The 
issuance of false baptismal documents 
saved many Jews from deportation.

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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These articles depict the protest of the 
deportation of the French jews.

THE POPE’S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
New York Times, Dec. 25, 1941

Courtesy of Sister Margherita Marchione
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Documents from the National Archives and records 
administration CIA. 

Document from the National Archives and Records Administration, CIA Selected Documents,
1941-1947, Box 4, College Park, Maryland--an Allied intercept of German war messages. It is dated
October 26, 1943 --ten days after the Roman round-up of Jews-- and reads: “Vatican has apparently
for a long time been assisting Jews to escape.The fear is growing that further actions to transport 
factory hands and workers are planned. Communists are speaking of taking measures for the self-
protection of the workers and this has already been taken up by the enemy...Our propaganda inadequate.
We consider it urgently necessary for pro-German Italians to enlighten the population.” The 
document is numbered 7927, from Group XIII/52, Rome to Berlin, RSS 210/26/10/43 1819 GMT.

This is a very significant document. For one thing, it seriously undermines the theory that the
Vatican did not begin taking in/protecting/rescuing Jews, supposedly without Pius XII’s active
support, until well after the October 16th roundup. But note: the October 26th document says
that the Vatican has apparently been sheltering them “for a long time,” which would presumably
be longer than just ten days. Priest-rescuer Aldo Brunacci, honored by Yad Vashem as a
Righteous Gentile, has always maintained that his bishop in Asissi, Nicolini, read him a papal 
letter, in September, 1943, ordering everybody to rescue/assist Jews at that point, well before the
anti-Jewish roundup in Rome, the following month. Anti-Pius authors have tried to undermine
Brunacci’s claim, arguing that September 1943 is just too early, since the Vatican didn’t go into 
action for Jews, if at all, until after the October 16th round-up. But the new document, of 
October 26th, wherein the Nazis complain of the Vatican’s help for persecuted Jews for “a long
time” supports Brunacci’s dating. (There was an excellent interview with Brunacci, still living and
over 90, published in Inside the Vatican. This was followed by another Brunacci interview over the 
influential and very secular National Public Radio(NPR), in America.

Note also, in the document, that the Nazis are furious that their 24-hour-a day anti-Semitic 
propaganda, in ocupied Rome, is having little effect upon the Italian Catholics, who were obviously
being influenced by Pope Pius XII,
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Telegram from Anthony Eden reporting, at the end of 
Paragraph 2. 

The reference to the “Jewish vendetta” may
also suggest a reproach for the Vatican’s
protest against the anti-Jewish policy of the
Vichy Government.
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Notice from the British Public Records office stating. 

“The Catholic authorities in France and the
Papal legate intervened when the Laval 
Government was deporting Jews”
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Secret telegram #174, dated 11 Sept 1942 and received 
15 Sept 1942 states the following from Mr. Osborne of the
Swiss Foreign Office.

“The Pope today confirmed to me that the Nuncio
at Vichy had protested against the persecution of
Jews in France”
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Letters from Luigi Cardinal Maglione Vatican Secretary of State
and Assistant to the Cardinal Archbishop Giovanni Montini
[Montini was the assistant to the Secretary of State, Cardinal
Maglione and later became Pope Paul VI].

The Pope was sending financial aid in the
support of the Jews in Campania.

Secretariat of State of His Holiness 
From the Vatican 3 October 1940 

Your Reverend Excellency,

I have submitted to the august attention of the Holy Father the 
request made in your letter # 935 of September 15th on behalf of
those who have been interned.

The August Pontiff deigned to consider your request, and has 
ordered me to see to it that the sum of 3000 Lire be sent to Your
Excellency, which I now do with the attached cheque drawn on 
the Bank of Rome.

His Holiness, in deference to the intentions of the donors, has also
charged me to make you aware that this money should preferably
be destined for those who suffer for reasons of race, and to 
communicate the Apostolic Benediction, which he imparts with his
whole heart to Your Excellency and to the flock entrusted to your
charge.

I am happy to carry out these august orders. And let me take this
opportunity of expressing to you my sincere feelings of esteem.

Your Excellency’s servant,
Luigi Cardinal Maglione 

(signed by hand)

From the Vatican, 29th November 1940

Your Reverend Excellency,

With regard to your letter of November 8th, seeking a new sum
to be directed for the support of Jews interned in your diocese,
I am pleased to tell Your Excellency that the Holy Father has
benevolently decided that you should be granted the extra 
assistance you asked for. 

In keeping with this revered instruction, I am sending the enclosed
cheque for 10,000 Lire, asking Your Excellency to be good enough
to send to the Secretariat of State, when convenient, an exact, even
if brief, report on how this money was used.

I am likewise happy to tell our Excellency that His Holiness has
learned with great pleasure about the energetic charitable activities
you have undertaken. He imparts his Apostolic Benediction to you,
your entire diocese and to all those whom you are assisting.

Yours very sincerely,
G.B.Montini 

(signed by hand)
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TRANSLATIONS OF THE THREE PERTINENT STATEMENTS ON
RECORD IN THE ARCHIVES OF THE HOLOCAUST- CENTRAL
ZIONIST ARCHIVES- JERUSALEM.

#1-Source: A student , who escaped after the German Occupation of Yu-
goslavia in 1941 to Italy, was interned from February, 1943, until his
departure on the 10th October, 1943, in the civil internment camp Fer-
ramonti di Torsia, in the province of Cosenza He states:

#2-The internees were effectively protected by the Vatican against German
interference. In May, 1943, the Nuntius, CRANDUCA BON-
GONCINI, visited the camp and conveyed to the refugees the pope’s
assurance of protection.

#3- After the announcement of the Italian capitulation the refugees made
off for hiding places in the neighboring hills, leaving behind in the
camp only the old people, in order to escape probable German brutali-
ties. When German retreating troops attempted to enter the camp, they
were opposed by Italian clergymen who explained to the Germans that
the internees had been placed under the protection of the Vatican.

From the archives of the Holocaust in Jerusalem, key phrases
indicating Papal intervention on behalf of the Jewish people.
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Don Aldo Brunacci is an Italian Catholic priest who helped save more than 200 
Jews during World War II. His work began in 1943 in Assisi just after German 
bombers had destroyed much of the surrounding countryside. While assisting thousands
of Italian refugees who flooded the city, Don Aldo and other local priests also sheltered
and fed Jews.

“In September 1943, the bishop of Assisi received a very classified letter from the
secretary of state of the Vatican asking the bishop to organize help to take care of
all the refugees, especially the Jews. Don Aldo says that Pope Pius XII, who was
pope at that time, did unbelievable things to save Jews. And as a matter of fact, it
recently was published a list of church organizations, religious communities, who
saved Jews during those years. Just only in Rome there were thousands.”

“In all these painful 
matters I have referred to
the Holy See and simply
carried out the Pope’s 
orders: first and foremost
to save human lives.”  

– Pope John XXIII

“I only acted upon 
orders from the Holy 
Father. Nobody 
deserves a medal 
for that.” 

– Pope Paul VI
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Was Pius XII really ‘Hitler’s pope’?
Dimitri Cavalli, The Jerusalem Post

On June 5, 2007, Pope Benedict’s recent visit to Auschwitz helped rekindle the
controversy over the actions of Pope Pius XII during the Holocaust. Although
some Jewish   leaders and Catholic writers often condemn Pius XII today, the
wartime Jewish press had a favorable opinion of the pope.

In March 1939, many Jewish newspapers in the United States, Canada, Great
Britain, and Jerusalem welcomed Pope Pius’s election and described him as
a friend of democracy. In an editorial (March 6, 1939), The Palestine Post,
the predecessor of The Jerusalem Post, observed, “Pius XII has clearly shown
that he intends to carry on [Pius XI’s] work for freedom and peace...we
remember that he must have had a large part to play in the recent opposition
to pernicious race theories and certain aspects of totalitarianism...” 

On October 27, 1939, the pope’s first encyclical, “Summi Pontificatus,” was
made public. The American Israelite in Cincinnati (November 9, 1939)
asserted that the encyclical “contains a ringing denunciation of all forces
which put the state above the will of the people, a condemnation of dictators
and disseminators of racism who have plunged the world into chaos.” 

On January 26, 1940, the Jewish Advocate in Boston reported, “The Vatican
radio this week broadcast an outspoken denunciation of German atrocities
and persecution in Nazi [occupied] Poland, declaring they affronted the moral
conscience of mankind.”

This broadcast graphically described atrocities against Jews and Catholics and
gave independent confirmation to reports about Nazi atrocities, which the
Reich previously dismissed as Allied propaganda. 

On March 14, 1940, London’s Jewish Chronicle commented on Pius’s five
conditions for a “just and honorable peace,” which he articulated in his 1939
Christmas message. The Jewish Chronicle described the pope’s conditions,
especially the protection of all racial minorities, as a “welcome feature,” and
praised him for fighting “for the rights of the common man.” 

In the same month, Italy’s anti-Semitic laws went into effect, and many Jews
were dismissed from the government, universities, and other professions. Pius
XII responded by appointing several displaced Jewish scholars to posts in the
Vatican library. In an editorial, the Kansas City Jewish Chronicle (March 29,
1940), concluded that the pope’s actions showed “his disapproval of the
dastardly anti-Semitic decrees.” 
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Was Pius XII really ‘Hitler’s pope’? - continued

Dimitri Cavalli, California Jewish Voice
August 28, 1942

The California Jewish Voice hailed Pius XII as a “spiritual ally” of Jews after
noting that the Vatican, through its diplomatic representatives, protested the
deportations of Jews from France and Slovakia.

Dimitri Cavalli, Australian Jewish News
August 16, 1943

The Australian Jewish News published a brief article about Pierre Cardinal
Gerlier of Lyon, France who protested the deportations of French Jews. The
newspaper quoted the cardinal as saying that he was obeying Pius XII’s orders
by opposing the Vichy regime’s anti-Semitic measures. 

Dimitri Cavalli. Jewish Chronicle
October 17, 1943

The Nazis began to arrest Jews in Rome. On October 29, 1943, the Jewish
Chronicle wrote, “The Vatican has made strong representations to the
German Government and the German High Command in Italy against the
persecutions of the Jews in Nazi-occupied Italy...” 

Along with the Vatican’s protests, thousands of Jews found refuge in Rome’s
convents, monasteries, and the Vatican itself. 

Dimitri Cavalli. American Israelite 
July 27, 1944

In June 1944, the Allies liberated Rome, and Pius XII protested the deportations
of Hungarian Jews. “With Rome liberated, it has been determined,
indeed, that 7,000 of Italy’s 40,000 Jews owe their lives to the Vatican,” the
American Israelite editorialized. “Placing these golden deeds alongside the
intercession of Pope Pius XII with the Regent of Hungary in behalf in behalf
of the Hungarian Jews, we feel an immense degree of gratitude toward our
Catholic brethren.”

Dimitri Cavalli, The Jerusalem Post 
October 8, 1958

Pope Pius XII died. Many Jewish newspapers around the world eulogized him,
recalling his wartime opposition to Nazism and role in saving Jews. In an
editorial, The Jerusalem Post stated that “Jews will recall the sympathetic
references to their sufferings contained in many of his pronouncements, the
refuge from Nazi terror which he gave to many in the Vatican during the last
war, and the very cordial way he received his Jewish visitors.”  
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Dimitri Cavalli,  Jewish Post 
November 6, 1958

In Winnipeg, Canada, William Zukerman wrote that no other leader “did
more to help the Jews in their hour of greatest tragedy, during the Nazi
occupation of Europe, than the late pope.” 

In the late 1930s and early 1940s, Jewish editors and reporters had no fears about condemning 
Father Charles Coughlin, the anti-Semitic radio broadcaster, and Catholic youth gangs in the
Bronx and Boston who frequently assaulted Jews. 

This much is clear: the contemporary Jewish press repeatedly gave Pius XII favorable coverage
from 1939 to 1958. 

Dimitri Cavalli, based in New York City, is working on a book about Pope Pius XII.

Relief Men
Monday, Mar. 13, 1939

Bruno Walter, another exile from Germany,
now an “honorary citizen” of France, arrived
in Manhattan last week after a crossing that
was bumpier than anything by Stravinsky. On
his arrival he told reporters a story: Long
before Herr Walter changed his residence for
political reasons, he conducted a series of
Munich concerts attended by a music-lover
who last week changed his name for religious
reasons, Eugenio Pacelli. While the series was
in progress, Walter’s friend, Russian Pianist
Ossip Gabrilowitsch, was imprisoned on
charges of espionage. Gabrilowitsch got a
message to Walter, who spoke to Pacelli, who
whispered in someone’s ear. In not much
more time than it takes to play a Bruckner
symphony, Gabrilowitsch was free. 

“There probably was not a single
ruler of our generation who did
more to help the Jews in their hour
of greatest tragedy.” 

– The Jerusalem Post (Winnipeg)

“The Catholic Church saved
more Jewish lives during the war
than all other churches, religious
institutions and rescue organiza-
tions put together.” 

– Pinchas E. Lapide, 
The Israeli Consul in Italy
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Most Of Rome’s Jews Were Saved From Hitler’s ‘Final Solution’
L’osservatore Romano

The following is a translation of an interview that German Officer, Mr. Nikolaus Kunkel, a witness to Pius
XII’s actions to save Roman Jews during the Second World War, gave to the German Catholic News
Agency (KNA) on November 7, 2000.

Now 80 years old, Mr. Kunkel was an german officer at the headquarters of the military governor of Rome.
He directly witnessed the SS roundup of the Jews and the fact that the majority of them were saved by taking
refuge in the Vatican. After the war Kunkel worked as a bank manager. A lieutenant at the time, he re-
members those dramatic days at the end of 1943 when the SS wanted to take advantage of the transition of
power from Mussolini to Badoglio to carry out “the final solution to the Jewish question” in Rome too. The
victims of Hitler’s racist policies were able, for the most part, to take refuge in the Vatican thanks to Pius
XII’s orders and thus to escape the fate intended for them. 

KNA: Mr. Kunkel, on 10 September 1943, after the Badoglio government broke
with the Rome-Berlin Axis, the Wehrmacht occupied the Italian capital. The
war diary of the supreme command of the armed forces says in this regard: “The
Wehrmacht will take care of protecting Vatican City”. The 28 June 1964 edition of
L’Osservatore della Domenica quotes Albrecht von Kessel, collaborator of Ernst von
Weizsacker, German ambassador to the Vatican, according to whom Hitler had
always discussed the possibility of taking the Pope prisoner and deporting him to
the German Reich. Verbatim: “If the Pope were to oppose this measure, there was
even the possibility that he would be killed ‘while trying to escape’”. What is your
recollection? 

Kunkel: For the duration of my time in Rome, a good nine months, all of us
officials were convinced that any day the order could arrive: “Occupy the Vatican”.
In this event — practically speaking, to save time — we had internally prepared
a “mob plan”, which of course is not found in the war diary. I am sure that the
Vatican also considered this danger. Hitler’s volatile nature made it realistic. 

KNA: The fact that Pope Pius XII also saw this risk suggests that he had already
prepared a resignation statement, if he were taken prisoner. It probably read like
this: “They can only arrest Cardinal Pacelli, not the Pope”. 

Kunkel: Fortunately it did not happen, but the risk was there. 

KNA: Were there contacts between the German military governor of Rome,
Luftwaffe Major General Rainer Stahel, and the Vatican? 
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Kunkel: There were many. The Vatican’s official contact with us was Fr Pankratius
Pfeifer, the Superior General of the Salvatorians, who often dealt with the general,
but also with the SS and the police. The so-called internal security of Rome was
actually in the hands of the police, who were guided by the SS and by Kappler. 

KNA: Who really held the power? Was Kappler under the military governor? 

Kunkel: De iure yes, but de facto the SS was a state within the state. Therefore, yes,
Kappler was in communication with the general, but in reality the SS led their own
life and we did not know what went on within the SS hierarchy. In security
questions, the SS more or less gave the orders in collaboration with the Italian
Fascist police.... 

KNA: So the police forces who had not changed sides with Badoglio... 

Kunkel: Yes, and that played a considerable role. While Badoglio had joined the
Allies, Marshal Graziani, Mussolini’s War Minister, still took his cue from the
Germans. 

KNA: A month and a half after the occupation of Rome, 16 October 1943, the SS
ordered a roundup of Jews. Was General Stahel, as military governor, informed of
the roundup? Could he have prevented it? 

Kunkel: Around mid-October there was a rumour that a special SS unit would be
sent to the city and lodged at a small hotel near Piazza Barberini. 

The unit’s task would be to deport the Jews. Italy already had “racial laws” by the end
of the 1930s; however, they were applied with great tolerance. It seems that in Rome
there was already a sort of ghetto. When this rumour proved to be true, General
Stahel summoned and informed the officers of divisions 1A, 1B and 1C, saying that
he was totally opposed to the operation. A few weeks after the beginning of a new
collaboration with the Italians under the direction of Graziani, a deportation of Roman
Jews would have caused ill will and unrest among the Roman people. We sensed
that this was not the general’s whole opinion – which lay deeper! – but this statement
stressing public order was a good explanation. The general continued saying that to
stop this operation he would have to seek allies, above all in Berlin. To this end,
Ernst von Weizsacker, the German ambassador to the Vatican, would have to help.
In fact, von Weizsacker had a reputation as a cautious enemy of the Nazi regime. The
general sent me to the ambassador with a sealed letter. I did not read it, but the
general told me that in the letter he asked the ambassador to do all he could in
Berlin to revoke the measure. 
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Most Of Rome’s Jews Were Saved From Hitler’s ‘Final Solution’
L’osservatore Romano - continued

Kunkel: I recall that when I went to von Weizsacker I waited in an anteroom and
became angry because no one offered me a chair. The ambassador left the room and
shortly after returned with the letter, this time sealed by him. He asked me to give
the letter back to the general and tell him that this time he “unfortunately could not
be helpful”. I remember this phrase perfectly. When I gave him back the letter, the
general spoke — cautiously — in a very detached way about the ambassador. After
this he telephoned Himmler, but I cannot say anything for sure about that. 

KNA: Roman Jews were rounded up on 16 October. That same day the rector of
Santa Maria dell’Anima, Bishop Alois Hudal, and Fr Pankratius Pfeifer called on the
general and gave him the “clear impression” that the Pope would turn to world
public opinion if these roundups were not immediately stopped. The next day,
17 October, the order came from Himmler to stop. 

Kunkel: We had the impression that the SS had planned an action, but it reached
a dead end and became public. Today we know that about 1,000 Jews were arrested.
In our opinion, most Roman Jews had got wind of the imminent SS action because
of delays in the preparations and so many of them were saved. 

KNA: Of about 8,000 Roman Jews, then, 7,000 were saved? 

Kunkel: We were certain that a large number of them were able to take refuge in
Vatican buildings, which are numerous in Rome. In fact, the persecuted were able
to take refuge in a relatively simple way. 

KNA: 7,486 hid in the Vatican itself ... 

Kunkel: I don’t know the number. 

KNA: In practice, how did it work? How were these Jews saved? 

Kunkel: Probably by entering primarily from St Peter’s Square. The other parts of
the Vatican, with their high walls, are not accessible, while in St Peter’s Square
there were only two German guards on the border between Italy and Vatican City,
to prevent German soldiers from entering Vatican territory in uniform. Civilians
could freely cross this line. 
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KNA: Was this border between St Peter’s Square and the city of Rome marked in
any way? 

Kunkel: No. As it is today, there was just a curved line marked between the colon
nades. Our guards patrolled along this line. 

KNA: Certainly, what Bishop Hudal and Fr Pfeifer said to General Stahel is worth
noting: if the roundups of the Jews had been carried out, Pope Pius XII would have
vigorously protested and would have pressured Himmler to stop the action! 

Kunkel: That was how it seemed to us at the time. We had the impression that the
SS action had been delayed until most Jews had reached safety. We considered it a
success that only 1,000 of the 8,000 or 9,000 or so Jews were arrested by the SS.
Today, of course, one looks above all at the 1,000 victims; at the time we saw the
7,000 who did not become victims and were saved. But many people, institutions
and events probably contributed to this rescue. By the way, a few days after the
roundup and despite his poor health, General Stahel — an Old Catholic — was
transferred to the eastern front. 

KNA: And now the decisive question: do you think that a more vigorous protest
from Pope Pius XII would have saved more Jews in Rome, Italy and occupied Europe? 

Kunkel: At the time I spoke about this with my immediate superior, Major Bohm,
a Protestant from Hamburg. We were both of the opinion that, faced with Hitler’s
unpredictability, any action directed to world public opinion by the Pope would
have been harmful. 

KNA: In his play The Deputy, Rolf Hochhuth expressed the opinion that Pius XII
should have made a blistering protest. Since the Pope did not do this, he is guilty of
a grave omission. 

Kunkel: It is easy to speak after the fact. In any case, we who were on the staff of
the German military governor of Rome were of the opinion that taking a vigorous
stand would have had negative consequences. 

KNA: Would the Supreme Southern Commander, Field Marshal Albert  Kesselring,
with whom Pope Pius XII was in contact, have had the power to stop the roundup
of the Jews? 
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Most Of Rome’s Jews Were Saved From Hitler’s ‘Final Solution’
L’osservatore Romano - continued

Kunkel: No. The power of the SS was so great that the Wehrmacht — to which
Kesselring belonged — could not have opposed it. That would have taken a
successful 20 July! 

KNA: In your opinion, can Pius XII be reproached for any of his actions? 

Kunkel: Pius XII was in the most difficult political situation in which a man can find
himself. I recall a conversation with a Jesuit, Fr Otto Faller, concerning Germany’s
war on two fronts. He said to me: think that the Pope also fought a war on two
fronts — against communism on one side and against Nazism on the other. This
refers to the general situation at the time. As for your question: considering the
circumstances, no one can reproach Pius XII (or his actions. If he had spoken out
more strongly, it would certainly have provoked unpleasant reactions. 

KNA: Might he eventually have been arrested? 

Kunkel: Yes, there was also that possibility. 
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Pope intercedes to stop the arrest of the Roman Jews 
October 16, 1943.

On the morning of October 16, 1943 Pope Pius XII summoned Cardinal
Secretary of State Cardinal Maglione to immediately protest the arrest to
the German Ambassador to the Holy See Ernst Von Weizacker.

Pius XII not trusting Von Weizacker to accomplish anything sent his
nephew, Carlo Pacelli to meet with Archbishop Hudal, who was an
acquaintance of the German city commander General Stahel. The Pope
then sent his close confidant Fr. Pfeiffer to meet with General Stahel.
General Stahel put an end to the arrests by threatening Heinrich Himmler
with major military problems if the arrests were to continue. He claimed
that the there would be riots in Rome and then throughout Italy which
would stop the supply line to the German troops fighting in the south of
Italy. This then brought about orders from Himmler that the arrests were to
stop immediately. 

A cable from Berlin to the German command in Rome originally ordering
the arrest of the 8000 Roman Jews indicates that the Jews were to be used
as hostages and sent to the work camp of Mauthausen. When the arrests
stopped this order was change and the 1007 Jews who were in custody were
sent to their death at Auschwitz by persons unknown.

Signs forbidding the entry if any German
troops on properties of the Holy See. This
enabled thousands of lives to be saved by
the efforts of the Vatican.
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A cable from Berlin to the Nazi 
headquarters in Rome instructed 
them to arrest 8000 Roman Jews 
and send them to the Mauthausen
concentration camp (a labor camp),
where they were to be used as
hostages. When Pius XII intervened
to stop the arrest, over 1000 Jews
in Nazi hands were sent to
Auschwitz by persons unknown.

Courtesy of 
Michael Hesemann
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The documents of the trail
of Adolf Eichmann states
that the Pope himself 
intervened to save the Jews
of Rome.
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Future Pope Pius XII opposed anti-Semitic legislation 
in Poland. 

Rome, Jun. 3, 2008 (CWNews.com) - The future Pope Pius XII opposed Polish legislation
that he judged as anti-Semitic during his term as Vatican Secretary of State, the Italian newspaper
Il Giornale has discovered. 

Then-Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli, who was Secretary of State in 1938, wrote to the apostolic
nuncio in Poland to encourage opposition to a piece of pending legislation, Il Giornale reports.
The future Pontiff had been alerted to the danger of the proposed legislation by another 
prominent Vatican official, the French Cardinal Eugene Tisserant. 

The papal nuncio then serving in Poland, Archbishop Filippo Cortesi, replied to Cardinal
Pacelli that he, too, thought the legislation in question was anti-Semitic. But he assured the 
Secretary of State that the bill would not be passed into law-- an assessment which proved correct. 

May 21, 1938

My most eminent and reverend Mr. “Oss.mo” [?], 

By your venerated letter of last April 6, your most reverend
Eminence was pleased to bring to my attention a newspaper item,
according to which the Government of Poland was contemplating a
law [literally: would pass a law] that would tend to prohibit
butchering animals by cutting their jugular vein [the Italian word
“giugulare” means the jugular vein], which is imposed on the Is-
raelites by their religious precepts, and that consequently would
represent for the Jews a true persecution. Your letter suggested,
furthermore, the utility of a gesture from the Apostolic Nuncio in
order to impede such a law.

I have not neglected to bring your concerns to the attention
of “l’Ecc.mo” [?] Monsignor Cortesi, and I am happy to be able to
transmit to your Eminence, here attached as a copy, his report
number 89 of May 7 “corrente” [“of the current year,” I think],
which contains precise news on the problem in question.

I take advantage of our correspondence to express to your
Eminence my sentiments of most profound veneration with which,
most humbly kissing Your hands, I profess myself

the most humble and devoted 
true servant of your most Eminence,

E. Cardinal Pacelli

––––––––––––––––––––––

TRANSLATION

To His most reverend Eminence, 
Eugenio Cardinal Tisserant 

Secretary of the Holy Congregation 
for the Eastern Church 

with attachment
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“The people of Israel will never forget what his Holiness
and his illustrious delegates... are doing for us unfortunate
brothers and sisters in the most tragic hour of our
history...” Chief Rabbi Herzog of Palestine, who was
also father to the future president of Israel.

From the wartime intelligence reports of Allen
Dulles 1942-1945- Reports the bombing of Castel
Gandolfo where 1000 people were injured and
300 killed. Castel Gandolfo was housing refugees.
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October 16, 1943 a telegram was received by the Secretary of
State asking to help 460 Polish Rabbis. This is the entry in
Actes et documents du Saint Siege vol. 9. The Apostolic
Delegate in Tokyo, Archbishop Marella, facilitated saving these
Rabbis by sending  them to Shanghai and then to Hawaii and
then to the US. Here is the notation of the telegram in these
volumes identifying sealed documents.
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Augustinian Nuns entry in their mandated archives where they
state they were ordered by Pius XII to take in the Jews in 1943.
She names many of the Jewish “guests”. The nun reports how
they made alterations to make their guests as comfortable as
possible. The nun states the Holy Father is personally feeling
the suffering of the Jews.

Courtesy of Father Peter Gumpel
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Translation

I, Sr. Ida Greco, resident at Via delle Bitteghe Oscure, 
in 1942 during the period of Nazi occupation of Rome, 
declare that in that period everyone knew that the Holy
Father, Pius XII gave orders to open the doors of all the
convents to hide Jews. I recall that the Vatican used to
send food to help us feed the 60 Jewish guests.

Sr. Ida Greco 30 July 2007     
Witnessed by: Sr. Margarita Domino

I, Sister. Margherita Marchione, interviewed Sister Ida Greco who in 1943-44 was stationed
at Botteghe Oscure and helped prepare meals for the many Jews hidden there. She signed the
following testimonial, July 30, 2007: “I, Sister Ida Greco, was a resident at Via Botteghe 
Oscure, 42, during the Nazi occupation of Rome. I can confirm that in those days we knew
that the Holy Father had given orders to all superiors to open the doors of convents and 
monasteries to all Jews and other refugees. I remember that I helped prepare meals and that I
was there when the Vatican sent us food to help feed the 60 Jewish guests.”

Testimony from Sr. Ida Greco

Courtesy of Sister Margherita Marchione
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Declaration of Zevi Luciana

The undersigned Zevi Luciana, born in Castelmaasa (RO) July 20th 1937 declare
that in 1947 I traveled to Rome to visit my aunt and my uncle. During my visit we
had a private audience with Pope Pius XII. My uncle Zevi Carlo who is Jewish, 
recognized Pope Pius XII as the friar who saved him from the criminal Nazis. The
Cardinal Giovanni Battista Montini silenced my uncle and told him not to say this 
to anyone about this event. Present at the audience was my uncles Carlo, with his
daughter Vanda, my father Zevi Umberto Primo, my mother Bartella  Paolina, a
Catholic  and the undersigned Zevi Luciana.

I take this opportunity to send you photos of the medals as a souvenir received by
Cardinal Giovanni Battista Montini. 

Yours Truly  
Mrs. Zevi Luciana
Via Siracusa 44

Courtesy of Rolando Clementoni
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Vatican Documents of a 
German Jewish man Franz
Knuppel asking for Vatican
help on being asked to leave his
home in France.

1100 DDeecc 11992288
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Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

Secretary of State Documents
listing Catholic lay people 
and priests  in Nazi prisons.
These priests all made public
statements anti-Nazis 
statements and Pacelli 
asked the dioceses for this 
information.

2288 DDeecc 11993355
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Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

Secretary of State drafts a 
42-page letter to the German 
Ambassador complaining 
about German violations to the 
concordat and answers German
accusations.

(This includes arrests of priests and nuns
without due process or allowing them to have
counsel and the German press making 
anti-Catholic media coverage.)

2266 JJaann 11993366

History Article of National 
Socialism in Germany to 
Secretary of State.

1144 JJuullyy 11993377
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Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

Jewish Polish writer thanks
the Pope for his support of the 
Jewish community who asked
for help.

2233 NNoovv 11993388

Handwritten notes on the 
response of secret encrypted
telegrams sent to Catholic
countries to permit immigration.

These telegrams sent to all of the nuncios 
state how to behave with German diplomatic 
personnel. They are permitted to invite them
to official events but the nuncios themselves
should not attend events where they are 
invited by the Germans but they should 
send a subordinate.

2211 DDeecc 11993377
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Pacelli criticizes the New
Year Eve speech to Hitler by 
Archbishop Orsenigo’s 
(Nuncio to Berlin), as too
flowery.

Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

Pacelli approves Archbishop
Cesare Orsenigo’s speech to
the international journalist in
Berlin of the important events 
happening in the world.

2244 NNoovv 11993388

44 NNoovv 11993388
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Why did Pope Pius XII avoid using the word “Jews”?

When inquiries were made to various countries, through the Vatican diplomatic
service, the question “how many Jews can your country take? was always asked. Most
of the countries worldwide said none. The Prime Minister of Canada even said
“None are too many”. 

Mindful of this, the only way Pope Pius XII could save what he called “this vibrant
community”, was to deceive some of the host countries like the US, Canada, Brazil and
many others. He handed out tens of thousands of false baptismal papers. He then called
them “Non Aryan Catholic Jews.” Morally he would not lie but by doing this, he would
accomplish his objective. Had these refugees actually been converted and baptized they
would simply have been Catholics. 
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Series of documents where Vatican 
Secretary of State is negotiating visas
for 3,000 heads of Jewish households
(and families) to emigrate to Brasil.
This can be as many as 12,000 Jews. 

Since Brasil, U.S., Canada, and many
other nations would not allow any 
Jews to emigrate, the Vatican issued
baptismal papers and called them “non
Aryan Catholic” Jews. If they were
baptized, they would of been called
“Catholics.”

The church used every means at its 
disposal to aid in the emigration of as
many Jews as possible. As Pius XII
stated, “to save this vibrant Jewish
community.”

Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.
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Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

Secretary of State 
correspondence with the
Archbishop of Munich and
handwritten notes dealing
with Pacelli’s firm stand
against the Nazis and 
violations of the concordat.

2277 AAuugg 11993388

The letter informs Pacelli
about two French press 
articles describing the strong
position against racism of
Card. Schuster of Milan
(Italy), the Archbishop of 
Malines (Belgium) and Card.
Verdier (France). The articles
also quoted another article by
Osservatore Romano
denouncing racist theories.

2211 NNoovv 11993388
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Member of the Secretary of
State correspondence 
discussing a Washington Post
Article of the visit of Hitler to
Rome with the Nunciature on
Washington DC.

Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

77 MMaayy 11993388

Secretary of State 
documents dealing with
Hitler’s visit to Italy.

Pope Pius XI and Cardinal Pacelli
closed the Vatican and left Rome while
Hitler visited because “the air was foul
in Rome”.

11993388
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Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

The Christmas message of December 24,
1942 so offended the Nazi command that
they stated “In a manner never before
known, the pope has repudiated the 
National Socialistic Order. In this  
declaration he is virtually accusing the
German people of injustice towards the
Jews and making himself the mouthpiece
of the Jewish war criminals.”

Pius XII’s hand corrected
1942 Christmas message.

2244 DDeecc 11994422

Secretary of State documents
to the Nuncio to the United
States using trickery to 
support Catholic Jewish 
immigration. Report of the
Catholic Welfare agency in
bringing refugees into the US
(false baptismal certificates
were issued, which qualified
Jews to emigrate to the US, as
“Jewish” Catholics).

Had these Jews been baptized
and converted, they would of
been simply called Catholics.

44 DDeecc 11993388
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Remarks of Pius XII in 
November 29, 1945 when he
met with a delegation of 80
Jewish survivors who came to 
personally thank Pope Pius XII
for the generosity and help he
showed them during the war.
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Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

Niece of Msgr. Pirro Scavizzi
sends a copy of a personal 
article written in 1964 in 
defense of Pope Pius XII from
the Hockhuth play. He 
recounts how he saw the Pope
crying like an infant for  
suffering of the Jews after he
personally reported the Jewish
killing and starvation. He also
states how he was ordered to
verbally deliver messages to the
nuncios of Europe. He states
how the Pope could not speak
out for fear of retaliation
against the Jews.

“I saw him crying like a child and praying like a saint.”

The pope, who stood beside me, heard me deeply moved to be
tense and then he lifted his hands in the sky and said to me: 

“After I shed many tears and many have prayed, I saw that a 
protest on my part, not only would not help, but would cause a
large increase of raging anger against the Jews and the horrors 
conjured up only by would have happened, because they were 
defenseless. Maybe I would have gotten the praise of the civilized
world, but for the poor Jews it would have meant an even harsher
and more severe persecution than the one they already suffer.”

Testimony of Msgr Pirro Scavizzi
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Four unpublished articles from
the Augustinian nuns who were
ordered by Pope Pius XII to 
sheltered the Jews in Rome and
testimony from the survivors.

Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

104 pages of correspondences
between the Archbishop of
Campagna and the Secretary
of State with back up 
documentation, dealing with
Jewish requests for visas, 
financial aid and needs.

These documents were obtained at  
St. Francesco a Folloni Monastery in

Montella (Avellino) Italy

2211 AAuugg 11994400
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Intervention of Pius XII to 
save the Jews in Slovakia. An 
explanation from the book written
by Fr Pierre Blet (English) of the
frustration and efforts 1940-1944,
to stop the deportation of the Jews.
Included, are the copies of the
documents referencing the
identification of these various
documents from the 11 volumes
of The Actes Et Documents Du
Saint Siege Relatifs A La Seconde
Guerre Mondiale. Written and
headed up by Fr. Blet.
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Inside Vatican Magazine
interview with Fr Aldo
Brunacci. This discusses the 
secret letter sent to his Bishop
Nicolini from the Vatican 
Secretary of State instructing
them to do anything possible to
assist the Jews.

Many of the documents displayed in this book can be found on our website, http://www.ptwf.org
under the page: Investigating the Papacy of Pope Pius XII.

Courtesy of William Doino

Courtesy of Dr. Robert Moynihan
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Below left is a letter from Mr. Davide Lobman who is requesting
help from the Vatican. The right letter is the response from the
Vatican Secretary of State. We discovered 2335 pages of such
documents in the region of Campagna with requests and actions
on the part of the Holy See to help Jews emigrate.

141
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Examples of 
Jewish Praise 
of Pius XII

F F
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Placard placed by the Italian Jewish Community to honor Pope Pius XII 
March 1946

143

The Jews to His Holiness Pius XII

“The Congress of Delegates of the Italian Israelite communities, held in Rome
for the first time after the Liberation, is obliged to pay tribute to Your Holiness,
and to express the deepest sense of gratitude from all Jews, for the show of
human brotherhood by the Church during the years of persecution and when
their lives were put in danger by the Nazi-Fascist atrocities. Many times, 
sacerdotes endured prison and concentration camps and even sacrificed their
lives to aid the Jews. Such proof that the sense of goodness and charity still
drives the just has served to lessen the shame of the indignities endured, the
torment of the losses millions of human beings suffered. Israel has not finished
suffering: the Jews will always remember what the Church, under orders from
the Popes, did for them in that dreadful time”.

Motion approved by the Third Congress of the Italian Israelite Communities held in March 1946

TRANSLATION

Courtesy of Dr. Robert Moynihan, “Inside Vatican Magazine”
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Adolfo Tabet
Via Po N. 162

Rome(34) Rome , December 13, 1946

Most Reverend Mother General of the 
Sisters of the Most Precious Blood

Rome

My daughter Elsa’s wedding, enkindles in me profound gratitude toward you
who, with so much human charity, have sheltered the women in my family during the sad
months of the German occupation, saving them from the dangers of the death camps. I still
recall the loving comfort of the Mother President, and the silent faith of Sister Maria that
inspired so much hope.

This bright act of brotherhood merits to be eternalized in marble with gold
letters so that it could never be forgotten.

I enclose a small offering so that you may determine its use as you see fit.
With profound respect, 

Adolfo Tabet

Enclosure: Check for 3,000 Lire
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Translation

Personal letters of gratitude to Catholic institutions that 
sheltered Jews.

Courtesy of Sister Margherita Marchione
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Rome, August 10, 1944

Reverend Mother General of the 
Sisters of the Most Precious Blood
Rome

It is with much delay that I accomplish my great duty toward you and the very kind Sisters,
but the schedule of my office hours does not permit me to come personally during an 
opportune hour, to express to you my respect and most heartfelt thanks for the hospitality
granted me and my family, during the sad circumstances of the infamous nazi-fascist 
persecution. Rather than have further delay, I am sending you this note, to reassure you that 
I shall never forget the benefits received and to confirm the gratitude which will always 
remain with me. This memory has been impressed in my heart and therefore shall never be
diminished nor  forgotten. Accept, therefore, I beg you, the reasons for the much-desired 
visit that I have not been able to make. To you and the kind Sisters, I wish to express my 
sentiments of sincere gratitude.

Devotedly,

E Anav

Enrica Anav alias Brunetti
Via Bodoni 6

Courtesy of Sister Margherita Marchione
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communities of Italy.
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In 1955, the Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra, which was 
composed of Jewish refugees from many nations, toured Italy.
The Orchestra performed a concert at the Vatican on May 26,
1955. According to the Jerusalem Post (May 29, 1955),
“Conductor Paul Klecki had requested that the Orchestra on
its first visit to Italy play for the Pope as a gesture of gratitude
for the help his Church had given to all those persecuted by
Nazi Fascism.”

In 1926, in Berlin, the 
German Pro Palestine 
committee to promote the Jewish settlement of Palestine
was established. Its members included Albert Einstein,
Thomas Mann and numerous others. These include
prominent politicians of the Weimar Republic, including
Konrad Adenauer and Pacelli friend Prelate Dr. Ludwig
Kais (center). 

Pacelli explicitly encouraged Catholics to join the initiative and held during this time the 
pro-Palestinian position. (P. Lapide)

Courtesy of Michael Hesemann
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“With special gratitude we 
remember all he has done for the
persecuted Jews during one of the
darkest periods of their entire 
history.”

–Nahum Goldmann,
President of the World Jewish Congress 

“The people of Israel will never forget what his
Holiness and his illustrious delegates... are
doing for us unfortunate brothers and sisters in
the most tragic hour of our history….”

–Chief Rabbi Herzog of Palestine
Father to the future President of Israel

“We share in the grief of humanity at
the passing away of His Holiness Pope
Pius XII. In a generation affected by
wars and discords, he upheld the highest
ideals of peace and compassion. When
fearful martyrdom came to our people in
the decade of Nazi terror, the voice of
the Pope was raised for the victims. The
life of our times was enriched by a voice
speaking out on the great moral truths
above the tumult of daily conflict. We
mourn a great servant of peace.” 

–Golda Meir October 9, 1958
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Holocaust survivors such as Chief Rabbi
of Denmark, argued that “if the pope
had spoken out, Hitler would probably
have massacred many more than six 
million Jews”.

– Chief Rabbi Marcus Melchior

“The Holy See offers powerful help
everywhere, where it is possible, to 
alleviate the religious persecuted of
my comrades.” 

– Chaim Weizmann
Later first President of Israel, 1943

September 21, 1945 Dr. Leon 
Kubowitzky thanked the Pope for “the
rescue of Jews from Fascist and Nazi
persecution ... (and) the things the
church tries to do and actually was 
considered for our nation has done 
“and gave a donation.”

– Dr. Leon Kubowitzky
Secretary General of the World Jewish Congress

The leading authority on Roman Jews
during the Holocaust, added, “I have a
folder on my table in Israel entitled
‘Calumnies Against Pius XII.’ . . .
Without him, many of our own would 
not be alive”. . .

– Michael Tagliacozzo
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Pius XII’s intervention 
saved between 847,000 
and 882,000 Jews.

France: 200,000 
Belgium: 65,000 
Hungary: 200,000 
Italy: 55,000 
Romania: 250,000 
Balkans: 12,000 
Poland:        15-50.000 
Netherlands: 25,000 
Slovakia: 25,000
Total:          847,000 - 882,000

A few examples of Jewish praise of Pius XII - continued

–Pinchas Lapide
Israeli Ambassador and Historian 
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Jewish Chronicle London
October 11, 1963

– Rabbi Zolli

17 April 1955 Jews declared in
Italy “day of gratitude for the
assistance of the Pope.”

Courtesy of William Doino, Jr.
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After audience with Pius XII. “I told him
that on behalf of the Jewish public, my first
duty was to him and through him the
Catholic Church to thank for everything,
what they are in different countries has done,
in order to save the Jews.” 

– Moshe Scharett 
The late 2nd Prime Minister of Israel

The only historian authorized to study U.S. 
espionage files from World War II, noted that
secret documents prove the extent to which
“Hitler distrusted the Holy See because it 
hid Jews.”

– Richard Breitman

“Six million of my religion comrades were murdered by the Nazis, but it would have so
many more victims without the active intervention of Pius XII.”

– Dr. Raffael Cantoni, 
President of the Union of 

Jewish Communities in Italy
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Chief Rabbi of Rome from 1939 to 1945. After the war,
he converted to Roman Catholicism, taking on the name
Eugenio Zolli in honor of Pope Pius XII. Soon after Rabbi
Zolli converted, his wife converted, as well, and took the
Eugenia in homage to the
secret work of Pope Pius XII.

– Israel Anton Zoller 
(September 27, 1881, Brody, Galicia – 

March 2, 1956) 

“Pope Pius XII deserves
thanks not blame.”

– Sir Martin Gilbert
Historian and Scholar
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“More than anyone else, we have had
the opportunity to appreciate the
great kindness, filled with compassion
and magnanimity that the Pope 
displayed during the terrible years of
persecution and terror”  

–-Elio Toaff
Chief Rabbi of Rome

“Pius XII played a leading role in 
the struggle against Hitler and against
communism in eastern Europe”. 

“He was the principal author of 
his predecessor’s 1937 encyclical 
condemning Nazism”  Dec. 24. 2009 

–-Serge Klarsfeld
Romanian activists known for 

engaging in Holocaust documentation 
and anti-Nazi activism.
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On December 23, 1940, Albert Einstein published the following in Time: 

Being a lover of freedom, when the revolution came in Germany I looked to the 
universities to defend it, knowing that they had always boasted of their devotion to the
case of truth; but no, the universities immediately were silenced. Then I looked to the
great editors of the newspapers whose flaming editorials in days gone by had proclaimed
their love of freedom. But they, like the universities, were silenced in a few short
weeks. Only the Church stood squarely across the path of Hitler’s campaign for
suppressing truth. I never had any special interest in the Church before, but now I 
feel a great affection and admiration because the Church alone has had the courage and 
persistence to stand for intellectual truth and moral freedom. I am forced thus to 
confess, that what I once despised, I now praise unreservedly.

– Albert Einstein
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Documents of The American Jewish Committee acknowledges
the efforts of Pope Pius XII in a planned audience in July 1957,
where they want a statement from the Vatican with reference 
to the Soviet intervention in exploiting and promoting 
anti-Semitism in Europe.
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One of the closest friends of young Eugenio Pacelli was an orthodox Jewish boy,
Guido Mendes, who attended school with him.  Mendes and Pacelli were best of
friends would visit each other’s homes regularly. Pacelli would share Shabbat
meals with the Mendes family as he was
considered a member of the family. He 
learned to speak some Hebrew and would 
borrow many books of prominent Jewish
scholars from Guido Mendes.

1938, when Dr. Mendes
was fired, due to the Italian
racial laws, Cardinal Pacelli
wanted to hire him, and
move him to Argentina for
safety.

Mendes chose to go to
Palestine instead. It was
Cardinal Pacelli who sent
him to Switzerland and
arranged for the necessary
visas for his immigration to
Palestine.

Pope Pius XII’s closest friend, Guido Mendes, was an orthodox
Jewish boy who “paved the way” to Pacelli’s love for the Jewish
people.

Jerusalem Post
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Ambassador Meir Mendes, son 
of Dr. Guido Mendes wrote this
book in French, describing the
life saving efforts of Cardinal
Pacelli.

In 1983, the book was originally
published in Hebrew by Hebrew
University.

The following pages contain a
translation of the pertinent section.

Courtesy of Michael Mendes
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Jewish Historian Praises Pius XII’S Wartime Conduct
Michael Tagliacozzo Works at a Center for Holocaust Studies

Michael Tagliacozzo currently directs the Italian section at Beth Lohamè Haghettaot [Bet Lochame
Ha-Ghettaot = The Ghetto Fighters’ House], one of the main museums and study centers existing
near Carmel  in Israel,

VATICAN CITY, OCT. 25, 2000 (ZENIT.org). The closed-door meeting of the Judeo-Christian
Historical Commission, which has been meeting in Rome since Monday 23, ends today.

The commission was established last October by Cardinal Edward I. Cassidy, president of the 
Committee for Religious Relations with Jews, to examine the 11 volumes of archives documents 
relating to the Holy See’s activities during the Second World War.

In recent years Pius XII and the Holy See have been accused of not doing enough to save Jews 
persecuted by the Nazis.

To shed light on the Pope’s role in this part of the war, ZENIT interviewed Jewish historian 
Michael Tagliacozzo, responsible for the Beth Lohame Haghettaot (Center of Studies on the Shoah
and Resistance) in Italy. Beth Lohame Haghettaot in western Galilee in Israel is one of the world’s
largest museums and centers of documentation on the Holocaust.

Tagliacozzo: I know that many criticize Pope Pacelli. I have a folder on my table in Israel
entitled ‘Calumnies Against Pius XII,’ but my judgment cannot but be positive. Pope Pacelli
was the only one who intervened to impede the deportation of Jews on Oct. 16, 1943, and
he did very much to hide and save thousands of us. It was no small matter that he ordered
the opening of cloistered convents. Without him, many of our own would not be alive.

ZENIT: Some maintain that the Holy See looked on in silence while Roman Jews were
deported on Oct. 16, 1943.

Tagliacozzo: It’s not true. The documents clearly prove that, in the early hours of the
morning, Pius XII was informed of what was happening and he immediately had German
Ambassador von Weizsäcker called and ordered State Secretary Luigi Maglione to energetically
protest the Jews’ arrest, asking that similar actions be stopped. If this had not happened, the
Pope would have denounced it publicly.

In addition, by his initiative he had a letter of protest sent through Bishop Aloise Hudal to
the military commander in Rome, General Rainer Stahel, requesting that the persecution of
Jews cease immediately. As a result of these protests, the operation providing for two days of
arrests and deportations was interrupted at 2 p.m. the same day.

Instead of the 8,000 Jews Hitler requested, 1,259 were arrested. After meticulous examination
of identity documents and other papers of identification, the following day an additional 259
people were released.

Moreover, after the manhunt in Rome on Oct. 16, the Germans did not capture a single Jew.
Those who were arrested were handed over by collaborators. During the trial, Herbert
Kappler said: “The Jews were not handed over.”
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ZENIT: You maintain that there were people who opposed persecution in the German army
and diplomacy.

Tagliacozzo: From the material in the archive it can be deduced that General Stahel and
German Consul Eitel Frederick Moellhausen-no sooner had they learned about the extremely
secret dispatch in which Himmler ordered the arrest of all Jews in Rome and their
transportation to Germany for liquidation-were vehemently opposed.

Stahel said he would never take part in such nastiness. Moellhausen exerted pressure on
Kappler to raise the matter with commander in chief Albert Kesserling. Moellhausen was a
practicing Catholic; he regarded the deportation of Jews as useless and inhuman and, in order
to convince Kesserling, raised questions regarding the political and military in opportuneness
of the deportation.

Kesserling, who feared an imminent Allied disembarkation on the coasts of the Tyrrhenian
Sea, denied his soldiers’ availability to arrest Jews. Thus, on Oct. 16, 1943, Kappler had to
use 365 SS members to make the raid.

ZENIT: Why was the Roman community so ill prepared for the Nazi raid?

Tagliacozzo: The representatives of Judaism and with them, the leaders of the Roman
Jewish community, showed the same defects as the Italian ruling class, and they failed at the
moment of trial.

In the book “Before the Dawn,” Zolli recounts that in mid-September of 1943, in the course
of a community meeting, he [the then Chief Rabbi Israel Zoller] proposed to dissolve the
community, pay employees’ salaries six months in advance, and hide himself. However,
President Ugo Foa, a solid man, said that Zolli was an alarmist and that nothing would
happen. The minutes of that meeting cannot be found now.

Zolli wasn’t the only one worried. I have found the testimony of Amadio Fatucci, who had
the courage to stop the president of the community and said: “Mr. President, need we fear?”
Foa replied: “The authorities have no interest against the people, and the people must be
tranquil. When people are tranquil, the authorities do not intervene.”

Foa’s conduct was serious in the circumstance of the raid. On the morning of Oct. 18, while
the Nazis had the deported enter train wagons, the president took his children and escaped
to Livorno. He returned on Nov. 2, having done nothing to find out what happened to those
deported.

On that occasion, the community demonstrated an unconscious superficiality and foolish
incomprehension of the dangers and surprises of the new situation.

ZENIT: Some scholars deny that there were instructions from the Pope to help the Jews.
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Tagliacozzo: There was much confusion in those days, but all knew that the Pope and the
Church would have helped us.

After the Nazis’ action, the Pontiff, who had already ordered the opening of convents, schools
and churches to rescue the persecuted, opened cloistered convents to allow the persecuted
to hide. Monsignor Giovanni Butinelli, of the parish of the Transfiguration, told me that
the Pontiff had recommended that parish priests be told to shelter Jews.

I personally know a Jewish family that, after the Nazis’ request for 50 kilos of gold, decided
to hide the women and children in a cloistered convent on Via Garibaldi. The nuns said
they were happy to take the mother and girl but they could not care for a little boy.
However, under the Pope’s order, which dispensed the convent from cloister, they also hid
the boy. 

I myself was saved from persecution thanks to the Church’s help. I remember it was Oct. 16,
a rainy day. It was a Saturday, the third day of the Jewish feast of Sukkot. I had sought refuge
in Bologna Square.

When the Germans arrived I was able to escape through a window and I found myself on the
street in my pajamas. A family helped me and hid me. I then went to my former Italian
teacher who let me stay in her home and asked several priests to find me a safe place.

Finally, after almost a week, thanks to a recommendation of Father Fagiolo, I was hidden in
the Lateran. I remember they treated me wonderfully. After not having eaten for two days,
Father Palazzini gave me a meal with all God’s goods: a bowl of vegetable soup, bread, cheese,
fruit. I had never eaten so well.

ZENIT: What do you think of John Cornwell’s book, “Hitler’s Pope”?

Tagliacozzo: I haven’t read it, but I know that much nonsense is written and, unable to
contribute new arguments, they give exaggerated interpretations. I am an historian and I do
not look for controversies. From the diaries on table conversations we learn that Hitler said:
“I hate the Jews because they have given that man, Jesus, to the world.”
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The Good Samaritan: Jewish Praise for Pope Pius XII
By Dimitri Cavalli 

Inside, the Vatican has given considerable space in its pages to coverage of the fierce
debate over the wartime role of Pope Pius XII and his alleged “silence” in the face of
the Nazi persecution of the Jews (see particularly our June 1997 and our October 1999
issues). We will continue to do so as long as the debate rages. The article we print here
brings together a considerable amount of previously scattered evidence for how Jews
during Pius’s lifetime viewed Pius’s conduct. Reading Cavalli’s piece, it is striking to 
see how different the general Jewish opinion of Pius XII was in the years during and 
immediately following the war from what it is today. This prompts a fundamental 
question: Were the Jews who praised and thanked Pius after the war all mistaken or 
insincere, or are the attacks on Pius today unfair? –The Editor

During World War II, many Jews around the world had the chance to observe Pope Pius XII’s 
conduct. They listened to his every word, and scrutinized his every action. Instead of seeing “Hitler’s
Pope,” most Jews concluded that Pius XII’s public statements were directed against the Nazis, and
that he and his subordinates in many Nazi-occupied and Axis countries were trying to save Jewish
lives. The many extraordinary and eloquent tributes that the Pope once received from Jews show
that the allegations that he was a Nazi collaborator and indifferent toward the extermination of
Jews would have seem completely unjustified and unjust to those who closely following his career.

Allegations that Pope Pius XII was pro-Nazi are often supported by his time in Germany from 1917
to 1929 as the papal nuncio and his direct role, as Secretary of State, in negotiating the Vatican’s
concordat with Germany in 1933. These facts were universally known when Eugenio Cardinal
Pacelli was elected Pope on March 2, 1939. How did Jews around the world react to his election?
Were they concerned by his former ties to Germany?

In a March 6, 1939 editorial, “Leadership for Peace,” the Palestine Post in Jerusalem said: “Pius XII
has clearly shown that he intends to carry on the late Pope’s [Pius XI] work for freedom and peace...
we remember that he must have had a large part to play in the recent Papal opposition to pernicious
race theories and certain aspects of totalitarianism...”

In praising Cardinal Pacelli’s election, the Jewish Chronicle in London on March 10, quoted an 
anti-Nazi speech he delivered in Lourdes in April 1935 and the hostile statements expressed about
him in the Nazi press. “It is interesting to recall... on January 22 [1939], the Voelkischer Beobachter
published pictures of Cardinal Pacelli and other Church dignitaries beneath a collective heading of
‘Agitators in the Vatican against Fascism and National Socialism,”’ the Jewish Chronicle noted.

Also on March 10, the Canadian Jewish Chronicle commended the College of Cardinals for 
resisting Nazi attempts to influence the election and prevent Cardinal Pacelli from becoming Pope.
“The plot to pilfer the Ring of Fisherman has gone up in white smoke,” the editorial quipped.
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Many Jewish organizations also expressed their enthusiasm for the new Pope. According to the 
Jewish Chronicle in London (March 10), the Vatican received congratulatory messages from “the
Anglo-Jewish Community, the Synagogue Council of America, the Canadian Jewish Congress, 
and the Polish Rabbinical Council.”

Pius XII’s decision to appoint Luigi Cardinal Maglione as the Vatican’s new Secretary of State also
brought favorable reactions. The March 16, 1939 Zionist Review in London said that the Cardinal’s
appointment “confirms the view that the new Pope means to conduct an anti-Naziand anti-Fascist
policy.”

Certainly, such statements made by Jewish newspapers and organizations show they considered 
the newly elected Pope Pius XII a friend of democracy and peace, and an enemy of racism and 
totalitarianism. Cardinal Pacelli’s role in negotiating the concordat with the Nazis did not cause any
concern. Instead, many Jews cited his anti-Nazi speeches, and his role as Vatican Secretary of State,
which helped produce the 1937 anti-Nazi encyclical, Mit brennender Sorge, and numerous protests
against the persecution of the Catholic Church in Germany.

Less than two months after World War II broke out, on October 27, Pius XII issued his first 
encyclical, Summi Pontificatus. On the same day, the New York-based Jewish Telegraphic Agency, the
equivalent of the Associated Press, reported that, “the unqualified condemnation which Pope Pius
XII heaped on totalitarian, racist and materialistic theories of government in his encyclical Summi
Pontificatus caused a profound stir... Although it had been expected that the Pope would attack
ideologies hostile to the Catholic Church, few observers had expected so outspoken a document...”

In a November 9, 1939 editorial, “Endowed with Reason,” the American Israelite in Cincinnati also
discussed the encyclical. “In decrying totalitarianism, Pope Pius XII called the individual the end
and the state the means of bringing out the fundamental equality of men because men are endowed
with reason,” the editorial said. “This concept of democracy is reiterated in the Pope’s Encyclical,
stressing again the inviolability of the human person as a sacred being...”

In January 1940, the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees and Overseas Needs donated $125,000 to
the Vatican in order to assist its efforts on behalf of all victims of racial persecution. On January 19,
the Jewish Ledger in Hartford, Connecticut described the United Jewish Appeal’s gift as an 
“eloquent gesture,” which “should prove an important step in the direction of cementing the bonds
of sympathy and understanding” between Catholics and Jews. An account of how the money was
spent is in the Vatican’s official wartime documents, Actes et documents du Saint Siege relatifs a la 
Seconde Guerre Mondiale, (Vol. VI, pp. 282-283.)

On January 26, 1940, the Jewish Advocate in Boston reported, “The Vatican radio this week 
broadcast an outspoken denunciation of German atrocities in Nazi [occupied] Poland, declaring 
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they affronted the moral conscience of mankind.” Exiled Polish Cardinal August Hlond of Gnezo
and Poznan had given the Vatican detailed reports about the Nazi persecution of the Church in
Poland. On the Pope’s orders, Vatican Radio broadcast the cardinal’s reports. The front-page story
quoted one Vatican Radio broadcast as saying, “Jews and Poles are being herded into separate 
ghettos, hermetically sealed and pitifully inadequate for the economic subsistence of the millions
designed to live there.” This broadcast was also important because it gave independent confirmation
of media reports about Nazi atrocities, which were previously dismissed as Allied propaganda.

Also, on January 26, the Canadian Jewish Chronicle published a brief item about Jacob Freedman, 
a Boston tailor. Mr. Freedman was concerned about the fate of his sister and nephews in 
German-occupied Poland. He wrote the State Department and the Red Cross, but they were unable
to provide any information. Mr. Freedman then sought Pope Pius XII’s assistance.

Several months later, Cardinal Maglione informed Mr. Freedman that his family were alive and well
in Warsaw. “I don’t know the words to express what I feel, that they should take an interest in us
with all the other things in the world to worry them, “ said Mr. Freedman. “I think it’s the finest, 
most wonderful thing.” According to Pinchas Lapide’s 1967 book, Three Popes and the Jews, the 
Vatican Information Office helped tens of thousands of Jews locate missing relatives in Europe.

On March 14, 1940, the Jewish Chronicle in London commented on Pope Pius XII’s conditions for a
“just and honorable peace,” which he articulated in his 1939 Christmas message. The Chronicle said
that the Pope’s conditions, especially the protection of racial minorities, were a “welcome feature,”
and praised him for standing up for “rights of the common man.”

Also, in March, Italy’s anti-Semitic laws went into effect, and many Jews were dismissed from the
government, universities, and other professions. In response, Pius XII appointed several displaced
Jewish scholars, including geographer Prof. Roberto Almagia, to posts in the Vatican Library. The
March 29 Kansas City Jewish Chronicle said that the Pope’s actions showed “his disapproval of the
dastardly anti-Semitic decrees.”

On April 29, 1941, a group of Jewish refugees interned at an Italian concentration camp thanked
Pius XII after being visited by Bishop Francesco Borgognini-Duca, the papal nuncio in Italy. The
prisoners wrote that the nuncio’s visit gave them “new courage to go on living,” and they described
the Pope as a “revered personality who has stood up for the rights of all afflicted and powerless 
people.” (Actes, VIII, pp. 178-179).

On January 2, 1942, the front page of the California Jewish Voice published a report on the Pope’s
1941 Christmas address. “Religious persecution and oppression of minorities must have no place in
the world of the future, declared Pope Pius XII in his annual Christmas Eve message,” the article said.
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By early 1942, the Nazis began to implement their plans to exterminate the Jews. The Vatican had
no practical way of bringing these plans to a halt, but sought to assist endangered Jews and other
victims on a case-by-case basis. This assistance ranged from actively opposing the deportations to
meeting the material and spiritual needs of refugees. For example, on April 14, 1942, Rabbi Naftali
Adler and Dr. Max Pereles, the representatives of thousands of Jewish refugees interned at the 
Ferramonti concentration camp in southern Italy, sent a letter of thanks to the Pope, who sent “an
abundant supply of clothing and linen” to the children at the camp, and took care of the prisoners’
other needs. “This noble and generous gift proves anew what the whole world knows and admires
that Your Holiness is... also the paternal guardian and promoter of the ideal of humanity for all
mankind,” they wrote. (Actes, VIII, pp. 505-507).

In 1942, Croatia’s Jews were being brutally persecuted by the Nazi-installed dictatorship. On 
August 4, Chief Rabbi Miroslav Freiberger of Zagreb, Croatia’s capital, sought more assistance
from Pius XII. Already, the Vatican’s unofficial diplomatic representative in Croatia, Msgr. Joseph
Marcone, who was acting on Cardinal Maglione’s instructions, and Archbishop Alois Stepinac 
opposed the anti-Jewish persecutions. In his letter, Chief Rabbi Freiberger appreciated “the limitless
goodness that the representatives of the Holy See and the leaders of the Church showed to our poor
brothers.” (Actes, VIII, p. 611). 

Throughout the war, the Chief Rabbi continued to express his gratitude to the Vatican for helping
Croatian Jews. 

Laval in August. The nuncio’s intervention became publicly known by the end of the month. On
August 28, the California Jewish Voice said, “Pope Pius XII has asked the Papal Nuncio at Vichy to
protest to the Laval Government against ‘the inhuman arrests and deportations’ of Jews in France...
Previously, reports from Geneva had indicated that the Pope had tried, though vainly, to use his
good offices in Slovakia to prevent deportations and other cruelties.”

The Voice’s account is confirmed by the Actes. On October 31, 1941, Cardinal Maglione had 
given Msgr. Valeri and Pierre Cardinal Gerlier of Lyon a blank check to “tone down” the practical
application of the anti-Semitic laws, which would include any deportations. In April 1942, the 
Vatican protested the deportations of Slovak Jews with a note to the Slovak Government.

Although Msgr. Valeri actually made the protest, the Jewish press understood that he was acting 
on behalf of Pius XII. In a September II editorial, the Jewish Chronicle in London said, “The Pope’s
action is also a striking affirmation of the dictum of one of the Pope’s predecessors that no true
Christian can be an anti-Semite...”

In his 1942 Christmas message, the Pope condemned the treatment of “hundreds of thousands who,
without any fault on their own, sometimes only by reason of their nationality or race, are marked
down for death or a progressive extinction.” The Pope’s defenders argue that this was a clear 
reference to the Holocaust. The Pope’s detractors insist that he didn’t go far enough, and should
have condemned the Nazis by name. But the Nazis understood the Pope very clearly.  “In a manner
never known before the Pope has repudiated the National Socialist New European Order,” 
complained a January 22, 1943 report by the Reich Central Security Office. “Here he is virtually 
accusing the German people of injustice towards the Jews, and makes himself the mouthpiece of the
Jewish war criminals.” (Anthony Rhodes, The Vatican in the Age of Dictators (1973), pp. 272-273). 
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I was unable to find any references to the Pope’s address in the many Jewish newspapers that I 
examined. However, in a January 20, 1943 letter to Msgr. Arthur Hughes, the apostolic delegate in
Egypt, Chaim Barlas, the Jewish Agency’s Turkish Representative, wrote, “The highly humanitarian
attitude of His Saintety [meaning, Holiness] expressing His indignation against racial persecutions,
was a source of comfort for our brethren.” (Actes, IX, p. 90). If Pius XII was “silent” in the literal
sense of the word, then the Reich Central Security Office and Chaim Barlas could not have made
these conclusions.

In late 1942, Chief Rabbi Isaac Herzog of Jerusalem sought the Pope’s intervention to rescue Jews
from the Nazis. On February 12, 1943, the Vatican’s reply to Chief Rabbi Herzog was noted on the
front page of the California Jewish Voice. “The Vatican this week cabled Chief Rabbi Herzog,
assuring him that it is doing everything possible for all the victims of Nazi persecution, including
the Jews,” the article said. The Jewish Chronicle in London and the Australian Jewish News also 
reported the Vatican’s assurance to the Chief Rabbi.

On April 16, 1943, the Australian Jewish News published a brief article about Cardinal Gerlier, who
had strongly opposed the deportations of French Jews, and was sheltering Jewish children. The 
article quoted the cardinal as saying that he was obeying Pius XII’s instructions by continuing to 
oppose France’s anti-Semitic measures.

In his June 2 address to the College of Cardinals, Pope Pius XII spoke up again. He referred to 
persons “tormented as they are, because of their nationality or their race... delivered, without any
fault on their part, to measures of extermination.” The July 16, 1943 Jewish Chronicle in London
published a slightly different version of these words on its front page under the title, “The Pope’s
Solicitude.”

On September 24, Alex Easterman, the British representative of the World Jewish Congress, 
contacted Msgr. William Godfrey, the apostolic delegate in London. Easterman informed him that
about 4,000 Jewish refugees from Croatia were safely evacuated to an island in the Adriatic Sea. “I
feel sure that efforts of your Grace and of the Holy See have brought about this fortunate result,”
Easterman wrote. (Actes, IX, pp. 488-489). 

After Benito Mussolini’s fall from power, the new Italian government surrendered to the Allies 
in September 1943. German troops occupied Italy, including Rome, in order to stop the Allied 
offensive. During the occupation of Rome, the Nazis threatened to arrest Roman Jews unless their
leaders paid them 50 kilograms of gold. When the Roman Jews were able to raise only 42 kilograms
of gold, they turned to the Pope, who agreed to provide the balance. Meanwhile, the Jews raised the
balance from ordinary Catholics and informed the Vatican that the Pope’s contribution was not
needed. On October 28, 1943, however, the Palestine Post in Jerusalem noted Pius XII’s offer on the
front page under the headline, “The Pope’s Gift to the Jews.”

On October 16, the Nazis also seized about 1,000 Jews and deported them to Auschwitz. On 
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October 29 Jewish Chronicle in London reported the Vatican’s response to the arrests: “The Vatican
has made strong representations to the German Government and the German High Command in
Italy against the persecution of Jews in Nazi-occupied Italy...”

This account of the Vatican’s actions was exactly correct. On Pius XII’s orders, Cardinal Maglione
made an immediate protest with Germany’s Ambassador. Bishop Alois Hudal, the Rector of the
German Catholic Church in Rome, protested the arrests of Jews with the German Military 
Governor of Rome. Along with the Vatican’s protests, 4,700 Jews disappeared into Rome’s 
convents, monasteries and the Vatican itself. The remaining 2,300 Jews were able to find shelter
elsewhere because Vatican protests brought the round-ups to an end.

By 1943, the Vatican’s many rescue efforts on behalf of Jews were being universally acknowledged.
In the fall of 1943, the Jewish communities of Chile, Uruguay, and Bolivia sent letters to Pope Pius
XII, and thanked him for assisting Jews (Actes, IX, pp. 498, 501-502, and 567). 

The 1943-1944 American Jewish Yearbook said that Pius XII “took an unequivocal stand against the
oppression of Jews throughout Europe.” In his February 18, 1944 letter to Msgr. Amleto Cicognani,
the apostolic delegate in Washington, D.C., Rabbi Maurice Perlzweig, the political director of the
World Jewish Congress, wrote that “the repeated interventions of the Holy Father on behalf of 
Jewish Communities in Europe has evoked the profoundest sentiments of appreciation and gratitude
from Jews throughout the world.” (Actes, X, p. 140). 

Two important Jewish leaders who worked with the Vatican to save Jews also expressed similar 
sentiments. “The people of Israel will never forget what His Holiness and his illustrious delegates,
inspired by the eternal principles of religion which form the very foundations of true civilization, 
are doing for our unfortunate brothers and sisters in this most tragic hour of history, which is living
proof of divine Providence in this world,” Chief Rabbi Herzog declared on February 28. 
(Actes, X, p. 292). In his April 7 letter to the papal nuncio in Romania, Chief Rabbi Alexander
Shafran of Bucharest wrote, “It is not easy for us to find the right words to express the warmth and
consolation we experienced because of the concern of the Supreme Pontiff, who offered a large sum
to relive the sufferings of deported Jews... The Jews of Romania will never forget these facts of 
historic importance...” (Actes, X, pp. 291-292).

In June 1944, two separate events helped establish the Pope’s reputation as a rescuer of Jews, at least
temporarily. When the Allies liberated Rome, thousands of Jews came out of their hiding places,
and told the world of their salvation by the Vatican. On June 25, the Pope openly protested the 
deportations of Hungarian Jews. 

The many tributes to Pius XII began in July. “It is gradually being revealed that Jews have been 
sheltered within the walls of the Vatican during the German occupation of Rome,” reported the
July 7 Jewish News in Detroit. A July 14 editorial in the Congress Weekly, the official journal of the
American Jewish Congress, added that the Vatican also provided Jewish refugees with kosher food.
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Also on July 14, American Hebrew in New York published an interview with Chief Rabbi Israel Zolli
of Rome. “The Vatican has always helped the Jews and the Jews are very grateful for the charitable
work of the Vatican, all done without distinction of race,” Rabbi Zolli said. After the war, Rabbi
Zolli converted to Catholicism, which brought him much severe criticism from some Jews. Dr.
Zolli’s conversion was widely attributed to his gratitude for what the Pope did for Jews. In his 1954
memoirs, Before the Dawn, however, Dr. Zolli strongly denied this assertion. Instead, he claimed to
have witnessed a vision of Christ, who called him to the faith.

A week later on July 21, the Vatican received telegrams from the National Jewish Welfare 
Board and the World Jewish Congress. The National Jewish Welfare Board expressed its gratitude 
to the Pope for “the aid and protection given to so many Italian Jews by the Vatican...” 
(Actes, X, pp. 358-359). The World Jewish Congress also acknowledged the Vatican’s “noble 
humanitarian work” on behalf of Hungarian Jews. (Actes, X, pp. 359).

The deportations of Hungarian Jews horrified the Allied and neutral nations. The American Jewish
Committee and other Jewish groups organized a rally in Manhattan’s Madison Square Park on July
31 to mobilize public opinion against the deportations. In his address, Judge Joseph Proskauer, the
Committee’s president, declared, “We have heard... what a great part the Holy Father has played in
the salvation of the refugees in Italy, and we know from sources that must be credited that this great
Pope has reached forth his mighty and sheltering hand to help the oppressed of Hungary.” 
(Speech obtained from American Committee Library in Manhattan).

During the following months, Rabbi Stephen Wise, the president of the American Jewish Congress,
Chief Rabbi Joseph Hertz of the British Empire, composer Irving Berlin, Congressman Emmanuel
Cellar of Brooklyn, the Emergency Committee to Save the Jews of Europe, the Union of Orthodox
Rabbis of the United States and Canada, and the World Agudas Organization also lauded Pius XII
for helping endangered Jews. At the time, Rabbi Wise also condemned Christian indifference 
toward the extermination of Jews. 

With Rome liberated, the Pope frequently greeted Allied soldiers. During one meeting, he blessed 
a Jewish soldier from Palestine in Hebrew. In the Congress Weekly (October 20, 1944), Elias Gilner
found great significance in this event. Gilner wrote that the Pope’s blessing “becomes a memorable
act, a far-flung message of good-will, an expression of the Christian spirit at its highest.” Gilner
added that Pius XII by this blessing also began a “new course” in Catholic-Jewish relations.

The tributes to Pope Pius XII from Jews continued after the war in Europe ended. On April 22,
1945, Moshe Sharrett, the future Foreign Minister and Prime Minister of Israel sent a report of his
meeting with the Pope to the Executive of the Jewish Agency. Sharrett wrote that “my first duty was
to thank him, and through him, the Catholic Church, on behalf of the Jewish public, for all they
had done in the various countries to rescue Jews, to save children, and Jews in general.” 
(Lapide, pp. 225-226)
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On October 11, the World Jewish Congress donated $20,000 to Vatican charities. According to 
the New York Times (October 12, 1945), the gift was “made in recognition of the work of the Holy
See in rescuing Jews from Fascist and Nazi persecution.” Although the current leaders of the World
Jewish Congress have a much different view of the Vatican’s wartime actions, they never retracted
that recognition.

During a St. Louis conference on the plight of displaced Jewish refugees on March 17, 1946,
William Rosenwald, the chairman of the United Jewish Appeal for Refugees, Overseas Needs and
Palestine, said, “I wish to take this opportunity to pay tribute to Pope Pius for his appeal in behalf 
of the victims of war and oppression. He provided aid for Jews in Italy and intervened in behalf of
refugees to lighten their burden.” (New York Times, March 18, 1946.) The previous week, the Pope
granted Mr. Rosenwald an audience. According to Mr. Rosenwald, the Pope said that Holocaust 
survivors and Jewish refugees should be allowed to resettle in the United States.

In an article for Commentary (November 1950), French scholar and Holocaust survivor Leon 
Poliakov discussed the Vatican’s conduct during the war. Poliakov suggested that the Vatican during
the Holocaust retreated to its “medieval tradition” of protecting Jews from state persecution. “There
is no doubt that secret instructions went out from the Vatican urging the national churches to 
intervene in favor of the Jews by every possible means,” Poliakov wrote. In fact, according to 
Volumes VI, VIII, IX, and X of the Actes, these instructions were sent to the Vatican’s many 
diplomatic representatives.

Still, Poliakov was troubled because he believed that Pius XII’s public statements were too vague.
But Poliakov conceded the argument that “public protests would have brought no help to the 
victims, and might have produced contrary effects.” He cited the tragic case of Holland where the
protests against the deportations of Jews by the Dutch Catholic bishops in 1942 led to the arrest of
Catholic Jews, who were previously spared for deportation by the Nazis.

In 1955, the Israeli Philharmonic Orchestra, which was composed of Jewish refugees from many 
nations, toured Italy. The Orchestra performed a concert at the Vatican on May 26, 1955. 
According to the Jerusalem Post (May 29, 1955), “Conductor Paul Klecki had requested that the 
Orchestra on its first visit to Italy play for the Pope as a gesture of gratitude for the help his Church
had given to all those persecuted by Nazi Fascism.”

In 1957, the Pope received a delegation from the American Jewish Committee. The New York Times
on June 29, 1957 reported that the Committee’s representatives described the Pope as a “great
friend” in the battle against racism and anti-Semitism in the United States. The Pope also praised
the Committee’s work, and issued a strong statement condemning anti-Semitism.

Pope Pius XII died on October 8, 1958. Many Jewish organizations and newspapers around the
world mourned his passing, and recalled his wartime efforts to rescue Jews. At the United Nations, 
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The Good Samaritan: Jewish Praise for Pope Pius XII- continued

Golda Meir, Israel’s Foreign Minister, said, “When fearful martyrdom came to our people in the
decade of Nazi terror, the voice of the Pope was raised for the victims. The life of our times was 
enriched by a voice speaking out on the great moral truths above the tumult of daily conflict.” The
Zionist Record (October 17) in South Africa published Meir’s moving eulogy along with tributes
from Jewish organizations to the late Pope. “Adherents of all creeds and parties will recall how Pius
XII faced the responsibilities of his exalted office with courage and devotion,” declared the Jewish
Chronicle in London on October 10. “Before, during, and after the Second World War, he constantly
preached the message of peace. Confronted by the monstrous cruelties of Nazism, Fascism, and
Communism, he repeatedly proclaimed the virtues of humanity and compassion.”

In the Canadian Jewish Chronicle (October 17), Rabbi J. Stern recalled that Pius XII “made it 
possible for thousands of Jewish victims of Nazism and Fascism to be hidden away...” In the 
November 6 edition of the Jewish Post in Winnipeg, William Zukerman, the former American 
Hebrew columnist, wrote that no other leader “did more to help the Jews in their hour of greatest
tragedy, during the Nazi occupation of Europe, than the late Pope.”

Representatives of the World Jewish Congress, American Jewish Congress, American Jewish 
Committee, Synagogue Council of America, New York Board of Rabbis, the Anti-Defamation
League, Massachusetts Board of Rabbis, Rabbinical Council of America, National Council of Jewish
Women, and the Union of American Hebrew Congregations also gracefully eulogized Pope Pius XII.
The Chief Rabbis of London, Rome, Jerusalem, France, Egypt, Argentina and many other Jewish
newspapers also paid tribute to the late Pope.

How do Pius XII’s detractors explain these many statements of praise from Jews? They prefer to 
ignore them. Any acknowledgment of these tributes immediately undermines the case against him.
Instead, critics always focus on the Pope’s “silence” without discussing what he actually said during
the war, and how his addresses were received by all sides; insist that the Pope did little or nothing 
to help Jews escape from the Nazis; exclusively cite authors who attack him while ignoring those
who defend him; and assign him sinister motives by using suspicion and a selective interpretation 
of evidence.

Recently, in Commentary (July/August 1999), Prof. Robert Wistrich argued that it is unfair to cite
these tributes from Jews because damaging evidence against the Pope was discovered after his 
death. But that argument ignores the fact that many post-war revelations have been very favorable
toward the Pope. In 1946, the Vatican newspaper confirmed that Pius XII in 1940 had acted as an
intermediary between a group of German generals who wanted to overthrow Adolf Hitler and 
the British government. The release of documents from the British Foreign Office years later also 
confirmed his role in “The Generals’ Plot.” The 1953 publication of The Undeclared War by 
William Langer and S. Everett Gleason disclosed the Pope’s surprising 1941 concession to 
President Franklin Roosevelt that American Catholics could support the extension of the
Lend-Lease program to the Soviet Union.
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The conclusions of the first generation of authors critical of the Pope like Rolf Hochhuth, Guenther
Lewy, Saul Friedlander and Carlo Falconi were invalidated by the complete publication of the 11
volumes of the Actes. Unfortunately, these volumes, which detail the Vatican’s relations with all
the belligerent governments and assistance given to all the victims of the war, have been either 
ignored or downplayed by historians and journalists.

Many Jewish organizations had no reservations about attacking Father Charles Coughlin, the 
anti-Semitic radio broadcaster. If these same organizations were actually displeased with Pius XII’s.
actions, as Father John Pawlikoski suggested in Commonweal (July 17, 1998), then why did they
continue to publicly honor the Pope throughout the war and beyond? How could Jews on six 
continents have been so tragically mistaken about one man? Could they all have been either 
blissfully ignorant or extremely disingenuous? Many Catholics have been puzzled by the fact that
many of the same Jewish organizations that condemn Pius XII today once never passed up an 
opportunity to praise him. What could have caused the vast shift in Jewish attitudes toward 
the late Pope? 

Some Catholic writers point to the influence of Rolf Hochhuth’s 1963 play, The Deputy, which 
presented the Pope as a cold-blooded Nazi collaborator who did nothing as six million Jews went to
their death. However, allegations that the Vatican collaborated with the Nazis did not begin with
Hochhuth. While Pius XII was still alive, anti-Catholic authors like Avro Manhattan (The Vatican
in World Politics, 1949) and Paul Blanshard (American Freedom and Catholic Power, 1949) 
condemned his actions during World War II. Although Manhattan and Blanshard found isolated
audiences in some Protestant and fundamentalist Christian circles, many Jews continued to have a
favorable impression of the wartime Pope.

Other cultural shifts in society ensured that Hochhuth’s demonic portrait would become accepted as
conventional wisdom. Shortly after Hochhuth’s play made its appearance, the movement known as
the New Left marched across college campuses. The New Left was more than a political movement;
it was also a cultural movement whose members seized influential positions in the universities, the
media and the entertainment industry. The Catholic Church strongly opposed the New Left’s social
agenda of legal abortion, contraception and sexual promiscuity. Activists needed a weapon to 
undermine the Catholic Church’s moral authority and influence. “The silence of Pius XII” provided
such a powerful weapon, and it was used at every possible opportunity. What right would a Church
that a powerful weapon, and it was used at every possible opportunity. What right would a Church
that failed to oppose the mass murder of Jews have to teach morality to anyone? A few years ago,
the US Conference of Catholic Bishops criticized US Surgeon General Dr. Jocelyn Elders for her
pro-abortion views. Dr. Elders responded by noting the Catholic Church’s indifference toward both
slavery and the Holocaust. 
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The Good Samaritan: Jewish Praise for Pope Pius XII - continued

Unfortunately, Jewish organizations have never sufficiently explained why they changed their minds
about the Pope. A clear answer may never be known unless Jewish organizations finally provide
honest and convincing explanations after nearly 40 years of evasion.

Could attitudes shift again? It’s possible. In the last several years, many Catholic newspapers and
magazines have been zealously defending Pius XII’s reputation. The Catholic League for Civil and
Religious Rights has also been successful in bringing the debate over the Vatican’s wartime role into
the mainstream media. In his new book, Never Again: A History’ of the Holocaust, acclaimed 
Holocaust historian Sir Martin Gilbert identifies the Vatican as one of the European governments
that protected Jews. Prof. William Rubinstein’s book, The Myth of Rescue (1997), which received
substantial attention and criticism, argues that the Allies and Vatican could not have saved more
Jewish lives. Rubinstein’s sobering conclusion that the, “responsibility for the Holocaust lies solely
and wholly with Adolf Hitler, the SS and their accomplices, and with no one else,” represents a 
return to reason.

It may take a generation to restore Pope Pius XII’s good name. However, more and more people
today are recognizing that he acted like a Good Samaritan during World War II. When the Pope
failed to prevent the start of the war, he immediately devoted himself to alleviating the physical and
spiritual suffering of countless numbers of innocent victims regardless of their race or faith. As the
late Father Robert Graham, S.J. wrote, the many tributes the Pope received from Jews around the
world are a witness to both his efforts and his character.

Cavalli is a freelance writer based in New York, with an M.A. from Catholic University. He is grateful to the Rev. Matthew
Flood, S.J. of Fordham Prep in the Bronx, New York and to Angelo Sedacca for translating a number of documents from the
Actes into English. The Jewish newspapers cited are on microfilm at the New York Public Library’s Jewish Division. 

Taken from: Inside the Vatican © 2000 Urbi et Orbi Communications October 2000, pages 72-77 800-789-9494.
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Tributes to Pius XII

Jewish organizations took note of Pius XII’s efforts, and they turned to him in times of need.
In June, 1943, Grand Rabbi Herzog wrote to Cardinal Maglione on behalf of Egyptian Jews expressing
thanks for the Holy See’s charitable work in Europe and asking for assistance for Jews being held
prisoner in Italy. The Rabbi, in asking for assistance, noted that Jews of the world consider the Holy
See their historic protector in oppression. The following month he wrote back thanking Pius for his
efforts on behalf of the refugees that had awoken a feeling of gratitude in the hearts of millions of
people. On August 2, 1943, the World Jewish Congress sent the following message to Pope Pius:

“World Jewish Congress respectfully expresses gratitude to Your Holiness
for your gracious concern for innocent peoples afflicted by the calamities of
war and appeals to Your Holiness to use your high authority by suggesting
Italian authorities may remove as speedily as possible to Southern Italy or
other safer areas twenty thousand Jewish refugees and Italian nationals now
concentrated in internment camps... and so prevent their deportation and
similar tragic fate which has befallen Jews in Eastern Europe. Our terror-
stricken brethren look to Your Holiness as the only hope for saving them
from persecution and death.”

Later that same month, Time magazine reported: 
...no matter what critics might say, it is scarcely deniable that the Church
Apostolic, through the encyclicals and other Papal pronouncements, has
been fighting totalitarianism more knowingly, devoutly, and authoritatively,
and for a longer time, than any other organized power. In fact, that same
article went on to note that the Catholic Church Insists on the dignity of
the individual whom God created in his own image and for a decade has
vigorously protested against the cruel persecution of the Jews as a violation
of God’s tabernacle. 

In September 1943, a representative from the World Jewish Congress reported to the Pope
that approximately 4,000 Jews and Yugoslav nationals who had been in internment camps were
removed to an area that was under the control of Yugoslav partisans. As such, they were out of
immediate danger. The report went on to say: 

I feel sure that the efforts of your Grace and the Holy See have brought
about this fortunate result, and I should like to express to the Holy See and
yourself the warmest thanks of the World Jewish Congress. The Jews
concerned will probably not yet know by what agency their removal from
danger has been secured, but when they do they will be indeed grateful. 

In November, Rabbi Herzog again wrote to Pius expressing his sincere
gratitude and deep appreciation for so kind an attitude toward Israel and for
such valuable assistance given by the Catholic Church to the endangered
Jewish people Jewish communities in Chile, Uruguay, and Bolivia also sent
similar offers of thanks to the Pope. 
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Tributes to Pius XII - continued

In 1944, the New York Times reported: Jews received first priority Italian Jews and Jews 
who escaped here from Germany and other countries but all the hunted found sanctuary in the 
Vatican and its hundreds of convents and monasteries in the Rome region. The chief rabbi of
Rome reported: 

“No hero in history has commanded such an army; an army of priests
works in cities and small towns to provide bread for the persecuted and pass-
ports for the fugitives. Nuns go into canteens to give hospitality to women
refugees. Superiors of convents go out into the night to meet German sol-
diers who look for victims.... Pius XII is followed by all with the fervor of that
charity that fears no death.” 

After the war, Israel’s first foreign minister (and the second Prime Minister), Moshe Sharett,
was received by Pius XII for an audience. He told the pope: That my first duty was to thank him,
and through him the Catholic Church, on behalf of the Jewish public, for all they had done in 
various countries to rescue Jews.

The Kansas City Jewish Chronicle praised Pius XII in its March 29, 1940 issue because his 
actions showed his disapproval of the dastardly anti-Semitic decrees. The London Times ran the 
following editorial in 1942: A study of the words which Pope Pius XII has addressed since his 
accession in encyclicals and allocutions to the Catholics of various nations leaves no room for
doubt. He condemns the worship of force and its concrete manifestation in the suppression of 
national liberties and in the persecution of the Jewish race. That same year, the Jewish Chronicle
(London) editorialized that “The Pope’s action is... a striking affirmation of the dictum of one of 
the Pope’s predecessors that no true Christian can be an anti-Semite.” The 1943-1944 American
Jewish Yearbook reported that Pius XII “Took an unequivocal stand against the oppression of Jews
throughout Europe.” Following the war, the Jerusalem Post reported that: “Thousands of Jews in 
Italy owe their lives to Italian citizens and the Catholic Church.” This was virtually a universal 
perception of Pius XII, with good reason. 

By September 1957, Wisdom magazine (not a Catholic or even a religious periodical) was
able to editorialize: “OF ALL THE GREAT FIGURES OF OUR TIME, none is more universally 
respected by men of all faiths than Pope Pius XII.” Following a meeting with Pius, Winston
Churchill reportedly said: I have spoken today to the greatest man of our time. Churchill admired
Pius XII’s simplicity, sincerity and power. Some months after his death, Elio Toaff, the Chief Rabbi
of Rome, said: More than anyone else, we have had the opportunity to experience the great 
compassionate kindness and the magnanimity of the late Pope, during the years of persecution and
terror, when it seemed that there was no more hope for us.
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In 1955, when Italy celebrated the tenth anniversary of its liberation, Italian Jewry proclaimed April 17
as The Day of Gratitude. That year, thousands of Jewish people made a pilgrimage to the Vatican to
express appreciation for the Pope’s wartime solicitudes. The Israeli Philharmonic             Orchestra
even gave a special performance of Beethoven’s ninth symphony in the Papal Consistory Hall as an
expression of gratitude for the Catholic Church’s assistance in defying the Nazis. The Jerusalem Post
reported: 

“Conductor Paul Klecki had requested that the Orchestra on its first visit to
Italy play for the Pope as a gesture of gratitude for the help his church had
given to all those persecuted by Nazi Fascism.” 

Before the celebration, a delegation approached Msgr. Montini, the director of Vatican 
rescue services who later became Pope Paul VI, to determine whether he would accept an award for
his work on behalf of Jews during the war. He was extremely gratified and visibly touched by their
words, but he declined the honor: : 

“All I did was my duty, and besides I only acted upon orders from the Holy
Father. Nobody deserves a medal for that.” (Later, as Pope Paul VI, Montini
made other statements defending Pius XII’s wartime record.). 

No one at the time thought Pius XII’s reputation would need to be protected. As rescuer
John Patrick Carroll-Abbing wrote in his 1965 book:

“Never, in those tragic days, could I have foreseen, even in my wildest
imaginings, that the man who, more than any other, had tried to alleviate
human suffering, had spent himself day by day in his unceasing efforts for
peace, would-twenty years later-be made the scapegoat for men trying to
free themselves from their own responsibilities and from the collective guilt
that obviously weights so heavily upon them.”

He also reported assistance being given to Jews, and the Pope’s order that no one was to be
refused shelter. In fact, in an interview given shortly before his death, Carroll-Abbing said: AI can
personally testify to you that the Pope gave me direct face-to-face verbal orders to rescue Jews.
Asked about the thesis that the rescuers like him acted without papal involvement, he denied it 
and added:

“But is wasn’t just me. It was also the people I worked with: Father Pfeiffer
and Father Benoît and my assistant, Monsignor Vitucci and Cardinals Dezza and
Pallazzini, and of course Cardinals Maglione and Montini and Tardini. We
didn’t simply assume things; we acted on the direct orders of the Holy Father.”
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Further Tributes
“Pius XII was the most warmly humane, kindly, generous, sympathetic (and,
incidentally, saintly) character that it has been my privilege to meet in the
course of a long life. I know his sensitive nature was acutely and incessantly
alive to the tragic volume of human suffering caused by the War and,
without the slightest doubt, he would have been ready and glad to give his
life to redeem humanity from its consequences.” 

– Sir Francis D’Arcy Osborne, 
British Minister to the Holy See

The Times (London), May 20, 1963

“It is understandable why the death of Pope Pius XII should have called
forth expressions of sincere grief from practically all sections of American
Jewry. For there probably was not a single ruler of our generation who did
more to help the Jews in their hour of greatest tragedy, during the Nazi
occupation of Europe, than the late Pope.”

- The Jewish Post (1958)

“Adherents of all creeds and parties will recall how Pius XII faced the
responsibilities of his exalted office with courage and devotion. Before,
during, and after the Second World War, he constantly preached the message
of peace. Confronted by the monstrous cruelties of Nazism, Fascism,
and Communism, he repeatedly proclaimed the virtues of humanity and
compassion.” 

- The Jewish Chronicle, in its October 10, 1958 

“During the ten years of Nazi terror, when our people went through the
horrors of martyrdom, the Pope raised his voice to condemn the persecutors
and to commiserate with their victims.” 

– Golda Meir (From the United Nations, 1958)

“The delegates of the Congress of the Italian Jewish Communities... feel
that it is imperative to extend reverent homage to Your Holiness, and to
express the most profound gratitude that animates all Jews for your fraternal
humanity toward them during the years of persecution when their lives were
endangered by Nazi-Fascist barbarism.”

- Message to Pius XII 
from the Italian Jewish Community (April 5, 1946)
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The 1963 play, “The Deputy” written by Rolf Hochhuth, accused Pius XII of
being anti-Semitic and a collaborator to Adolph Hitler. This fictitious play,
which was planned and financed by the KGB against the Vatican, their arch
enemy, has been one of the most effective examples of character assassination in
modern history. World renowned historian of WWII, Sir Martin Gilbert calls
this play, “well crafted fiction not at all based on historical evidence.” 
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Pictured is author of The Deputy
Rolf Hochhuth (R) with his friend
David Irving (L), internationally
known Holocaust denier.
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From: Witness From the Pulpit by
Rabbi Harold J. Saperstein

“The Deputy”- Where Does the Guilt Lie?
March 20, 1964
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January 25, 2007, 7:40 a.m.
By Ion Mihai Pacepa

Moscow’s Assault on the Vatican
The KGB made corrupting the Church a priority.

The Soviet Union was never comfortable living in the same world with the Vatican. The most 
recent disclosures document that the Kremlin was prepared to go to any lengths to counter the
Catholic Church’s strong anti-Communism.

In March 2006 an Italian parliamentary commission concluded “beyond any reasonable doubt that
the leaders of the Soviet Union took the initiative to eliminate the pope Karol Wojtyla,” in 
retaliation for his support to the dissident Solidarity movement in Poland. In January 2007, when
documents disclosed that the newly appointed archbishop of Warsaw, Stanislaw Wielgus, had 
collaborated with Poland’s Communist-era political police, he admitted the accusation and 
resigned. The following day the rector of Krakow’s Wawel Cathedral, the burial site of Polish kings
and queens, resigned for the same reason. Then it was learned that Michal Jagosz, a member of the
Vatican’s tribunal considering sainthood for the late Pope John Paul II, has been accused of being a
former Communist secret police agent; according to the Polish media, he had been recruited in
1984 before leaving Poland for an assignment to the Vatican. Currently, a book is about to be 
published that will identify 39 other priests whose names have been found in Krakow secret police
files, some of whom are now bishops. Moreover, this seems to be just scratching the surface. A 
special commission will soon start investigating the past of all religious servants during the Commu-
nist era, as thousands more Catholic priests throughout that country are believed to have collabo-
rated with the secret police. And this is just Poland — the archives of the KGB and those of the
political police in the rest of the former Soviet bloc have yet to be opened on the subject of 
operations against the Vatican.

In my other life, when I was at the center of Moscow’s foreign-intelligence wars, I myself was caught
up in a deliberate Kremlin effort to smear the Vatican, by portraying Pope Pius XII as a coldhearted
Nazi sympathizer. Ultimately, the operation did not cause any lasting damage, but it left a residual
bad taste that is hard to rinse away. The story has never before been told.

Battling the Church
In February 1960, Nikita Khrushchev approved a super-secret plan for destroying the Vatican’s
moral authority in Western Europe. The idea was the brainchild of KGB chairman Aleksandr
Shelepin and Aleksey Kirichenko, the Soviet Politburo member responsible for international 
policies. Up until that time, the KGB had fought its “mortal enemy” in Eastern Europe, where the
Holy See had been crudely attacked as a cesspool of espionage in the pay of American imperialism,
and its representatives had been summarily jailed as spies. Now Moscow wanted the Vatican 
discredited by its own priests, on its home territory, as a bastion of Nazism.

Pacelli, by then Pope Pius XII, was selected as the KGB’s main target, its incarnation of evil, 
because he had departed this world in 1958. “Dead men cannot defend themselves” was the KGB’s 
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latest slogan. Moscow had just gotten a black eye for framing and imprisoning a living Vatican
prelate, József Cardinal Mindszenty, the primate of Hungary, in 1948. During the 1956 Hungarian
Revolution he had escaped from jail and found asylum in the U.S. Embassy in Budapest, where he
began writing his memoirs. As the details of how he had been framed became known to Western
journalists, he was widely seen as a saintly hero and martyr.

Because Pius XII had served as the papal nuncio in Munich and Berlin when the Nazis were 
beginning their bid for power, the KGB wanted to depict him as an anti-Semite who had 
encouraged Hitler’s Holocaust. The hitch was that the operation was not to give the least hint of
Soviet bloc involvement. The whole dirty job had to be carried out by Western hands, using 
evidence from the Vatican itself. That would correct another mistake made in the case of 
Mindszenty, who had been framed with counterfeit Soviet and Hungarian documents. (On February
6, 1949, just days before Mindszenty’s trial ended, Hanna Sulner, the Hungarian handwriting expert
who had fabricated the “evidence” used to frame the cardinal, escaped to Vienna and displayed 
microfilms of the “documents” on which the show trial was founded. Hanna demonstrated, in an 
excruciatingly detailed testimony, that all were forged documents, “some ostensibly in the cardinal’s
hand, others bearing his supposed signature,” produced by her.)

To avoid another Mindszenty catastrophe, the KGB needed some original Vatican documents, 
even ones only remotely connected with Pius XII, which its dezinformatsiya experts could slightly
modify and project in the “proper light” to prove the Pope’s “true colors.” The difficulty was that 
the KGB had no access to the Vatican archives, and that was where my DIE, the Romanian foreign
intelligence service, came in. The new chief of the Soviet foreign intelligence service, General
Aleksandr Sakharovsky, had created the DIE in 1949 and had until recently been our chief Soviet
adviser; he knew that the DIE was in an excellent position to contact the Vatican and obtain
approval to search its archives. In 1959, when I had been assigned to West Germany in the cover
position as deputy chief of the Romanian Mission, I had conducted a “spy swap” under which two
DIE officers (Colonel Gheorghe Horobet and Major Nicolae Ciuciulin), who had been caught 
red-handed in West Germany, had been exchanged for Roman Catholic bishop Augustin Pacha,
who had been jailed by the KGB on a spurious charge of espionage and was finally returned to the
Vatican via West Germany.

Infiltrating the Vatican
“Seat-12” was the code name given to this operation against Pius XII, and I became its Romanian
point man. To facilitate my job, Sakharovsky had authorized me to (falsely) inform the Vatican that
Romania was ready to restore its broken relations with the Holy See, in exchange for access to its
archives and a one-billion-dollar, interest-free loan for 25 years. (Romania’s relations with the 
Vatican had been severed in 1951, when Moscow accused the Vatican’s nunciatura in Romania of 
being an undercover CIA front and closed its offices. The nunciatura buildings in Bucharest had
been turned over to the DIE, and now housed a foreign language school.) The access to the Papal
archives, I was to tell the Vatican, was needed in order to find historical roots that would help the
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The KGB made corrupting the Church a priority.

Romanian government publicly justify its change of heart toward the Holy See. The billion (no,
that is not a typographical error), I was told, had been introduced into the game to make Romania’s
alleged turnabout more plausible. “If there’s one thing those monks understand, it’s money,”
Sakharovsky remarked.

My earlier involvement in the exchange of Bishop Pacha for the two DIE officers did indeed open
doors for me. A month after receiving the KGB’s instructions, I had my first contact with a Vatican
representative. For secrecy reasons that meeting — and most of the ones that followed — took place
at a hotel in Geneva, Switzerland. There I was introduced to an “influential member of the diplo-
matic corps” who, I was told, had begun his career working in the Vatican archives. His name was
Agostino Casaroli, and I would soon learn that he was truly influential. On the spot this monsignor
gave me access to the Vatican archives, and soon three young DIE undercover officers posing as
Romanian priests were digging around in the papal archives. Casaroli also agreed “in principle” to
Bucharest’s demand for the interest free loan, but he said the Vatican wished to place certain
conditions on it. (Up until 1978, when I left Romania for good, I was still negotiating for that loan,
which had gone down to $200 million.)

During 1960-62, the DIE succeeded in pilfering hundreds of documents connected in any way with
Pope Pius XII out of the Vatican Archives and the Apostolic Library. Everything was immediately
sent to the KGB via special courier. In actual fact, no incriminating material against the pontiff ever
turned up in all those secretly photographed documents. Mostly they were copies of personal letters
and transcripts of meetings and speeches, all couched in the routine kind of diplomatic language
one would expect to find. Nevertheless, the KGB kept asking for more documents. And we sent more.

The KGB Produces a Play
In 1963, General Ivan Agayants, the famous chief of the KGB’s disinformation department, landed
in Bucharest to thank us for our help. He told us that “Seat-12” had materialized into a powerful
play attacking Pope Pius XII, entitled The Deputy, an oblique reference to the pope as Christ’s 
representative on earth. Agayants took credit for the outline of the play, and he told us that it had
voluminous appendices of background documents put together by his experts with help from the
documents we had purloined from the Vatican. Agayants also told us that The Deputy’s producer,
Erwin Piscator, was a devoted Communist who had a longstanding relationship with Moscow. In
1929 he had founded the Proletarian Theater in Berlin, then sought political asylum in the Soviet
Union when Hitler came to power, and a few years later had “emigrated” to the United States. In
1962 Piscator had returned to West Berlin to produce The Deputy. 

Throughout my years in Romania, I always took my KGB bosses with a grain of salt, because 
they used to juggle the facts around so as to make Soviet intelligence the mother and father of
everything. But I had reason to believe Agayants’s self-serving claim. He was a living legend in the
field of desinformatsiya. In 1943, as the rezident in Iran, Agayants launched the disinformation report
that Hitler had set up a special team to kidnap President Franklin Roosevelt from the American  
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Embassy in Tehran during the Allied Summit to be held there. As a result, Roosevelt agreed to be
headquartered in a villa within the “safety” of the Soviet Embassy compound, which was guarded by
a large military unit. All the Soviet personnel assigned to that villa were undercover intelligence 
officers who spoke English, but, with few exceptions, they kept that a secret so as to be able to
eavesdrop. Even given the limited technical capabilities of that day, Agayants was able to provide
Stalin with hourly monitoring reports on the American and British guests. That helped Stalin
obtain Roosevelt’s tacit agreement to let him retain the Baltic countries and the rest of the territories
occupied by the Soviet Union in 1939-40. Agayants was also credited with having induced 
Roosevelt to use the familiar “Uncle Joe” for Stalin at that summit. According to what Sakharovsky
told us, Stalin was more elated over that than he was even over his territorial gains. “The cripple’s
mine!” he reportedly exulted.

Just a year before The Deputy was launched, Agayants had pulled off another masterful coup. He
fabricated out of whole cloth a manuscript designed to persuade the West that, deep down, the
Kremlin thought highly of the Jews; this was published in Western Europe, to great popular success,
as a book entitled Notes for a Journal. The manuscript was attributed to Maxim Litvinov, né Meir
Walach, the former Soviet commissar for foreign affairs, who had been fired in 1939 when Stalin
purged his diplomatic apparatus of Jews in preparation for signing his “non-aggression” pact with
Hitler. (The Stalin-Hitler Non-Aggression Pact was signed on August 23, 1939, in Moscow. It had 
a secret Protocol that partitioned Poland between the two signatories and gave the Soviets a free
hand in Estonia, Latvia, Finland, Bessarabia, and Northern Bukovina.) This Agayants book was so
flawlessly counterfeited that Britain’s most prominent historian on Soviet Russia, Edward Hallet
Carr, was totally convinced of its authenticity and in fact wrote an introduction for it. (Carr had 
authored a ten-volume History of Soviet Russia.)

The Deputy saw the light in 1963 as the work of an unknown West German named Rolf Hochhuth,
under the title Der Stellvertreter. Ein christliches Trauerspiel (The Deputy, a Christian Tragedy). 
Its central thesis was that Pius XII had supported Hitler and encouraged him to go ahead with the
Jewish Holocaust. It immediately ignited a huge controversy around Pius XII, who was depicted as a
cold, heartless man more concerned about Vatican properties than about the fate of Hitler’s victims.
The original text presents an eight-hour play, backed by some 40 to 80 pages (depending on the 
edition) of what Hochhuth called “historical documentation.” In a newspaper article published in
Germany in 1963, Hochhuth defends his portrayal of Pius XII, saying: “The facts are there — forty
crowded pages of documentation in the appendix to my play.” In a radio interview given in New
York in 1964, when The Deputy opened there, Hochhuth said, “I considered it necessary to add to
the play a historical appendix, fifty to eighty pages (depending on the size of the print).” In the original
edition, the appendix is entitled “Historische Streiflichter” (historical sidelights). The Deputy has been
translated into some 20 languages, drastically cut and with the appendix usually omitted.

Before writing The Deputy, Hochhuth, who did not have a high school diploma (Abitur), was working
in various inconspicuous capacities for the Bertelsmann publishing house. In interviews he claimed 
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Moscow’s Assault on the Vatican - continued
The KGB made corrupting the Church a priority.

that in 1959 he took a leave of absence from his job and went to Rome, where he spent three
months talking to people and then writing the first draft of the play, and where he posed “a series of
questions” to one bishop whose name he refused to reveal. Hardly likely! At about that same time I
used to visit the Vatican fairly regularly as an accredited messenger from a head of state, and I was
never able to get any talkative bishop off into a corner with me — and it was not for lack of trying.
The DIE illegal officers we infiltrated into the Vatican also encountered almost insurmountable 
difficulties in penetrating the Vatican secret archives, even though they had airtight cover as priests.

During my old days in the DIE, when I would ask my personnel chief, General Nicolae Ceausescu
(the dictator’s brother), to give me a rundown of the file on some subordinate, he would always ask
me, “For promotion or demotion?” During its first ten years of life, The Deputy leaned toward the
Pope’s demotion. It generated a flurry of books and articles, some accusing and some defending the
pontiff. Some went so far as to lay the blame for the Auschwitz atrocities on the pope’s shoulders,
some meticulously tore Hochhuth’s arguments to shreds, but all contributed to the huge attention
this rather stilted play received in its day. Today, many people who have never heard of The Deputy
are sincerely convinced that Pius XII was a cold and evil man who hated the Jews and helped Hitler
do away with them. As KGB chairman Yury Andropov, the unparalleled master of Soviet deception,
used to tell me, people are more ready to believe smut than holiness.

Falsehoods Undermined
Toward the mid 1970s, The Deputy started running out of steam. In 1974 Andropov conceded to
us that, had we known then what we know today, we would never have gone after Pope Pius XII.
What now made the difference was newly released information showing that Hitler, far from being
friendly with Pius XII, had in fact been plotting against him. 

Just a few days before Andropov’s admission, the former supreme commander of the German SS
(Schutzstaffel) squadron in Italy during World War II, General Friedrich Otto Wolff, had been
released from jail and confessed that in 1943 Hitler had ordered him to abduct Pope Pius XII from
the Vatican. That order had been so hush-hush that it never turned up after the war in any Nazi
archive. Nor had it come out at any of the many debriefings of Gestapo and SS officers conducted
by the victorious Allies. In his confession Wolff claimed that he had replied to Hitler that his order
would take six weeks to carry out. Hitler, who blamed the pope for the overthrow of Italian dictator
Benito Mussolini, wanted it done immediately. Eventually Wolff persuaded Hitler that there would
be a great negative response if the plan were implemented, and the Führer dropped it.

It was also during 1974 that Cardinal Mindszenty published his book Memoirs, which describes in
agonizing detail how he was framed in Communist Hungary. On the evidence of fabricated 
documents, he was charged with “treason, misuse of foreign currency, and conspiracy,” offenses “all
punishable by death or life imprisonment.” He also describes how his falsified “confession” then
took on a life of its own. “It seemed to me that anyone should at once have recognized this 
document as a crude forgery, since it is the product of a bungling, uncultivated mind,” the cardinal 
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writes. “But when I subsequently went through foreign books, newspapers, and magazines that dealt
with my case and commented on my ‘confession,’ I realized that the public must have concluded
that the ‘confession’ had actually been composed by me, although in a semiconscious state and
under the influence of brainwashing… [T]hat the police would have published a document they had
themselves manufactured seemed altogether too brazen to be believed.” Furthermore, Hanna Sulner,
the Hungarian handwriting expert used to frame the cardinal, who had escaped to Vienna,
confirmed that she had forged Mindszenty’s “confession.”

A few years later, Pope John Paul II started the process of sanctifying Pius XII, and witnesses from 
all over the world have compellingly proved that Pius XII was an enemy, not a friend, of Hitler. 
Israel Zolli, the chief rabbi of Rome between 1943-44, when Hitler took over that city, devoted an
entire chapter of his memoirs to praising the leadership of Pius XII. “The Holy Father sent by hand
a letter to the bishops instructing them to lift the enclosure from convents and monasteries, I know
of one convent where the Sisters slept in the basement, giving up their beds to Jewish refugees.” 
so that they could become refuges for the Jews.

On July 25, 1944, Zolli was received by Pope Pius XII. Notes taken by Vatican secretary of state
Giovanni Battista Montini (who would become Pope Paul VI) show that Rabbi Zolli thanked the
Holy Father for all he had done to save the Jewish community of Rome — and his thanks were
transmitted over the radio. On February 13, 1945, Rabbi Zolli was baptized by Rome’s auxiliary
bishop Luigi Traglia in the Church of Santa Maria degli Angeli. In gratitude to Pius XII, Zolli 
took the Christian name of Eugenio (the pope’s name). A year later Zolli’s wife and daughter 
were also baptized.

David G. Dalin, in The Myth of Hitler’s Pope: How Pope Pius XII Rescued Jews From the Nazis,
published a few months ago, has compiled further overwhelming proof of Eugenio Pacelli’s 
friendship for the Jews beginning long before he became pope. At the start of World War II, Pope
Pius XII’s first encyclical was so anti-Hitler that the Royal Air Force and the French air force
dropped 88,000 copies of it over Germany. 

Over the past 16 years, the freedom of religion has been restored in Russia, and a new generation
has been struggling to develop a new national identity. We can only hope that President Vladimir
Putin will see fit to open the KGB archives and set forth on the table, for all to see, how the 
Communists maligned one of the most important popes of the last century.

– Lt. General Ion Mihai Pacepa is the highest-ranking intelligence officer ever to have defected from the 
former Soviet bloc. His book Red Horizons has been republished in 27 countries. 

National Review Online -
http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=YTUzYmJhMGQ5Y2UxOWUzNDUyNWUwODJiOTEzYjY4NzI 
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Critical book without any documented support.

In her critical book Under His Very Windows, Professor Susan Zuccotti apparently refused to accept
any eye witness testimony. She would only accept an actual document which, had the signature of
the Pope ordering the Catholic Church to intercede on behalf of the Jews. We have located 
numerous first hand testimonies where Catholic clergy received their directives verbally and acted.
In one case, September 1943, Father Aldo Brunacci recalled how he was called in to meet 
Archbishop Nicolini of Assisi and shown a Vatican document.  Because he didn’t physically see 
the signature on the directive, it was of no consequence.

Professor Zuccotti also completely discounts the confirmed testimony of Pius XII’s personal actions
stopped the arrest of the Jews of Rome, 2 PM on the day they began. She also does not accept that
there existed a direct threat against the Pope’s life, the curia and the Vatican State itself, by the
Nazi occupiers of Rome.

This serious omission of evidence is clearly exemplified by the concluding sentence in  her book: 
“In Italy, at least, large numbers of priests, nuns, monks, and Catholic laypersons risked their lives to
save Jews with little guidance from the Pope.”
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See the photo credit below:. 
This picture was taken in 1927 at the birthday reception of President Von
Hindenburg which was the Weimer Republic not the Nazi regime. This doctored
photo was made fuzzy and cropped specificallyto enflame. Archbishop Pacelli
left Germany in 1929 never to return.

Pacelli leaves a 1927 birthday reception for German 
President von Hindenburg. Pacelli left Germany in
1929, never to return again.

Actual acknowledgement of the
cover photo

Cornwell’s book, Hitler’s Pope added to the negativity and 
subjective commentary, which advanced the change of 
international sentiment about Pope Pius XII. Below is an 
example of the provocative, negative methodology employed
with this book. Mr. Cornwell has recently retracted many of 
his statements.

Courtesy of Professor Ronald Rychlak
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In 1917, Archbishop Eugenio Pacelli, as Nuncio to Germany
intervenes on behalf of the Jewish Community to try to gain a
release of the palms used for the Jewish holiday of Succoth.
Pacelli was unsuccessful since the Vatican had no diplomatic 
relations with Italy. This attempt by Pacelli proves that John
Cornwell’s allegations of anti-Semitism are incorrect.  
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Cornwell now acknowledges
the enormous pressure on
the Pope under the heel of
Mussolini and later German
occupation.

191

Author, John Cornwell, retracts his position taken in Hitler’s
Pope with the realization from the evidence and debates after
the publication of his book.
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Author of Hitler’s Pope, John Cornwell recants his statements
and opinion on Pope Pius XII. 

– By Prof Ronald Rychlak

In his 2004 book, The Pontiff in Winter, John Cornwell admitted that Hitler’s Pope lacked balance.
He reported that “in the light of the debates and evidence following Hitler’s Pope,” Pope Pius XII
“had so little scope of action.” and that it is impossible to judge his motives “while Rome was under
the heel of Mussolini and later occupied by the Germans.”[i]  

The Economist reported that Cornwell was “chastened” by the experience.  In an article from The
Catholic World Herald, entitled I’ve never accused Pius of Being a Nazi, Cornwell said: “A lot of 
people have misunderstood the book, and possibly it’s my fault – the title could so easily be 
misunderstood.”[ii]  

He went on to explain: “I’ve changed my mind about the extent to which one could call in 
question Pius XII’s motives and conscience over his silence.” [iii]  

He continued: “I’ve never accused him of being a wicked man, a Nazi or anything like that.” [iv]

Cornwell remained critical of the centralization of power in the Church, and he said that Pius
should have explained himself better after the war, but he essentially recanted his attack on Pius
XII’s motives.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

In 2008, Penguin Press released a new edition of Hitler’s Pope.  The only apparent change was a 
new preface in which Cornwell admitted that Pius was not a Nazi sympathizer, did not favor Hitler,
and was not an anti-Semite. Cornwell also noted that he had qualified his criticism of Pius XII’s
handling of the roundup of Roman Jews in October 1943, and here he also acknowledged the reality
of the threat of an invasion of the Vatican, which he had previously downplayed.[i]  

In the new edition, Cornwell still argues that Pacelli was “an ideal church leader” for Hitler to
exploit.  “I am not inclined to alter this view despite the many citations of Pacelli’s alleged deeds 
of mercy toward Jews and others, or his private criticism of Hitler, or his cautious, even-handed 
reproaches against both the Axis and the Allied powers.”  Cornwell now wants to focus on the 
early 1930s, when Secretary of State Pacelli “entered into a series of negotiations with Hitler, 
culminating in the Reich Concordat.”[ii]  

He also says that Pacelli’s post-war claim to have “on various occasions” condemned the “fanatical
anti-Semitism inflicted on the Hebrew people,” is “a blatant lie.” In the end, he reasserts that Pius
XII was “a deeply flawed human being from whom Catholics, and out relations with other religions,
can best profit by expressing our sincere regret.”  
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References:

[i] See Exonerated, National Catholic Register, Jan. 23-29, 2005, page 1 (“the author
most responsible for spreading the Hitler’s Pope’ myth admits he was wrong”); John
Conway, Book Review: Gerard Noel, Pius XII: The Hound of Hitler, XV Association of
Contemporary Church Historians Newsletter, March 2003 (Hitler’s Pope... has by now
been largely discredited, as Cornwell himself has acknowledged.”)  Cornwell still faults
Pius for not being more outspoken following the end of the war.  For more discussion of
that charge, see cross reference.

[ii] “I’ve never accused Pius of Being a Nazi”, The Catholic World Herald, July 27, 2007.
[iii] Id.
[iv] Id.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

[i] He also admits that he may have mis-dated the October meeting between Hitler and
Tittmann.  See cross reference. 

[ii] Aside from noting that concordats are properly attributed to the reigning Pope, not the
Secretary of State, and pointing out the many positive things that came from the 
concordat (see cross reference), it is important to say that Pacelli never met Hitler. See
Charles Rankin, Pius the Man and his Efforts for Peace, in The Pope Speaks at 21. They
certainly did not negotiate face-to-face. Cornwell ignores that the concordat approach
was the long-standing policy of Pope Pius XI, and that it was employed with other 
nations.  He also wrongly attributes the collapse of the Center Party to pressure from
Pacelli.  See cross reference.  Cornwell builds his case almost exclusively on an account
provided by Heinrich Brüning, the German chancellor from 1930 to 1932 and leader 
of the German Catholic Center party.  As others have noted, however, “Brüning’s 
account has little foundation in reality.” Heinz Hürten, Stimmen der Zeit, March 2000,
pp. 205-208.  Brüning’s own biographer agrees that Brüning “was misguided ... 
to insinuate that the Vatican bore responsibility for his fall as chancellor or the 
dissolution of the Center Party in 1933 ... [T]here is no evidence that the Vatican 
undermined Brüning’s position.” William Patch, Heinrich Brüning and the Dissolution
of the Weimar Republic 327 (Cambridge University Press, 1998).  As reported by the
head of the Commission for Contemporary History in Bonn, Germany, the newly 
released archives of Pius XI's pontificate, which encompass the Concordat/Catholic 
Center Party demise period, vindicate Pacelli and destroy Cornwell’s speculative claims.
Karl-Joseph Hummel, Der Historischen Wahrheit Auf Der Spur: Vor fünfzig Jahren starb
Pius XII. – Zum Stand der Debatte nach der Öffnung der vatikanischen Archive, Die
Tagespost, September 10, 2008.
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‘Nazi’ Pope helped Jews flee Holocaust
By Malcolm Moore in Rome 

LAST UPDATED: 1:45AM BST 31/03/2007 Pius XII, the wartime pontiff often condemned as
“Hitler’s Pope”, was actually considered an enemy by the Third Reich, according to newly 
discovered documents. Several letters and memos unearthed at a depot used by the Stasi, the 
East-German secret police, show that Nazi spies within the Vatican were concerned at Pius’s 
efforts to help displaced Poles and Jews. In one, the head of Berlin’s police force tells Joachim von
Ribbentrop, the Third Reich’s foreign minister, that the Catholic Church was providing assistance
to Jews “both in terms of people and financially”.

A report from a spy at work in the Vatican states: “Our source was told to his face by Father Robert
Leibner [one of Pius’s secretaries] that the greatest hope of the Church is that the Nazi system would
be obliterated by the war.” La Repubblica, the newspaper that discovered the papers, said they were
sent to the heads of the Stasi, after the Second World War. The revelations they contain will help
to clear the name of Pius XII, Eugenio Pacelli, who has long been criticized for turning a blind eye
to the Holocaust. During the war, the British Foreign Office even described him as the “greatest
moral coward of our age”

In 1999, John Cornwell’s Hitler’s Pope suggested that Pius XII, who had been the papal envoy to
Germany before the war, was sympathetic to the Nazis. In addition, an international Catholic-
Jewish historical commission, set up by the Vatican, said it was clear that Pius knew of widespread
anti-Jewish persecution. However, the commission was forced to disband before it finished its work,
and one member said it had run up “against a brick wall” from the Holy See. In his defence, the
Pope always maintained he did not speak out further against the Nazis for fear of putting more 
people in danger. Over the years more documents have come to light as the Vatican has opened its
secret archives to scholars in an attempt to clear what it sees as a communist-funded smear on 
Pius’s name.

Giovanni Sale, the author of Hitler, The Holy See and the Jews, said Moscow had deliberately funded
operations to discredit the Vatican after the war. “I have said for 10 years that the Church fought
the Nazis on all fronts,” he added.
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Important Articles
Revealing the History 

of Eugenio Pacelli
(Pope Pius XII)
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Eugenio Pacelli - Pope Pius XII: By Ronald J. Rychlak

Pope Pius XII, the Church’s 262nd Pope, was born in Rome on March 2, 1876, as Eugenio
Maria Giuseppe Giovanni Pacelli. Young Eugenio was accepted into a prestigious seminary in Rome, the
Capranica. He excelled in all of his studies, particularly languages; he became fluent in Latin, Greek,
English, French,  German, Spanish, Portuguese, Hebrew, and Aramaic. He also took classes at  another
great seminary, the Gregoriana. His demanding schedule caused him to develop a hacking cough, and
the family doctor warned that he was on the brink of tuberculosis. That nearly ended Eugenio’s study,
but he had been noticed by Pope Leo XIII who permitted young Pacelli to live at home while
completing his courses. He was ordained on Easter Sunday, April 2, 1899. 

Pope Leo XIII had a program for training exceptional young clerics to serve in the Vatican
diplomatic service, and two years after Pacelli was ordained, Cardinal Gasparri invited him into this
program. Leo died in 1903, but the next year, the new Pope Pius X named Pacelli a monsignor and assigned
him to a team that was charged with codifying Church canon law. For the next decade and a half, Pacelli
served as a research aide in the office of the Congregation of Ecclesiastical Affairs. He also served as the
Pope’s Minutante, editing and correcting the Pope’s speeches and minutes, and as a personal envoy from
the Pope to the Austrian Emperor.

In 1914, Pius X named Cardinal Gasparri the new Vatican Secretary of State, and Pacelli was
promoted to the post Gasparri vacated, Secretary of the Congregation of Ecclesiastical Affairs. Pope
Pius X died later this same year and was replaced by Pope Benedict XV. When World War I broke out,
Pacelli and Gasparri were charged with maintaining liaison with the hierarchies on both sides of the
conflict, answering appeals for aid from all over Europe, and organizing a war relief program. 

In the summer of 1917, Benedict consecrated Pacelli as bishop in a special ceremony in the
Sistine Chapel and at the same time elevated him to the rank of Archbishop. Pacelli was then sent
off to Munich as the papal representative to Bavaria. He presented the Pope’s peace plan to German
leaders and worked to alleviate suffering by distributing food and clothing the impoverished. He has
been credited with helping 65,000 prisoners of war return home. In 1920 he was appointed an Apostolic
Nuncio, and he eventually established two nunciatures, one in Munich and one in Berlin.

In 1929, Pacelli was recalled to Rome and elevated to the cardinalate. Early the next year he
was made Cardinal Secretary of State. Working with Pope Pius XI, Pacelli opposed the expansion
of nationalistic politics, particularly in Italy and Germany. In 1933 he negotiated on behalf of the
Vatican for an agreement that was instrumental in protecting Catholics and the Catholic Church
from the Nazis. He also made trips on behalf of the Pope to France, the United States, and Buenos
Aires. On March 2, 1939, Pacelli became first Secretary of State to be elected Pope since Clement IX
in 1667. He crusaded for peace before and throughout WWII, and he forcefully denounced the exter-
mination of peoples on account of race. Through the Pontifical Aid Commission, he operated a vast
program of relief for all victims of the war. When Hitler occupied Rome in September 1943, Pius
opened Vatican City to Jewish and non-Jewish refugees. 

It is commonly estimated that the Church under Pius saved more than half a million Jewish
refugees during the war. With his encouragement, a vast underground of priests, religious, and laity
throughout Italy and the rest of Europe served as a covert organization dedicated to protecting Jewish
and non-Jewish refugees from the Nazis.

The end of the war saw Pius XII hailed as the inspired moral prophet of victory, and he enjoyed
near-universal acclaim for aiding European Jews through diplomatic initiatives, thinly veiled
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public pronouncements, and the unprecedented continent-wide network of sanctuary. With the end of
hostilities, the Pope concentrated on trying to help people recover from the ravages of war. Papal
money was sent to every war-torn nation and distributed without regard to race, creed, or nationality.

Throughout the war, Pius had feared that a Soviet victory would mean that eastern Europe
would fall to Communism, and after the Allies victory much of it did. The Soviets established several
satellite state governments that were beholden to (if not dominated by) Moscow. Pius actively worked
to limit the Communist influence in Western Europe, especially in Italy. 

Until failing health forced him to restrict his activities, Pius XII was extraordinarily accessible.
He celebrated more public masses and held more private audiences than any of his recent predecessors
had, and each week he held a special audience just for newlyweds. He also used television and radio
to reach out directly to the people.

In December 1954, Pius fell seriously ill, and his physicians feared for his life, but he recovered
his strength and returned to work. During this illness, Pius reported an apparition of the Lord. After
this, the crowds drawn to him grew even larger. 

During his pontificate, Pius expanded and internationalized the Church by creating 57 new
bishoprics, 45 of them in America and Asia. He also caused the percentage of non-Italians in
the College of Cardinals to rise above 50 percent, paving the way for the eventual election of a
non-Italian Pope. He replaced colonial bishops with native hierarchies, approved the Dialogue Mass,
and relaxed communion fasting rules. 

An ardent devotee of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, Pius consecrated the world to the Immacu-
late Heart in 1942 and established a Feast of the Immaculate Heart of Mary in 1945. In 1950, he issued
an ex cathedra proclamation defining the dogma of the Assumption of Mary. Pius saw more positive
elements in the ecumenical movement than did his recent predecessors.

In December 1949, shortly after the formation of the World Council of Churches, Pius
formally recognized the ecumenical movement and permitted Catholic scholars to dialogue with
non-Catholics on matters of faith. That same year the Holy Office issued a decree, with papal  approval,
stating that actual incorporation into the Catholic Church was not necessary for salvation. He also
encouraged Catholic nuns to study theology, scripture, and psychology. His work encouraged his
successor, Pope John XXIII, to convene Vatican II. As others have concluded: without Pacelli,
Vatican II would have been unthinkable. 

During his lifetime, Pius XII’s opposition to Hitler was well known. Nazis condemned him, Jews
thanked him, and rescuers cited him as their inspiration. At the time of his death, Israeli representative
to the United Nations and future Prime Minister of Israel, Golda Meir, said: “During the ten years of Nazi
terror, when our people went through the horrors of martyrdom, the Pope raised his voice to condemn the
persecutors and to commiserate with their victims.” Nahum Goldmann, President of the World Jewish
Congress, said: “With special gratitude we remember all he has done for the persecuted Jews during one
of the darkest periods of their entire history.” Rabbi Elio Toaff, who would later become Chief Rabbi of
Rome, said: “More than anyone else, we have had the opportunity to appreciate the great kindness, filled
with compassion and magnanimity, that the Pope displayed during the terrible years of persecution and
terror, when it seemed that there was no hope left for us.” More recently, however, some writers have
raised questions about how actively he opposed the Nazis. One even went so far as to brand him
“Hitler’s Pope.” 
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Eugenio Pacelli - Pope Pius XII - continued

The controversy surrounding Pius XII’s wartime leadership actually began in 1963, with the
publication and production of a play written by German playwright Rolf Hochhuth. The play,
entitled The Deputy, presented Pius as an unprincipled politician, possessed of an aristocratic coolness
and eyes that had an “icy glow.” According to some accounts, the play was produced as part of a KGB
plot to discredit the Catholic Church. Whatever the origin, the play so shaped the perception of Pius
that it has become an axiom of popular culture that he was, at the very least, guilty of criminal
cowardice and insensitivity in the face of the Holocaust. 

The Deputy is a seven-hour play, with Pius XII as the central, stationary figure. The Pope is not
developed as a tragic figure, since he is neither tragically indecisive nor torn by his alternatives. Not
only does this Pius lack Christian charity, but also simple human decency. Even other critics of Pius
have called the characterization of Pacelli “so wide of the mark as to be ludicrous.”

According to Hochhuth, the “main thesis” of The Deputy was “that Hitler drew back from the
extermination program as soon as high German clerics... or the Vatican... forcibly intervened.” He
went on to argue that he was not sure that Pius could have stopped Hitler’s persecution of the Jews,
but as “Vicar of Christ,” he had a moral obligation to try. He suggested that Pius XII’s statements led
to the end of the deportation of Jews from Hungary, “proving again how high the Pope’s credit stood.”
Hochhuth said that after the United States entered the war, the Church was the only authority that
Hitler continued to respect. Hochhuth defended the historical accuracy of his play, but he also argued
that it had a moral truth of its own, separated from historical truth.

Immediately after The Deputy premiered Church officials responded, as did Protestant and
Jewish leaders (some of whom found strong currents of anti-Semitism in his work). Jeno Levai, the
leading scholar of the Jewish extermination in Hungary observed that it was a “particularly regrettable
irony that the one person in all of occupied Europe who did more than anyone else to halt the
dreadful crime and alleviate its consequences is today made the scapegoat for the failures of others.” 

Pius did not use the bully pulpit to repeatedly condemn the evils of Nazism, but he did make
several statements that pleased the Allies and angered Hitler. Like the International Red Cross and
other rescue operations, the Vatican fed, sheltered, and clothed refugees during the war. It also helped
Jewish people escape from occupied areas and avoid deportation. These efforts were jeopardized when
open statements prompted Nazi retaliation.

Anyone who looks at the Pope’s actual statements, tributes from Jewish victims, news accounts
from the time, testimony of those who knew him, and Nazi anger directed at him knows where the
Pope stood. 

In his first encyclical, Summi Pontificatus (Darkness over the Earth), released just weeks after
the outbreak of war, Pius condemned the “Godless State” and deplored “the forgetfulness of that law
of human solidarity and charity which is dictated and imposed by our common origin and by the equality
of rational nature in all men, to whatever people they belong.” His reference to an “ever-increasing host
of Christ’s enemies” was a clear swipe at both Germany and the Soviet Union. He went on to condemn
racists, dictators, and treaty violators (all terms which applied directly to Adolph Hitler). Heinrich
Mueller, head of the Gestapo, wrote: “This Encyclical is directed exclusively against Germany, both
in ideology and in regard to the German-Polish dispute; How dangerous it is for our foreign relations
as well as our domestic affairs is beyond dispute.” Allies dropped tens of thousands of copies behind
enemy lines as propaganda. 
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In his 1942 Christmas statement, Pius spoke of the need for mankind to make “a solemn vow
never to rest until valiant souls of every people and every nation of the earth arise in their legions,
resolved to bring society and to devote themselves to the services of the human person and of a divinely
ennobled human society.” Mankind owed this vow to all victims of the war, including “the hundreds
of thousands who, through no fault of their own, and solely because of their nation or race, have been
condemned to death or progressive extinction.” One Nazi report stated: “The Pope has repudiated the
National Socialist New European Order.... His speech is one long attack on everything we stand for...
[He] makes himself the mouthpiece of the Jewish war criminals.” 

After the liberation of Rome, Pius declared: “For centuries, [Jews] have been most unjustly
treated and despised. It is time they were treated with justice and humanity. God wills it and the
Church wills it. St. Paul tells us that the Jews are our brothers. Instead of being treated as strangers they
should be welcomed as friends.” In an allocution to the sacred College on June 2, 1945, which was also
broadcast on Vatican Radio, Pius noted the death of about 2,000 Catholic priests at Dachau and
described National Socialism as “the arrogant apostasy from Jesus Christ, the denial of His doctrine and
of His work of redemption, the cult of violence, the idolatry of race and blood, the overflow of human
liberty and dignity.” 

Father Leiber, Pius XII’s private secretary and personal confidant during the war put this issue
to rest with one brief statement: “The Pope sided very unequivocally with the Jews at the time. He
spent his entire private fortune on their behalf... Pius spent what he inherited himself, as a Pacelli, from
his family.” Rescuer John Patrick Carroll-Abbing wrote: “Never, in those tragic days, could I have
foreseen, even in my wildest imaginings, that the man who, more than any other, had tried to
alleviate human suffering, had spent himself day by day in his unceasing efforts for peace, would twenty-
years-later-be made the scapegoat for men trying to free themselves from their own responsibilities
and from the collective guilt that obviously weighs so heavily upon them.”

German foreign secretary Joachim von Ribbentrop testified at Nuremberg that he had a “whole
desk full of protests” from Rome. The Vatican, in fact, worked with the prosecutors at the Nuremberg
Trials, as the defendants faced charges stemming from their persecution of the Catholic Church.

Beyond mere words, Pius also undertook actions on behalf of the victims of Nazi terror. The
survival rates for Jews in Catholic countries were almost invariably higher than for Jews who found
themselves under Nazi occupation elsewhere. Much of that credit is due to the effort and inspiration
of Pope Pius XII. During the war, in virtually every occupied nation, Catholic buildings were put into
use as  shelters for refugees. Church officials freely distributed false Baptismal certificates that could be
used to avoid deportation. Numerous protests and objections were filed with the Axis governments.

Castel Gandolfo, the papal summer home, was used to shelter thousands of refugees during the
war. A wartime US intelligence document reported that the “bombardment of Castel Gandolfo
resulted in the injury of about 1,000 people and the death of about 300 more. The highness of the
figures is due to the fact that the area was crammed with refugees.” No one but Pope Pius XII had
authority to open these buildings to outsiders. In fact, his personal bedroom was converted to a
nursery and birthing area, and about 40 babies were born there during the war. 
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The 1943-1944 American Jewish Yearbook reported that Pius XII “took an unequivocal stand
against the oppression of Jews throughout Europe.” The head of the Italian Jewish Assistance
Committee, Dr. Raffael Cantoni, who subsequently became the President of the Union of all Italian
Jewish communities reported: “The Church and the papacy have saved Jews as much and in as far
as they could save Christians... Six millions of my co-religionists have been murdered by the Nazis, but
there could have been many more victims, had it not been for the efficacious intervention of
Pius XII.”

1945, the Chief Rabbi of Romania, Dr. Alexander Safran, expressed the gratitude of the
Jewish community for the Vatican’s help and support for prisoners in the concentration camps. Grand
Rabbi Isaac Herzog of Jerusalem wrote: 

“I well know that His Holiness the Pope is opposed from the depths of
his noble soul to all persecution and especially to the persecution...
which the Nazis inflict unremittingly on the Jewish people... I take
this opportunity to express... my sincere thanks as well as my deep
appreciation... of the invaluable help given by the Catholic Church
to the Jewish people in its affliction.”

After the war, Rabbi Herzog visited the Vatican to thank Pius and the Holy See for “manifold
acts of charity” on behalf of the Jews.

Critics of Pope Pius XII often resort to shallow caricatures depicting Pius as cold, aloof,
and sometimes evil. This caricature, of course, is ridiculously off of the mark. Monsignor Hugh
Montgomery, an English priest who knew Pope Pius XII well, wrote of him: “It must seem absurd to
anyone who knew ‘Papa Pacelli’ at all to hear him described as ‘cold.’ He had a boyish eagerness of
manner which was most attractive and a radiant smile.” That personality served him well for the 22
years prior to becoming Pope that he spent as an international diplomat in service to the Holy See.

Until failing health forced him to restrict his activities, he was extraordinarily accessible. He
celebrated more public masses and held more private audiences than any of his recent predecessors had,
and each week he held a special audience just for newlyweds. He shifted the time of certain services,
to permit more people to attend. He also used television and radio to reach out directly to the people.
As the New York Times reported, he “exchanged views with more laymen of different creeds and
nationalities than any pontiff of modern time.” Because of all this, he was known as the “least stuffy”
of Popes.

In 1963, Pope John XXIII passed away and was succeeded by Pope Paul VI (Cardinal Giovanni
Battista Montini). In 1965, Paul proposed that “his great model”, Pius XII, be considered for sainthood.
He has been declared “Servant of God”, and the cause of his beatification is well underway.
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A Reality of the Generations: Gary Krupp 

Why is Pave the Way initiating a symposium to study the papacy of Pius XII? Part of the
execution of our mission, as a non-sectarian organization, is to observe what creates friction between
people. This particular issue is a significant source of anger and frustration between religious people.
No matter how contentious this subject may be, we feel that we can help begin to repair the rift by
researching the truth and presenting our results to those on both sides of the issue. Moreover, we feel
that we must take this action in support of our mission to remove obstacles between religions. 

PTWF is blessed with a motivated board of directors and advisers who have seen the effectiveness
of all of our past activities. Many of our past projects may have seemed too controversial however the
outcome has had very positive results. Our directors and advisors have permitted us to move ahead in
the furtherance of our mission without regard to popularity or its impact on fund-raising. We hope
our work will shed a long-overdue light on the history of a very dark period of human civilization, and
that this symposium will begin to align public perception with the reality of what actually happened.

The papacy of Eugenio Pacelli, Pope Pius XII, has been questioned primarily because of the
period of history during which it occurred. The brutality and barbarism of the Nazi regime required the
covert actions of the brave individuals whose initiatives saved human lives. These actions and
directives from the Catholic leadership had to be carefully hidden from the spies, both outside and
within the Vatican itself. This reality left a void of information for those who have studied the history of
the era, thus creating an environment rife with questions, accusations and suppositions. This has resulted
in the current impression that the Vatican and the pope stood by complacently during the  nightmare of
the Holocaust.

PTWF has discovered, through our independent research, that these perceptions, which have
caused great heartache and friction, may not have any basis in fact. We intend to enable the experts
to respond to and correct these errors in history based on verifiable evidence. As an observation, while
researching archived news articles in both the Palestine Post and the NY Times, we did not find one
negative article about Pius XII and his interventions to save Jewish lives during the period 1939-1958.
We discovered dozens of positive reports of his work. These archives are easily accessible on line for
verification. In addition, we should note that had this type if independent investigation been taken
on years ago, hundreds of eye witnesses who are now gone, could have been video interviewed.

Rampant speculation of this period led to the creation of numerous books, movies, plays and the
like, that have flourished on both sides of the issue. The reader or audience is left with the writer’s personal
views and agenda and the general public is left with an indelible impression. The vast majority of people
do not examine both sides of the issue. This symposium will allow new information to be aired, questioned
and responded to immediately, hopefully leading to a mutual agreement and, perhaps, one day, a resolution. 

Throughout our research, particularly in the eyewitness accounts that we have captured on
video, one glaring observation has come up over and over again. Those who actually lived through the
brutality of the Nazis and who were saved by the church’s actions had one opinion of the actions of
the Catholic Church and the Pope. Subsequent generations born into the safety of the defeat of the
Nazi regime seem to hold a different opinion. Of course it is true that millions were not and could not
be saved by the church and were doomed to be deported and sent to the camps. The vast majority
of the survivors would have had no way of knowing of the church’s secret efforts to alleviate the
suffering. The church’s ability to act was limited by the nature of its true relationship with the Nazi
regime. Basically, almost all of its efforts had to be confined to secret actions of intervention. Author
Curtis Pepper explained: “For every form of communication used within the Roman Curia (memo, let-
ter, phone call, encyclical, Papal bull and smoke signal) the whispered word outranks them all.
Millions of words are put to paper or sent over wire. But urgent truths and hot gossip go out by
whisper, shot anywhere from two inches to one foot from the ear of the listener.”
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A Reality of the Generations: Gary Krupp - continued

It is also important to realize that the benevolent caregivers in the Catholic Church were forced
to operate under the direct threat of the Nazi regime. The Catholic leaders knew the dangers that
existed because of the reality of spies and Nazi collaborators from within the walls of the Vatican. To
quote one of the world’s experts on this papacy and who personally experienced Nazi murders within
his own  family, Father Peter Gumpel S.J., “I cannot argue with your opinion, of which you are
entitled to have, but you cannot comment on these events until you are looking into the eyes of death
as we were”. It is for this reason that logically almost all of the critical directives from Pius XII and the
Curia were by word of mouth, encrypted notes and written directives, many of which had to be
destroyed immediately. Fr. Gumpel stated “you would never carry an unencrypted note or paper. If you
were stopped this piece of paper could mean instant death”. The details and actions of this papacy of
the war years must be viewed in this light.

One must also understand that there was a plan in place wherein Adolph Hitler, at any time,
could have ordered his troops to kill Pope Pius XII and to seize the Vatican. The Vatican, a neutral state
with no army to defend it, also was under attack and was identified early on as an enemy of National
Socialism. One third of the Catholic clergy of Europe was murdered by the Nazis. The Nazi reaction
to nearly every Vatican public protest was swift and brutal acceleration of the punishing deportation.
This is why the papacy was forced to remain silent but to work effectively behind the scenes. The pope
knew very well that a provoked attack of the Vatican would have breached its neutrality and
endangered the tens of thousands of refugees and caregivers in all of the churches, convents and
monasteries throughout Europe and even the Vatican itself.

Another interesting phenomenon has become apparent during our research. Everything
positive, each act of kindness or life-saving effort that occurred, was credited to a cardinal, bishop
or priest. Every event construed as negative was blamed on Pope Pius XII. This is analogous to a
victorious military commander being blamed for every error and misdeed of each soldier and at the
same time the individual soldiers are credited with winning the war. This fact is most apparent in many
comments of the individual acts, documents and malevolent events committed by some within the
Catholic Church being  directly blamed on Pius XII.

When one examines the Catholic Church’s wartime relations with the Jewish people one must
also put these events into historical context. The Vatican’s efforts to save as many Jews as possible were
characterized by Pope Pius XII in an emphatic statement to Msgr. Giovanni Ferrofino: “We must do
something to save this vibrant community”. One must also realize that this all took place twenty years
before the Second Vatican Council’s adoption of the declaration Nostra Aetate, which changed
forever the Catholic Church’s relationship with the Jewish people. In all fairness we must also step
back and objectively compare the Catholic Church’s efforts and effectiveness to save lives to the
efforts of the other religious leaders and governments around the world.

Our hope is that all of the participants of this symposium will judge the information that we
are providing with a fair and open mind. And in that very spirit, simply ask, “What would I do if these
decisions were mine to make”?
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Dr. Joseph L.Lichten, who died in Rome, in December, 1987, was a long-time proponent of 
mutual understanding and cooperation between the Catholic and Jewish communities in both the
United States and Europe. He was born in Poland, received his Doctor of Law degree from the
University of Warsaw, and engaged in international diplomacy with the Polish government. In
1963, shortly after the initial production of Rolf Hochhuth’s play, The Deputy, and while serving
as director of the International Affairs Department for the Anti- Defamation League of B’nai
B’rith, he wrote this monograph. It was published by the National Catholic Welfare Conference,
forerunner of the United States Catholic Conference. It is reproduced here in its entirety.

In any human organization, the actions and attitudes of its leader color the image the organization
has of itself and projects to those outside its membership. The stronger the leader, in his vested 
authority and in his person, the more firmly will this image be molded in his form.

This truism is particularly applicable to the Roman Catholic Church. Men speak of “good” popes
and “bad”, and of “good” and “bad” ages in the history of the Church. The judgments used to define
these nebulous value words vary according to the judge’s own culture, standards, faith or lack of it,
and other equally subtle abstractions; Terence said it succinctly in Phormio (II, 4, 14): Quot homines,
tot sententiae.

Recently an indictment has been brought down on Pope Pius XII, and by extension on the Catholic
Church, of criminal implication in the extermination of some six million Jews during World War II.
The principal accuser, in terms of publicity at least, does not present very convincing credentials,
though he states his case persuasively. More important, it is Vatican practice not to open its archives
on any period in history until several decades have passed. Therefore, the richest single source of 
information on Pope Pius XII’s actions during his reign cannot be tapped.

Nonetheless, the question that has been raised has enormous significance; and it demands 
examination. One personal comment: many times, while searching through the appropriate 
documentation, I was also searching my soul. In view of my personal tragedy, I have a special 
obligation to scrutinize every detail related to the Jewish tragedy of the last war.

A Question of Judgment: 
Pius XII & the Jews

By Dr. Joseph L. Lichten

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/anti-semitism/piusdef2.html

7/23/2008

Article written in 1963 by Joseph Lichten International Director the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith
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What is the case against Pius XII? In brief, that as head of one of the most powerful moral forces on
earth he committed an unspeakable sin of omission by not issuing a formal statement condemning
the Nazis’ genocidal slaughter of the Jews, and that his silence was motivated by reasons considered
in modern times as base: political exigency, economic interests, and personal ambition.

What is the case for him? That in relation to the insane behavior of the Nazis, from overlords to
self-styled cogs like Eichmann, he did everything humanly possible to save lives and alleviate 
suffering among the Jews; that a formal statement would have provoked the Nazis to brutal 
retaliation, and would substantially have thwarted further Catholic action on behalf of Jews. To the
Sacred College of Cardinals Pius XII wrote on June 2, 1943: “Every word that We addressed to the
responsible authorities and every one of Our public declarations had to be seriously weighed and
considered in the interest of the persecuted themselves in order not to make their situation 
unwittingly even more difficult and unbearable.”1

The defense and the prosecution, to extend the metaphor, have both stated their positions strongly
and publicly, taking the material for their arguments from as much of the record of Pius XII’s 
activities as is now known, from knowledge of the Pope’s character, and from personal recollections.

There is considerable documentation in support of Pope Pius’ fear that a formal statement would
worsen, not improve, conditions for the persecuted. Ernst von Weizsacker, the German ambassador
to the Vatican during World War II, wrote in his memoirs:

Not even institutions of worldwide importance, such as the International
Red Cross or the Roman Catholic Church saw fit to appeal to Hitler in a
general way on behalf of the Jews or to call openly on the sympathies of the
world. It was precisely because they wanted to help the Jews that these 
organizations refrained from making any general and public appeals; for they
were afraid that they would injure rather than help the Jews thereby.2

Pius XII’s silence, let us remember, extended to persecutions of Catholics as well. Despite his 
intervention, 3000 Catholic priests were murdered by the Nazis in Germany, Austria, Poland,
France, and other countries; Catholic schools were shut down, Catholic publications were forced
out of print or strictly censored, and Catholic churches closed. The possibility of a public statement
from the Vatican moved German Foreign Secretary Joachim von Ribbentrop to wire von 
Weizsacker on January 24, 1943:

Should the Vatican either politically or propagandistically oppose Germany,
it should be made unmistakably clear that worsening of relations between
Germany and the Vatican would not at all have an adverse effect on
Germany alone. On the contrary, the German government would have
sufficient effective propaganda material as well as retaliatory measures at its
disposal to counteract each attempted move by the Vatican.3
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Pius learned precisely how firm this German threat was from the protest of the Dutch bishops
against seizures of the Jews, for immediately following that protest and, as later confirmed by an SS
officer, in direct answer to it, the Nazis stepped up their anti-Jewish activities in the Netherlands; a
week after the pastoral letter was read at all the masses in Holland, the SS rounded up every priest
and monk and nun who had any Jewish blood whatever, and deported them to concentration camps.4

Pius and his bishops and nuncios in Nazi-occupied or -dominated countries knew that, like a sane
man faced with a gun-carrier threatening to shoot, Hitler and his cohorts could not be considered
civilized human beings. As Archbishop Andrea Cassulo, papal nuncio in Romania, said in June,
1942, I must proceed cautiously because [my actions] could ruin, instead of being useful to, so many
wretched persons whom I must often listen to and help.5

The Pope’s decision to refrain from a formal condemnation of the Nazi’s treatment of Jews was 
approved by many Jews. One Berlin couple, Mr. and Mrs. Wolfsson, came to Rome after having
been in prison and concentration camps. They took shelter in a convent of German nuns while Pius
himself, whom they had seen during an audience, arranged for them to escape to Spain.Recalling
those terrible days, the Wolfssons recently declared:

None of us wanted the Pope to take an open stand. We were all fugitives,
and fugitives do not wish to be pointed at. The Gestapowould have become
more excited and would have intensified its inquisitions. If the Pope had
protested, Rome would have become the center of attention. It was better
that the Pope said nothing. We all shared this opinion at the time, and this
is still our conviction today.6

In a letter in the London Times of May 15, 1963, Sir Alec Randall, a former British representative
at the Vatican, comments:

Others besides Pius XII had to face a similar agonizing dilemma. The Polish
cardinal, Prince Sapieha, begged Pius XII not to make public protests, as
they only increased the persecution of his people. The International Red
Cross refrained from protest because they feared that their work in German-
controlled countries would be stopped. The British and American Govern-
ments were accused of callous indifference to the fate of the Jews because
they failed to take them out of Nazi clutches before it was too late. To have
done what was asked of them would have prolonged the war.
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A Question of Judgment: Pius XII & the Jews - continued

Pius XII’s defenders in print — among others Sir D’Arcy Osborne, Msgr. Alberto Giovanetti, Father
Robert Leiber, and Harry Greenstein,7 who represent three faiths and four nationalities — point to
two elements of the Pope’s personal philosophy in addition to the pragmatic reason for his decision
to refrain from an explicit condemnation of the Nazis. First he considered it his paramount duty to
be pastor of the Universal Church, and in his eyes this position required the strictest impartiality.
Second, as an experienced diplomat, he knew full well that the days when a Vatican sanction 
carried weight were long since past, as Sir Alec Randall points out:8 we have already seen just how
correct this appraisal was. The era of renewed spiritual and moral leadership introduced by the 
pontificate of John XXIII had not yet dawned.

The undercurrent of all the Pope did was embodied in his words to Archbishop Angelo Roncalli,
later to become Pope John, when the papal nuncio came from Istanbul to visit Pius XII: 

Above all else comes the saving of human lives.9

One of the strongest testimonials to Pius’ great feeling for Jews comes from an unpublished 
interview I had with Dr. Herman Datyner, a distinguished urologist. In 1940 Dr. Datyner, helped 
by his numerous international contacts, escaped from Warsaw into Italy, where, like all Jews and 
foreigners, he was arrested. He was sent from one camp to another and spent a total of four years 
interned. Orders were sent to these camps, but each instruction was sabotaged or thwarted, and it
was known among the internees that the intervention on their behalf had come directly from 
the Vatican.

In 1945, as a member of the Inter-Allied Conference for Refugees and a special representative of all
Jewish refugee groups and organizations in Italy, Dr. Datyner asked for and received an audience
with Pius XII in order to thank the Supreme Pontiff for his help and care during the war years. He
memorized a part of Pius’ conversation, and repeats it with emotion today:

Yes, I know, my son, all the sufferings of you Jews. I am sorry, truly sorry,
about the loss of your family. I suffered a great deal, . . . knowing about
Jewish sufferings, and I tried to do whatever was in my power in order to
make your fate easier. . . I will pray to God that happiness will return to you,
to your people. Tell them this.

The prosecution has rallied behind a young German playwright named Rolf Hochhuth, whose play,
Der Stellvertreter (The Representative*), first performed in Berlin on February 20, 1963, and in 
London September 25, carries a message summed up in the words of its main protagonist, the young
Jesuit Riccardo Fontana: 

“A Vicar of Christ who sees these things before his eyes and still remains
silent because of state policies, who delays even one day . . . such a pope . . .
is a criminal?”
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To substantiate his accusation, Mr. Hochhuth adds 46 pages of documentation to the printed play,10

and excerpts quotations from the writings of two well-known contemporary thinkers, among others:
the Catholic Francois Mauriac and the Jew Leon Poliakov.

The documentation which the playwright presents has impressed a good many people, especially 
reviewers, most of whom mention this factual substantiation in their treatment of the play.
Hochhuth’s efforts are indeed commendable, though a student of the history of the period will 
notice — obviously — the bias created by lacunae (the playwright is only interested, of course, in
supporting his thesis) and — more subtly — unjustified conclusions. An example is found on page
312 of the English edition of the play, where Hochhuth writes:

But what Donati reported to the Centre de Documentation Juive
Contemporaine (Documents CC XVII-78) about the official attitude of the
diplomats of the Holy See, should be quoted. In the autumn of 1942, Donati
had a note referring to the situation of the Jews in Southern France delivered
to the Pope through the agency of the Father General of the Capuchins, in
which he asked for Papal assistance. It was not forthcoming.

The Centre de Documentation Juive Contemporaine in Paris contains abundant and thoroughly
validated material on the relations between Angelo Donati, an Italian Jew to whom (as Hochhuth
points out) many of his co-religionists owe their lives, and the Capuchin Father Marie-Benoit, as
well as on the Vatican’s actual response to pleas from Donati and others; I will summarize that 
material later in this article. Hochhuth’s conclusion, [Papal assistance] was not forthcoming, cannot
be other than a deliberate distortion.

One of the several quotations which appear in the front of both the German and the English 
published versions of The Representative suffers from similar distortion. To Hochhuth’s credit, when
he was called to account on this matter, he promised to correct the English edition, which he has
done. In the German printing, M. Mauriac is quoted as follows: 

“We have not yet had the consolation of hearing the successor to the
Galilean Simon Peter condemn, unequivocally and clearly and not with
diplomatic allusions, the crucifixion of these countless ‘brothers of the Lord.’
... a crime of such magnitude falls in no small measure to the responsibility
of those witnesses who never cried out against it whatever the reason for
their silence.” 
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A Question of Judgment: Pius XII & the Jews - continued

However, the missing middle sentence — which Hochhuth reinstates in the English edition of the
play — reads: 

“No doubt the occupying forces were able to bring irresistible pressure to
bear, no doubt the silence of the Pope and his cardinals was a most terrible
duty; the important thing was to avoid even worse misfortunes.”11

Mauriac, like Poliakov, as we shall see, was obviously not blind to the incredible dilemma Pope Pius
found himself in, Hochhuth’s selective quotation notwithstanding.

Dr. Poliakov’s emphasis, in his book The Jews under the Italian Occupation and elsewhere, has been
the same; granted, Pius XII did extend help and comfort to the Jews the record is quite clear on this
score — but he did not do enough. This “enough” would have been a firm protest, a formal 
statement, from the Vatican against the German “solution of the Jewish problem.” Yet Poliakov says
also that during the Hitler terror, the clergy acted untiringly and unceasingly to give humane help,
with the approval and on the prompting of the Vatican. Furthermore:

This direct aid given the persecuted Jews by the Pope in his capacity as
bishop of Rome was the symbolic expression of an activity that was extended
throughout the whole of Europe, encouraging and promoting the efforts put
forth by the Catholic churches in the majority of countries. It is certain that
secret instructions were sent out by the Vatican, urging the national
churches to intervene in behalf of the Jews.12

These instructions, Poliakov adds, rendered special papal instructions or statements unnecessary. 
It is known that in 1940 Pius XII sent out a secret instruction to the Catholic bishops of Europe 
entitled Opere et caritate (By Work and Love). The letter began with a quotation from Pius XI’s 
encyclical excoriating Nazi doctrines, Mit Brennender Sorge (With Burning Sorrow), and ordered that

all people suffering from racial discrimination at the hands of the Nazis be given adequate help. 
The letter was to be read in churches with the comment that racism was incompatible with the
teachings of the Catholic faith.

Poliakov’s position, then, is essentially negative, though with noteworthy qualifications:

The humanitarian activities of the Vatican were necessarily circumscribed
with prudence and caution. The immense responsibilities on the Pope’s
shoulders and the powerful weapons the Nazis could use against the Holy
See undoubtedly combined to prevent him from making a formal public
protest, though the persecuted keenly hoped to hear one. It is sad to have
to say that during the entire war, while the laboratories of death worked to
capacity, the Pope kept his silence.13
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It is a matter of record, of course, that Pope Pius XII did not launch a verbal attack directly against
the Third Reich; the statements he did make during World War II, with rare exceptions, were 
general expressions of sorrow and sympathy for all victims of oppression of any kind, and did not
name names. As Von Weizsacker wrote in a report to the Minister of Foreign Affairs in Berlin on
October 28, 1943:

Regardless of the advice of many, the Pope has not yet let himself be
persuaded to make an official condemnation of the deportation of the
Roman Jews. Despite the fact that he must expect his attitude to be criticized
by our enemies and attacked by the Protestants in Anglo-Saxon countries,
who will use it in their anti- Catholic propaganda, he has thus far achieved
the impossible in these delicate circumstances in order not to put his
relations with the German government and with its representatives at Rome
to the test. Since it is currently thought that the Germans will take no
further steps against the Jews in Rome, the question of our relations with the
Vatican may be considered closed.

In any case, it appears that such is the viewpoint of the Vatican. L’Osservatore Romano of October
25-26, however, published an official statement on the Pope’s charitable activities. The statement,
which was couched in the usual abstract and vague Vatican terminology, said that the Pope 
expressed his paternal solicitude for all men without regard to race, nationality, or religion. The
many activities of the Pope would be increased because so many were suffering so much misfortune.

One could not raise any objection to this statement because few will recognize a direct reference to
the Jewish problem in it.14

According to the March, 1961, article “Pius XII and the Jews, 1943-1944” in the Jesuit publication
Civilta Cattolica, by Father Robert Leiber, Pius XII’s personal assistant from 1924 to 1959, the Pope
directly denounced an illegal procedure only once during the entire war; the German invasion of
Holland, Belgium, and Luxemburg on May 10, 1940, prompted the now famous telegrams to the
heads of the three invaded states. These messages aside, Pius XII followed the policy of Benedict XV
during World War I, and protested in general terms against injustices and violence wherever these
might be found.

But is it correct to say that Pius XII was otherwise silent on the subject of Nazi atrocities? Had he 
utterly ignored the plight of the Jews, the term would be appropriate; had he spoken directly in their
cause, he might today be called foolhardy — if we are to carry even his accusers’ admissions to their
logical conclusion. In effect, he chose a third course, one dictated by his long experience as a 
Vatican statesman and his great desire to save lives.
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A Question of Judgment: Pius XII & the Jews - continued

Many persons have already taken up the dispute, and some of their comments will be quoted in 
the present article. Rolf Hochhuth was a child during the period in question; further, his primary 
motivation was to write a good play and not an accurate record, and his historic perspective – like
that of us all — is insufficient for a just critique of Pius’ actions. If he were the only accuser, we
could dismiss the issue; too much noise has been made about Hochhuth’s drama qua drama as it is.
But the controversy, coming on the heels of Dr. Hannah Arendt’s question of why the Jews did not
defend themselves better, has drawn more thoughtful minds into its wake. Some Jewish leaders who
had none but words of praise for Pius’ efforts on behalf of the Jews now point fingers of blame at
him, effectively reversing their position of fifteen and twenty years’ standing.

I think it would be well to examine more closely the record, as far as we now know it, of what 
Pope Pius actually said and did, how his words and actions were received by both Catholics and
non-Catholics, and — perhaps most important — what motives are attributed to him; for in our
Western culture, motivation is an essential factor in any discussion of a man’s probity.

That the Pope was deeply antagonistic to the racism the National-Socialists advocated is evident
from his work prior to his election to the papacy. The famous Mit Brennender Sorge shows the hand
of Pacelli, then Vatican Secretary of State; more directly, as papal legate, Pacelli spoke these
scathing words to 250,000 pilgrims at Lourdes on April 28, 1935:

They [The Nazis] are in reality only miserable plagiarists who dress up old
errors with new tinsel. It does not make any difference whether they flock
to the banners of the social revolution, whether they are guided by a false
conception of the world and of life, or whether they are possessed by the
superstition of a race and blood cult.15

Pacelli had obviously established his position clearly, for the Fascist governments of both Italy and
Germany spoke out vigorously against the possibility of his election to succeed Pius XI in March of
1939, though the cardinal secretary of state had served as papal nuncio in Germany from 1917 to
1929 and had been instrumental in the signing of a concordat between Germany and the Vatican.
The day after his election, the Berlin Morgenpost said: 

“The election of Cardinal Pacelli is not accepted with favor in Germany
because he was always opposed to Nazism and practically determined the
policies of the Vatican under his predecessor.”
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As I wrote in the Anti-Defamation League Bulletin for October, 1958, the new Vicar of Christ
showed no softening after his election toward Hitler’s brutal policies; Pius the Pope was the same
man as Pacelli the priest. Von Ribbentrop, granted a formal audience on March 11, 1940, went into
a lengthy harangue on the invincibility of the Third Reich, the inevitability of a Nazi victory, and
the futility of papal alignment with the enemies of the Fuhrer. Pius XII heard Von Ribbentrop out
politely and impassively. Then he opened an enormous ledger on his desk and, in his perfect
German, began to recite a catalogue of the persecutions inflicted by the Third Reich in Poland,
listing the date, place, and precise details of each crime. The audience was terminated; the Pope’s
position was clearly unshakable.

Summi Pontificatus, the first encyclical of his pontificate, issued October 20, 1939, had strongly 
attacked the doctrines of totalitarianism, racism, and materialism. The encyclical read in part: “The
first of these pernicious errors, today so widespread, is the disregard for that law of human solidarity
and charity dictated and imposed . . . by the common origin and equality in their rational nature of
all men, regardless of the people to which they belong.16 In his Christmas Message of 1942 and in
similar terms on June 2, 1943, he deplored the treatment of:

...hundreds of thousands of persons who, through no fault of their own and
by the single fact of their nationality or race, have been condemned to death
or to progressive extinction. . .” It is a consolation for Us that, through the
moral and spiritual assistance of Our representatives and through Our
financial assistance, We have been able to comfort a great many of the
refugees, homeless, and emigrants, including non-Aryans.17

That assistance was of inestimable value. It can be divided roughly into the two categories Pius XII
names in the above broadcast; the work of the Vatican’s representatives — the nuncios, bishops,
clergy and religious, and laymen — and the financial assistance and other material services rendered
the persecuted either directly by the Vatican or through appeals from the Holy See.

On behalf of the Jews of Slovakia, Pius XII intervened directly and — contrary to the allegations of
his accusers — in unambiguous terms. A government ordinance, called simply the Jewish Code, was
passed on September 9, 1941, parroting the anti-Semitic regulations of the Third Reich. A lengthy
note was prepared by the Vatican Secretariat of State and transmitted on November 12 to the
Slovak minister to the Holy See, Karl Sidor. It read in part:

...With the deepest sorrow the Holy See has learned that also in Slovakia,
a country whose population almost totally honors the best Catholic tradition,
a “Government Ordinance” was issued on September 9 establishing special
“racial legislation” and containing various regulations in open contrast with
Catholic principles.
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A Question of Judgment: Pius XII & the Jews - continued

“In fact the Church, universal by the will of her divine Founder, welcomes
to her bosom people of all races, and views all mankind with a maternal
solicitude for the purpose of creating and developing among all men feelings
of brotherhood and love, in accordance with the explicit and categoric
teaching of the Gospel . . .18

Five weeks earlier, the Slovak bishops had sent a protest note to Jozef Tiso, the President of the 
puppet state:

. . .It does not escape the attention of the careful examiner that the
philosophical conception on the basis of which the present ordinance has
been drawn up is the racist ideology. . . We do not intend to enumerate here
all the dangerous errors that this doctrine conceals in itself. . . . We wish
only to recall that the materialistic theory of racism is in direct contradiction
with the teaching of the Catholic Church on the common origin of all men
from a single Creator and Father, on the substantial equality of men before
God stressed especially by the Apostle of the peoples, on the Common
supernatural destiny of men in consequence of the universal redemption
work of Christ. . . . The so-called Jewish Code violates natural law and the
freedom of individual conscience.19

This was but one of many protests directly from Pius XII or from the bishops against the persecution and
deportation of Slovakian Jews. These provoked Prime Minister Vojtech Tuka to write on Mar 3, 1943:

“It is incomprehensible to the government that ecclesiastic circles and
especially the Catholic clergy should today adduce so many protests against
the elimination of the Jews, who in the past were most responsible for the
misery of the Slovak people . . .  The Slovak clergy save for a few honorable
exceptions has rarely showed such zeal for the interests of its own people as
it does now for the interests of the Jews, and in many cases even for those
who are not baptized . . .20

Despite this and other verbal rejections of the protests from the Catholic hierarchy, Pius’ pleas were
finally heeded; although 70,000 Jews had been deported from the new pro-Nazi republic, the papal
nuncio in Bratislava succeeded in obtaining a promise from the puppet government that further 
deportation plans would largely be discarded. But when the Germans occupied Slovakia in early fall
of 1944, the semblance of independence which that country had maintained for five years vanished,
and with it the hard-won reprieves for the remaining Jewish population. Under the urging of the
Vatican, the Slovak government protested the Nazis’ familiar brutality toward the Jews, but to no
avail. All the Pope could now do was continue to express his concern. A telegram sent in October 
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to Archbishop Roncalli in Istanbul read that the Holy See, “despite the increasing difficulties, 
including those of communications, is still following with great attention the fate of the Jews in
Slovakia and Hungary, and will leave nothing undone to help them.21

The papal nuncio in Romania, Monsignor Andrea Cassulo, exercised his considerable diplomatic
and spiritual authority in behalf of the Jews throughout the war; he made his first formal efforts as
early as February 16, 1941. He worked untiringly to win the government’s permission to send Jewish
orphans to Palestine, and with some success. On October 20, he registered an official protest with
Mihail Antonescu, Minister of Foreign Affairs, against the government’s admitted plans to regulate
the Jewish question, and came, through his repeated intercessions, to be known to the Jewish 
population of Romania as an ever-willing source of assistance.22

Because of his close contact with Romania’s Chief Rabbi Safran throughout the war, Archbishop
Cassulo kept himself and the Vatican informed about the condition of Romanian Jews, especially
those interned in concentration camps beyond the Dnieper. In 1942 and 1943, prompted by Pope
Pius XII, the nuncio visited numbers of camps, taking with him considerable sums of money sent by
the Pope for distribution among the prisoners. Following the 1943 visit, the Archbishop presented a
ten-point request to Rado Lecca, the government official in charge of Jewish affairs, to alleviate the
misery in the camps; by June, 1943, Rabbi Safran was able to report to him that conditions had
improved noticeably as a result.23

The Holy See’s interest in the plight of the Romanian Jews is attested to by Archbishop Cassulo’s
own official messages and memoranda as well as the testimony of Rabbi Safran. On November 24,
1942, the apostolic nuncio sent Mihail Antonescu a note which read in part:

“Ever since the Romanian government has come to believe itself bound to
examine the diverse aspects of the Jewish question in Romania and to solve
it in accordance with the country’s interests, the Holy See has been
concerned, above all other considerations, with . . . the respect that must be
assured to every innocent person who is abandoned and without support . . . 24

The note, written immediately after Archbishop Cassulo’s return from a visit to Rome, came at a
particularly dangerous time for Romania’s Jews. The Third Reich was exerting heavy pressure for
mass deportations of Jews eastward, to beyond the Bug River where German police were in command.
In the opinion of many members of the diplomatic corps in Bucharest, the nuncio’s applications
were responsible for first the suspension of the deportation plans and then their postponement until
the following year.25 The Jewish community in Romania asked Archbishop Cassulo on February 14,
1943, to write their gratitude to Pius XII for the help of the Vatican and its nunciature.26
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A Question of Judgment: Pius XII & the Jews - continued

A Dr. Frederic, a young German Foreign Office agent, was sent on a tour through various Nazi-
occupied and satellite countries to feel out their reaction to the Germans. As Frederic wrote in his
confidential report to the German Foreign Office datelined Berlin, September 19, 1943, his meeting
in Lwow with the Ukrainian leaders and Metropolitan Sheptytsky was far from heartening; the 
Metropolitan remained adamant in saying that the killing of Jews was an inadmissible act, and 
Frederic comments, In this issue the Metropolitan made the same statements and even used the
same phrasing as the French, Belgian, and Dutch bishops, as if all of them were receiving the same
instructions from the Vatican.27

The action taken to help the Jews in Hungary was manifold. In the spring of 1944, the papal 
nuncio, Msgr. Angelo Rotta, warned that country on the first day of the deportation of Jews that the
whole world knew what they really signified; on June 25, 1944, he delivered Miklos Horthy a letter
which was a strong protest from the Pope.28

Prior to the onslaught on Hungarian Jews by the Fascists, Hungary responded to promptings from
the Vatican and gave asylum to Jewish refugees from Poland and Slovakia. As the bloodbath swept
Hungary, the Vatican notified its nuncios in Budapest and Bratislava to watch the situation and do
all they could for the welfare of Jewish refugees.29

At about the same time, the Pope had the following message sent to the World Jewish Congress,
with which he was in communication during the war:

“Whenever reports reached the Holy See that the situation of the Jews in
Hungary was becoming worse, steps were immediately taken to assist these
people and to alleviate their condition. The Holy See gives assurance that
it will continue to act in behalf of these Jews. Following instructions from
the Holy See, the Apostolic Nunciature in Budapest has repeatedly
intervened with the Hungarian authorities so that violent and unjust measures
would not be taken against the Jews in that country. The bishops of
Hungary have engaged in an intense activity in favor of persecuted Jews.
The action on the part of the Nunciature and the bishops will continue as
long as necessary.. .The Holy Father...[sent] a personal open telegram to the
Cardinal [Archbishop of Strigonium (Esztergom)], and in this communication
His Holiness again manifested his heartfelt interest in promoting the
welfare of all those exposed to violence and persecution because of their
race or religion or on account of political motives. The Holy Father gives
assurance that he will, in the future as in the past, do everything in favor of
these people in Hungary or in any other European country.30
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The Pope’s words, discreet as they are, give little indication of how intense the clergy’s activity
was. The nuncio spoke out sharply, as did the Hungarian bishops, and simultaneously undertook as 
widespread rescue measures as possible. Helped by priests and nuns, he and the bishops sheltered
several thousand Jews, distributed false papers, and provided information, clothing, and food; Laszlo
Endre, the Undersecretary of the Interior in the Nazi government, said testily that as far as aid to
the Jews is concerned, priests and clergy men . . . unfortunately are in the first rank. Protection and
intervention have never been on such a large scale as today.31

The Catholic bishops of Holland published a pastoral letter read in all the Catholic churches
throughout the country on April 19, 1942, condemning the unmerciful and unjust treatment meted
out to Jews by those in power in our country.32

And in a telegram dated July 11, 1942, the bishops demanded the suspension of coercive measures
against unchristened as well as christened Jews. But the deportations continued. On July 26, the
bishops joined with representatives of almost all other religious communities to denounce the Nazis’
lawless measures, but the response, as we have seen, was mass arrests of Catholics and Jews, among
them Dr. Edith Stein, a convert to Catholicism and a nun, who was sent to Auschwitz.33

In France, as everywhere else that humans were being victimized by the Nazis, Pius XII’s aim was to
utilize the Vatican’s spiritual and material resources as completely as possible to help the oppressed
in their misery. His means were deliberately quiet; we know how strongly he felt that any direct
attack by the Vatican on Axis policies would spell at least interference with and at worst complete
contravention of the Church’s activities. Yet his exhortations to Catholics to cleave to the humane
principles of their religion, like his messages to his bishops to do all they could to help, within the
limitations of local conditions, were quite clear in their implications. Late in June, 1943, the 
Vatican radio warned the French people, He who makes a distinction between Jews and other men
is unfaithful to God and is in conflict with God’s commands.34

Catholic bishops and priests had long since been following these promptings, as two 1942 pastoral
letters attest. The first, from Archbishop (later Cardinal) Jules Gerard Saliege of Toulouse and read
on August 23, strongly echoed the principles stressed over and over by Pius:

“There is a Christian morality . . . that confers rights and imposes duties.
These duties and these rights come from God. One can violate them. But
no mortal has the power to suppress them. Alas, it has been our destiny to
witness the dreadful spectacle of children, women, and old men being
treated like vile beasts; of families being torn apart and deported to unknown
destinations. . . . In our diocese, frightful things are taking place in Noe and
Recebedou [camps]. . . . The Jews are our brethren. They belong
to mankind. No Christian dares forget that!35
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A Question of Judgment: Pius XII & the Jews - continued

A week later the priests of the diocese of Montauban read to their congregations a letter from their
bishop, Pierre-Marie Theas:

“On behalf of my outraged Christian conscience, I raise my voice in protest
[against the treatment of Jews], and I assert that all men, Aryans and
non-Aryans, are brothers because they have been created by the same God;
that all men, whatever their race or religion, have the right to be respected
by individuals and states. The present anti-Semitic pressures flout human
dignity and violate the most sacred rights of the human person and
family. . .36

That Pius’ exhortations were effective, and that local officials charged with “the Jewish question”
recognized this, there is no doubt. Witness a communication to SS Standard-Leader Dr. Knochen 
in early summer of 1943 concerning south-eastern France, then occupied by Italian forces:

“A treasonable propaganda is exploiting this difference between the
conceptions of the German and the Italian governments in the matter of
solving the Jewish question. Its theme is the following: in the first place, the
worthiness of the measures applied; and in the second place, their  Christian
and Catholic conception, as it is inspired by the Vatican.37

How receptive the Vatican was to proposals for helping the Jews is illustrated by the story of the
now legendary Father Marie-Benoit of Marseilles. Conditions in France had become acutely 
dangerous for Jews by late 1942; the Vichy government had promised to deliver 50,000 Jews of 
foreign origin to the Germans, and had begun a ruthless manhunt that summer, especially in the
large cities on the Mediterranean coast. Vichy had been allowing Jews to slip into Southeastern
France, a free zone, for several years, so that the normal Jewish population of some 15,000 had 
increased by many ten thousands when Italian forces entered the area on November 11, 1942. 
Father Marie-Benoit, a Capuchin priest, not only persuaded the Italian inspector-general of police
in Nice, Guido Lospinoso, not to comply with the deportation orders, but proceeded — under the
perhaps deliberately blind eye of the Italian occupation forces — to turn his monastery in Marseilles
into a veritable rescue factory manufacturing passports, identification cards, certificates of baptism,
and employers’ recommendation letters for Jews, and to smuggle numbers of Jews into Spain and
Switzerland. But the priest was not satisfied with these enterprises, and took advantage of a trip to
Rome — he had been summoned by the Italian government to be censured for his suspected 
activities — to present a larger plan to Pius XII on July 16, 1943. In essence, the plan would include
gathering information on the whereabouts of Jews deported from France eastward, particularly to
Upper Silesia, the location of Auschwitz; obtaining more humane treatment of Jews in French
concentration camps; working for the repatriation of Spanish Jews who were residing in France; and
transferring some 50,000 French Jews to North Africa where, in view of Allied military successes, 
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they would be safe. The Pope agreed heartily with Father Marie-Benoit’s plan, and helped him 
obtain pledges of support from Britain and the United States as well as from Jewish organization
sources in the Allied countries. But the project was destined to fail; with the surrender of the
Badoglio government to the Allies, German troops swept into the Italian zone of France, and 
thousands of Jews fled in panic across the Alps into Italy and Switzerland.

Determined to salvage what he could of his plan, Father Marie-Benoit again approached the 
Vatican, which helped him prevail upon the Spanish government to authorize its consuls in France
to issue entry permits to all Jews who could prove Spanish nationality. In case of doubt, the final 
decision rested in the hands of that impartial arbiter, Father Marie- Benoit.38

In Belgium, the Catholics of Liege observed February 28, 1943, as a day of prayer for the persecuted
Jews throughout Europe. Said the Catholic newspaper Appel des Cloches, In communing and 
praying this Sunday for the persecuted Jewish people who were once Christ’s chosen people, we
shall be acting in accordance with the directives issued by His Eminence the Bishop.39

Pius XII’s record in relation to the Jews of Germany, which the Pope knew well from his 12 years
there as papal nuncio, is very significant, for from Germany has come the defamatory picture of the
wartime pope as a criminal. Numbers of German Christians and Jews have published vehement 
denials of Hochhuth’s charge. They support their position by citing Pius’ actions to help the Jews
through his representatives in Germany. Msgr. Walter Adolph, Vicar- General of the diocese of
Berlin, has written a particularly cogent account. He says that Pius XII, in previously unpublished
correspondence with Bishop (later Cardinal) von Preysing of Berlin, encouraged him and his clergy
in their protests against every sort of inhumanity. Typical of Pius’ letters is this one:

“We are grateful to you, dear Brother, for the clear and open words you have
spoken on different occasions to your faithful community and thus to the
public; We think hereby of your statement on June 28, 1942, among others,
about the Christian conception of right and justice; of your speech on Toten-
sonntag [Sunday of the Dead] last November about the fundamental human
right to life and love; We think also especially of your Pastoral, issued on
Advent, 1942, and which was also directed to the West German Church
Provinces, on God’s sovereign rights of the individual and the rights of the
family.40

We know from Goebbel’s diary that the many pastoral letters issued in Germany during the war
aroused the Nazis’ contempt and hatred.
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One of the Pope’s letters to Bishop von Preysing treats the central dilemma that faced Pius XII all
during the war:

“We leave it to the [local] bishops to weigh the circumstances in deciding
whether or not to exercise restraint, ad maiora mala vitanda [to avoid greater
evil]. This would be advisable if the danger of retaliatory and coercive measures
would be imminent in cases of public statements by the bishop. Here lies one
of the reasons We Ourselves restrict Our public statements. The experience
We had in 1942 with documents which We released for distribution to the
faithful gives justification, as far as We can see, for Our attitude.41

The history of Vatican intervention in Nazi cruelties to the Jews dates back to April, 1933, when
Pope Pius XI sent an urgent request to the then new Hitler government not to let itself be 
influenced by anti-Semitic aims. From 1939 onward, the public record shows countless Vatican 
intercessions on behalf of Jews, both prompted by pleas from Jewish and other sources and owing to
the personal initiative of Pius XII. Many German Catholic prelates met their death as a result of
their criticism of the Reich for its treatment of Jews. One, Msgr. Bernhard Lichtenberg, dean of
St. Hedwig’s Cathedral in Berlin, called on his congregation to pray for Jews and inmates of 
concentration camps after the pograms of November, 1938, and his many similar protests led to his
arrest in October, 1942. 

We have been comforted to hear . . . that the Catholics, especially the
Catholics in Berlin, have extended much love to the so-called non-Aryans,
and in this connection. We want to say a special word of fatherly apprecia-
tion and heartfelt sympathy for Father Lichtenberg, who is imprisoned.42 

Father Lichtenberg voluntarily applied for transfer to the ghetto in Lodz, but was sent to Dachau 
instead; he died on the way to the camp in November, 1943.43

What were Pius XII’s actions in Italy, his native land and the country surrounding his own Vatican
City? What was his response to the evils being committed almost literally under his windows, since
the Jewish ghetto in Rome was so near the Vatican?

Early in the German occupation of Italy, the SS began their persecution of the Jews. On September
27, 1943, one of the commanders demanded of the Jewish community in Rome payment of 100
pounds of gold in 36 hours, failing which 300 Jews would be taken prisoner. The Jewish Community
Council worked desperately, but was able to gather together only 70 pounds of the precious metal.
In his memoirs, the then Chief Rabbi Zolli of Rome writes that he was sent to the Vatican, where
arrangements had already been made to receive him as an engineer called to survey a construction 
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problem so that the Gestapo on watch at the Vatican would not bar his entry. He was met by the
Vatican treasurer and secretary of state, who told him that the Holy Father himself had given orders
for the deficit to be filled with gold vessels taken from the Treasury.44

There is some disagreement today among some of the principals involved — Zolli, other prominent
Jews of Rome, and Father Robert Leiber — over the amount of gold demanded as ransom and
whether the Community Council actually borrowed the gold; but there is no question that the 
Vatican did make the offer.

From the first days of the war, Pope Pius distributed untold sums to aid Jews all over Europe. The
Vatican’s own refugee agencies and the St. Raphael Verein gave financial and other material help in
amounts we cannot begin to guess until the Vatican archives are opened, but the sums which passed
through the hands of the Pallottine Fathers, who administered the St. Raphael Verein and who
kindly gave me material from their own records, were very large. In addition, Pope Pius supervised
the receipt and disposition of funds sent in his care by various sympathetic individuals and groups in
Europe and the Americas, notably the Catholic Refugee Committee of the United States. American
Jews put large sums into the hands of the Pope, who distributed them according to the wishes of the
donors; Father Leiber estimates that Pius received some 2 billion lire from Jews in the United States
by the end of 1945.45

Pius XII was as sensitive to the spiritual needs of the Jews during World War II as he was to their
material wants. None of the many Vatican services for refugees worked harder at its tasks than the
Uffizio Informazioni Vaticano, to which Pius XII assigned the difficult job of seeking news for Jews
in Italy of relatives who had been interned or left in other countries. The German Division of the
Office of Information received a total of 102,026 appeals for information concerning Jews still in
Germany between 1941 and 1945, and was able to furnish 36,877 replies, despite the fact that as 
the war wore on it could use few standard channels of investigation because of the danger that 
direct inquiry would have involved for the subjects.

When the Nazis forbade ritual slaughter to the Jews, the Pope sent shohetim into Vatican City to
perform the ritual slaughter and store food for the Jews sheltered there. Many Jewish citizens, 
expelled from government, scientific, and teaching positions, were invited to the Vatican; the 
president and two professors from the University of Rome and a famous geographer, all Jews ousted
by the Fascists, received important positions in Vatican City. Bernard Berenson, who preferred to 
remain in Italy during the war, was given asylum in a villa near Florence, which belonged to the
Holy See’s minister to the Republic of San Marino, so that he could continue to work and live 
unmolested; he and his family stayed there, under the flag of the Vatican’s diplomatic immunity,
until British and American troops arrived in the late summer of 1944.
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A Jewish organization, the Delegation for Assistance to Jewish Emigrants (DELASEM), established
in Genoa in September, 1939, was forced underground when the Germans occupied the city. Its
treasure of 5 million lire was entrusted to Father Giuseppe Repetto, secretary to the archbishop of
Genoa; a fifth of this sum was put in the hands of one Padre Benedetto, newly appointed president
of DELASEM, who took the money to Rome on April 20, 1944. 

DELASEM continued its operations from its new headquarters in Father Benedetto’s residence, the
International College of Capuchins in Rome, and through the indefatigable prelate kept in touch
with the International Red Cross, the Pontifical Relief Commission, the Italian police and other
civil authorities, and even the German occupation forces. 

The priest set his coreligionists and DELASEM to work manufacturing false documents and 
establishing contact with sympathetic Italian, Swiss, Hungarian, French, and Romanian officials.47 

If these details seem familiar, it should come as no surprise; Father Benedetto was the French Father
Marie-Benoit, who had gone to Italy when his grand plan to help the Jews in southeastern France
collapsed under the German Occupation of the region.

Among the thousands of personal histories of Vatican assistance, moral and material, is that of 
Dr. Meier Mendes, who recently recalled in a Catholic newspaper the efforts made on behalf of his 
family in 1939. When Dr. Mendes’ father lost his professorship at the University of Rome as a result
of the Fascist anti-Semitic campaigns, the Vatican offered him an important post at a Catholic 
university in South America. Professor Mendes asked in return whether the Church could help him
and his family reach Palestine; the British government, said Dr. Mendes, had restricted immigration
severely. Acting on instructions from Pius XII, the then Msgr. Giovanni Battista Montini, 
pro- secretary of state, intervened vigorously with the British authorities and succeeded in obtaining
an immigration certificate for the Mendes family outside the regular immigration quotas.48

In the realm of material help for refugees, Pius XII’s program under the direction of Father Anton
Weber was perhaps the broadest in scope of any of the Pope’s special aid operations. 

Father Weber, today procurator-general of the Order of the Pallotines in Rome, operated a rescue
mission during the war for Nazi victims that was the direct outgrowth of the work Eugenio Cardinal
Pacelli, when Vatican secretary of state, had begun on behalf of Jews in 1936. That year the German
bishops had requested Cardinal Pacelli to ask the Vatican to found an International Emigrant 
Organization; Pius XI had agreed, and the Cardinal himself had written to all the American bishops
asking for their support.49
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Prior to Italy’s entry into the war, masses of Jews fled to Italy from Germany, Austria, Poland, 
Hungary, Yugoslavia, and other Balkan states. St. Raphael Verein, an organization long active in
helping emigrants leaving Europe for the New World, received instructions from Pope Pius to give
the refugees care, without regard to their religion or nationality. Father Weber shortly had a 
well- run organization working for the protection and help of refugees in every imaginable direction.
He first established contact with Jews scattered all over Italy to prepare for possible emigration, and
then, with the uninterrupted assistance of the Vatican, tackled the mountain of practical problems
facing his enterprise. Passports, visas, medical certificates — valid and otherwise — had to be 
procured; the papal Ministry of State made innumerable requests of foreign governments for exit
and entry papers, with more than fair success. 

The government of Brazil, for instance, supplied 3000 entry visas at first intended for Jewish 
converts to Catholicism, but that they were used by practicing Jews is undisputed. Transit visas,
many of them for Portuguese ports, were difficult to procure from that country because its 
government required each emigrant to present a paid steamer ticket first; Father Weber established
a special office in Lisbon, which was supported by Vatican funds, to handle that process. The 
operating costs of the rescue group were enormous; the price for each emigrant — transportation,
food, and shelter — could run upward of $800; and the first source for this money was the Vatican
itself. By 1945 Father Weber’s organization had given assistance to some 25,000 Jews, 4000 of 
whom were able to travel to safety overseas.50

I used the phrase valid and otherwise regarding the official papers Father Weber’s organization 
procured for Jews. The cloak-and-dagger story of the false documents supplied to Jews by the
Church all over Europe and the Near East is not yet fully known; nor, if it were, could it be told, for
there are countless numbers of Jews whose peaceful enjoyment of their new citizenship today still
depends on the apparent validity of these papers. The Vatican both initiated and lent its support 
to a remarkable variety of secret manufacturing enterprises — like that of Father Marie-Benoit in
France and later in Italy — as well as exerted pressure on Allied and neutral governments to grant
entry or at least transit to Jews in danger of their lives. 

Jewish refugees in France holding Paraguayan passports in 1943 and 1944 approached the Vatican
for help, fearing that recognition of their papers would be withdrawn by that South American 
government; through the apostolic delegate in Paraguay, the Pope obtained assurances that the 
passports would continue to be valid. The Vatican interceded with the Germans to allow Jews in
Bergen Belsen who held South American passports to receive packages of food and clothing. 
Endless other examples could be cited, but perhaps the most extraordinary part of this particular 
rescue mission is what Ira Hirschmann has called Operation Baptism.
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Archbishop Cassulo’s 1941 protest in Romania was in answer to a state ruling that a change of 
religious status by a Jew did not alter his legal status as a member of that persecuted “race”. For the
authorities had become suspicious, as did those in the Balkans, Hungary, and elsewhere later, of the
number of Jewish “converts” to Catholicism. Until such a ruling was made in a Nazi- controlled
country, however, a Jew who could prove himself a member of the Catholic Church could usually
use the evidence of that membership-a baptismal certificate as a safe-conduct paper to leave the
country. No records have been published regarding who conceived the idea or how it was 
implemented, but the existence of the false baptismal certificates, and they number in the 
thousands, is a fact. 

It is also a fact that the Vatican was well aware of the plan, and that members of resistance groups,
apostolic nuncios, nuns, representatives of Jewish aid groups based in the Allied countries, and 
untold numbers of ordinary citizens risked their welfare if not their lives to promote the ingenious
scheme. By mid-1944, when only the Jews of Budapest had been temporarily spared in blood-soaked
Hungary, another beloved Catholic figure had thrown his weight to the wheel, increasing the 
distribution of the baptismal certificates many times over; this was Pius XII’s close friend and 
successor, Archbishop Roncalli, the late Pope John XXIII.51

With the arrival of the Germans in Italy, the Jewish population was threatened by the same sword
that had ruthlessly cut down so many of their coreligionists in other parts of Europe. The Pope
spoke out strongly in their defense with the first mass arrests of Jews in 1943, and L’Osservatore 
Romano carried an article protesting the internment of Jews and the confiscation of their property.
The Fascist press came to call the Vatican paper a mouthpiece of the Jews, echoing the April, 1941
denunciation of the publication by Roberto Farinacci, Italy’s leading promoter of racist doctrines.52

In keeping with Pius’ conviction that direct attack on Fascist policies would cause more harm than
good, the Vatican paper had curbed its criticism of the regime after Italy’s entry into the war, but it
continued to carry statements like that made in March, 1943, that no social order could be based on
racial privilege and force.53

The emigration operations in Italy necessarily came to a halt, with the last plane carrying Jewish
refugees leaving Rome on September 8, 1943, and Father Weber’s St. Raphael Verein turned to the
dangerous task of assigning the Jews left behind to hiding places. The Pope sent out the order that
religious buildings were to give refuge to Jews, even at the price of great personal sacrifice on the
part of their occupants; he released monasteries and convents from the cloister rule forbidding 
entry into these religious houses to all but a few specified outsiders, so that they could be used as 
hiding places. 
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Thousands of Jews — the figures run from 4000 to 7000 — were hidden, fed, clothed, and bedded 
in the 180 known places of refuge in Vatican City, churches and basilicas, Church administrative
buildings, and parish houses. Unknown numbers of Jews were sheltered in Castel Gandolfo, the site
of the Pope’s summer residence, private homes, hospitals, and nursing institutions; and the Pope 
took personal responsibility for the care of the children of Jews deported from Italy.

During the whole period of mass hiding of Jews, the Germans made only two raids and captured
only a handful of people. The Pope protested strongly, and no further raids occurred; further, though
the sheltered groups included many non-Jewish refugees, there was not a single case of betrayal.54

One hiding place for Jews was a Jesuit church with a false ceiling. Each man given refuge in the
church was assigned to a space over a side altar and referred to by the name of the saint which the
altar carried. The priests of the church delighted in chatting about “Zavier” and “Robert 
Bellarmine” and “Gonzaga” in the presence of Nazi officers, who never caught on to the game.55

The mass media have filled us with the sickening count of the lives sacrificed by the Nazis to their
theory of racial purity; what we do not know is how many lives were saved by the humane work of
such men as Pius XII. Official figures, cold as they are, may give us an inkling. In 1939 there were
some 50,000 Jews in Italy; in 1946, there 46,000, of whom 30,000 were Italians and 16,000 refugees
from Germany, Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia, France, and other countries. Approximately 8000 Jews
in all were taken by the Gestapo56— a horrifying cipher, like all such, but far smaller than those that
follow the names of most Nazi- occupied or -controlled countries in the roll call of genocidal slaughter.

Ten years after his address to the pilgrims at Lourdes, Pope Pius returned full circle to the theme of
brotherhood which, contrary to playwright Hochhuth’s allegations, inspired his unflagging help to
persecuted Jews. After the liberation of Rome, while there was apprehension over the fate of Jewish
prisoners in the hands of the Axis powers in northern Italy and Germany, he said: “For centuries the
Jews have been most unjustly treated and despised. It is time they were treated with justice and hu-
manity. God wills it and the Church wills it. St. Paul tells us that the Jews are our brothers. Instead
of being treated as strangers, they should be welcomed as friends.”57

The tangible evidence of Pius’ real character — his love for all men, and his particular concern for
“justice and humanity” toward Jews — lies in the fact that throughout the war Jewish leaders from
all over the globe approached him for help. 

One of the foremost of these was Chief Rabbi Isaac Herzog of Jerusalem, to whom the Pope gave 
the message that he would do everything in his power to help the persecuted Jews. Rabbi Herzog
traveled to Constantinople to seek financial and other assistance for his Jewish Aid Fund, and, true
to the Pope’s word, found in the apostolic delegate in Istanbul, Archbishop Angelo Roncalli, an 
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uncommonly dynamic collaborator in the rescue operations carried out for the Balkan Jews.58 A 
letter dated February 28, 1944, which the future John XXIII wrote the Vatican to transmit a plea
from Rabbi Herzog for help for the Jews of Romania, began: “Chief Rabbi Herzog of Jerusalem . . .
came to the Apostolic Delegation personally in order to thank the Holy Father and the Holy See 
officially for the many forms of charity extended to Jews in these last years . . . .” 59

After the war Rabbi Herzog sent “a special blessing” to the Pope for “his lifesaving efforts on 
behalf of the Jews during the Nazi occupation of Italy,” through the intermediary of Harry 
Greenstein, now executive director of the Associated Jewish Charities of Baltimore. 
Mr. Greenstein said in a recent interview, 

“I still remember quite vividly the glow in his eyes. He replied that his only
regret was that he was not able to save many more Jews.”60

This is but one of the thousands of voices that have praised Pope Pius XII’s great work on behalf 
of the Jewish people. Let me pick a few more at random.

On June 4, 1944, when the Allies entered Rome, the Jewish News Bulletin of the
British 8th Army said: “To the everlasting credit of the people of Rome, and
the Roman Catholic Church, the lot of the Jews has been made easier by
their truly Christian offers of assistance and shelter. Even now, many still
remain in places which opened their doors to hide them from the fate of
deportation to certain death . . . . The full story of the help given to our
people by the Church cannot be told, for obvious reasons, until after the
war.” At a meeting of the National Committee of Liberation, a Jewish
speaker said: “It was in the name of the frankest feeling of brotherhood that
the Church did its utmost to rescue our threatened people from destruction.
The supreme ecclesiastical authorities and all those priests who suffered for
us in imprisonment and in concentration camps have our eternal
gratitude.”61

A prominent Jewish citizen of Rome declared:
“Our Catholic brothers have done more for us than we can ever do to repay.”

Rabbi Elio Toaff, now Chief Rabbi of Rome, said after the death of the Pope: 
“More than anyone else, we have had the opportunity to appreciate the
great kindness, filled with compassion and magnanimity, that the Pope
displayed during the terrible years of persecution and terror, when it seemed
that there was no hope left for us.”62
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And Rabbi Zolli wrote: “What the Vatican did will be indelibly and eternally engraved in our hearts
. . . . Priests and even high prelates did things that will forever be an honor to Catholicism.”63

No less grateful were the words uttered on Pius’ death by the chief rabbis of Egypt, London, and
France. At the United Nations, Israel’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mrs. Golda Meir, said:

“We share the grief of the world over the death of His Holiness Pius XII.
During a generation of wars and dissensions, he affirmed the high ideals of
peace and compassion. During the ten years of Nazi terror, when our
people went through the horrors of martyrdom, the Pope raised his voice to
condemn the persecutors and to commiserate with their victims. The life of
our time has been enriched by a voice which expressed the great moral
truths above the tumults of daily conflicts. We grieve over the loss of a great
defender of peace.64

Dr. Nahum Goldmann, president of the World Jewish Congress, wrote in his letter of condolence
on Pope Pius’ death: 

“With special gratitude we remember all he has done for the persecuted Jews
during one of the darkest periods in their entire history.” 

In 1945, the Congress had made a gift of $20,000 to Vatican charities in recognition of the work of
the Holy See in rescuing Jews from Fascist persecution; and an interoffice memorandum, written a
year earlier by a WJC official closely involved in the Congress’ pleas to Pius XII for help for the Jews
of Poland, reads: 

“The Catholic Church in Europe has been extraordinarily helpful to us in
a multitude of ways. From Hinsley in London to Pacelli in Rome, to say
nothing of the anonymous priests in Holland, France, and elsewhere, they
have done very notable things for us . . . .”65

On April 7, 1944, Rabbi Safran of Bucharest paid tribute to the Catholic Church’s activities on 
behalf of Romanian Jews in a letter to the papal nuncio:

Excellency:

In these harsh times our thoughts turn more than ever with respectful
gratitude to what has been accomplished by the Sovereign Pontiff on behalf
of Jews in general and by Your Excellency on behalf of the Jews of Romania
and Transnistria.
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In the most difficult hours which we Jews of Romania have passed through,
the generous assistance of the Holy See, carried out by the intermediary of
your high person, was decisive and salutary. It is not easy for us to find the
right words to express the warmth and consolation we experienced because
of the concern of the supreme Pontiff, who offered a large sum to relieve
the sufferings of deported Jews, sufferings which had been pointed out to
him by you after your visit to Transnistria. The Jews of Romania will never
forget these facts of historic importance . . . 66

Some of the voices which eulogized Pius XII five or twenty years ago remain silent in the face of
Rolf Hochhuth’s allegations; a few have agreed with him. Why is this? Were men wrong then, or are
they wrong now? Are some of the Catholics of Europe, who should be forever grateful to Pope Pius
for not putting them to the agonizing choice between country and church, perhaps relieved to see
blame heaped on another head?

No one who reads the record of Pius XII’s actions on behalf of Jews can subscribe to Hochhuth’s 
accusation. However, though the evidence moves against the hypothesis that a formal condemnation
from Pius would have curtailed the mass murder of Jews, this is still a question of judgment. Two
men present the complexities of that question very succinctly., One, Leon Poliakov, wrote the 
following sentence in Commentary in November, 1950:

It is painful to have to state that at a time when gas chambers and
crematoria were operating day and night, the high spiritual authority of the
Vatican did not find it necessary to make a clear and solemn protest that
would have echoed through the world; and yet one cannot say that there
may not have been pertinent and valid reasons for this silence.

The second speaker is the new Holy Father, Pope Paul VI, whose letter, quoted in part below,
reached the offices of The Tablet in London an hour after his election to the papacy, and was 
published in the issue of June 29:

It is not my intention here to examine the question raised . . . [in] the play
Der Stellvertreter: namely, whether it was Pius XII’s duty to condemn in
some public and spectacular way the massacres of the Jews during the
last war....
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For my part I conceive it my duty to contribute to the task of clarifying and
unifying men’s judgment on the historical reality in question — so distorted
in the representational pseudo-reality of Hochhuth’s play . . . .

[Pius XII] wished to enter fully into the history of his own afflicted time;
with a deep sense that he himself was a part of that history, he wished to
participate fully in it, to share its sufferings in his own heart and soul. Let me
cite, in this connection, the words of a well-qualified witness, Sir D’Arcy
Osborne, the British Minister to the Holy See who, when the Germans
occupied Rome, was obliged to live confined in the Vatican City. Writing
to The Times on May 20th, Sir D’Arcy said: “Pius XII was the most warmly
humane, kindly, generous, sympathetic (and, incidentally, saintly) character
that it has been my privilege to meet in the course of a long life....

Let some men say what they will, Pius XII’s reputation as a true Vicar of
Christ, as one who tried, so far as he could, fully and courageously to carry
out the mission entrusted to him, will not be affected . . . .”

Notes
Editor’s Note: These notes are reproduced exactly as given in the original 1963 edition. There have been some
changes in Note style and usage in the intervening years, but we did not feel that these changes warranted a reworking
of these notes.
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Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs and the former Secretary to Pope Pius; Harry
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Lettrich, History of Modern Slovakia, New York, Praeger, 1955, p. 187.
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Note 24 Quoted in Martini, “La Santa Sede...,” p. 449.
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Note 25 Poliakov, “Le Vatican. . .; quoted in Duclos, op. cit., p. 192. 
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A Question of Judgment: Pius XII & the Jews - continued
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Source: The Catholic League
© Copyright 2008  The American-Israeli Corporative Enterprise
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People often ask: why did Pius XII, Eugenio Pacelli, not speak out
more forcefully against Hitler? 

Historian Fr Dermot Fenlon of the Birmingham Oratory looks at the facts and sets the record
straight. The answer is recounted by a former inmate of Dachau, Mgr Jean Bernard, later Bishop of
Luxembourg:

“The detained priests trembled every time news reached us of some
protest by a religious authority, but particularly by the Vatican. We
all had the impression that our wardens made us atone heavily for the
fury these protests evoked ... whenever the way we were treated be-
came more brutal, the Protestant pastors among the prisoners used to
vent their indignation on the Catholic priests: ‘Again your big naive
Pope and those simpletons, your bishops, are shooting their mouths
off ... why don’t they get the idea once and for all, and shut up. They
play the heroes and we have to pay the bill.’”

Albrecht von Kessel, an official at the German Embassy to the Holy See during the war, wrote in 1963:
“We were convinced that a fiery protest by Pius XII against the
persecution of the Jews ... would certainly not have saved the life of
a single Jew. Hitler, like a trapped beast, would react to any menace
that he felt directed at him, with cruel violence.”

The real question is, therefore, not what did the Pope say, but what did the Pope do? Actions speak
louder than words. Papal policy in Nazi Europe was directed with an eye to local conditions. It was
co-ordinated with local hierarchies. Nazi policy towards the Jews varied from country to country.
Thus, although anti-Jewish measures were met in France by public protest from Archbishop Saliege
of Toulouse, together with Archbishop Gerlier of Lyons and Bishop Thias of Mantauban, their
protest was backed by a highly effective rescue and shelter campaign. 200,000 lives were saved. In
Holland, as Fr Michael O’Carroll writes, the outcome was ‘tragically different’. The Jewish historian
Pinchas Lapide sums it up:

860,000 Lives Saved - 
The Truth About Pius XII and the Jews

See also Pope Pius XII and the Holocaust for the 
case against the Pope’s behavior during the war.
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“The saddest and most thought provoking conclusion is that whilst
the Catholic clergy of Holland protested more loudly, expressly and
frequently against Jewish persecutions than the religious hierarchy of
any other Nazi- occupied country, more Jews - some 11,000 or 79%
of the total - were deported from Holland; more than anywhere else
in the West.”

Van Kessel’s view is therefore borne out by the experience of Nazi Holland: protest merely made
for more reprisals.

What of Rome itself? In 1943 the German ambassador to the Holy See, Von Weizsaecker, sent a
telegram to Berlin. The telegram has been cited as damning ‘evidence’ against Pius XII.

“Although under pressure from all sides, the Pope has not let himself be
drawn into any demonstrative censure of the deportation of Jews from
Rome ... As there is probably no reason to expect other German actions
against the Jews of Rome we can consider that a question so disturbing
to German-Vatican relations has been liquidated.”

Von Weizsaecker’s telegram was in fact a warning not to proceed with the proposed deportation of
the Roman Jews: ‘there is probably no reason to expect other German actions against the Jews of
Rome’. Von Weizsaecker’s action was backed by a warning to Hitler from Pius XII: if the pursuit and
arrest of Roman Jews was not halted, the Holy Father would have to make a public protest. together
the joint action of Von Weizsaecker and Pius XII ended the Nazi manhunt against the Jews of
Rome. 7,000 lives were saved.

In Hungary, an estimated 80,000 baptismal certificates were issued by Church authorities to Jews. 
In other areas of Eastern Europe the Vatican escape network (organised via Bulgaria by the Nuncio
Roncalli - later John XXIII) has impressed those writers who have studied the subject, with the
effectiveness of the Church’s rescue operation. David Herstig concludes his book on the subject
thus: “Those rescued by Pius are today living all over the world. There went to Israel alone from
Romania 360,000 to the year 1965.”

The vindication of Pius XII has been established principally by Jewish writers and from Israeli
archives. It is now established that the Pope supervised a rescue network which saved 860,000 
Jewish lives - more than all the international agencies put together.

After the war the Chief Rabbi of Israel thanked Pius XII for what he had done. The Chief Rabbi of
Rome went one step further. He became a Catholic. He took the name Eugenio.

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/anti-semitism/piusdef.html

7/23/2008

Sources: Eternal Word Television Network. This article first appeared in Catholic Family #10, Autumn 1991. 
Electronic version of this text copyright(c) 1995 National Association of Catholic Families. It can be distributed freely
provided the text and this copyright notice are preserved intact. For further information contact steven@abbott.demon.co.uk.

Copyright 2008 The American-Israeli Cooperative Enterprise
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Was the Pope a Nazi?
By Mark Riebling

Pius XII, pope from 1939 to 1958, has been accused of complicity in the Holocaust because he failed to 
denounce explicitly the extermination of the European Jews. This allegation has strained relations between
Catholics and Jews, and has led many prominent liberal Catholics to repudiate the “centralized model of
papal power” which Pius exemplified. Yet whatever this pope’s attitudes toward Jews, it is important not to
conflate those attitudes with his policies toward the Nazis. In fact, Pius was a committed opponent of Hitler
-- and even tried to help kill him.

On March 21, 2000, a helicopter landed on Mount Scopus, Israel, overlooking Old Jerusalem. Pope
John Paul II shuffled out onto the helipad, leaning on a cane. He had come to Israel to realize a
lifelong dream: To retrace the footsteps of Jesus, from birth to death to resurrection. The Holy 
Father was grimly aware, however, that his pilgrimage would be haunted by history. Two days earlier,
Jewish protesters had spray-painted the landing site with red swastikas and the question: “Where
were you Catholics during the Holocaust?”1 

During the Holocaust John Paul, then known as Karol Wojtila, had belonged to a political branch
of the Polish military resistance. To avoid arrest by German forces he had hid in the Krakow 
archbishop’s palace from August 1944 until January 1945. He had witnessed the persecution and
murder of Jewish friends from his hometown, Wadowice; he had seen, too, the indifference of many
Polish Catholics to the fate of the Jews. Time had not erased the terrible memories. As pope he
sought redemption by stressing the two faiths’ common biblical roots, and by forging Vatican 
diplomatic ties with Israel. In Jerusalem he pushed these efforts a step farther. He went to the 
Western Wall, and prayed, and pushed a piece of votive paper into its fissures.2 Then, at the Yad
Vashem Holocaust Memorial, he offered an unprecedented expression of grief. 

“As bishop of Rome and successor of the Apostle Peter,” he said in the candlelit Hall of 
Remembrance, “I assure the Jewish people that the Catholic Church... is deeply saddened by the 
hatred, acts of persecution, and displays of anti-Semitism directed against the Jews by Christians, 
at any time, and in any place.” After kneeling in silent prayer, the pope crossed the hall, its floor 
engraved with the names of death camps, to greet six Polish Holocaust survivors. When one of the
survivors began crying, John Paul gently patted her arm.3 
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Jewish leaders were disappointed with the pope’s declaration at Yad Vashem. “I waited for statements
that would speak about people from the Church who had committed crimes against the 
Jewish people,” lamented Meir Lau, Israel’s Chief Ashkenazic Rabbi.Specifically, Lau had hoped
that John Paul would censure the wartime pope, Pius XII, for silence and inaction during the 
Holocaust. “It is impossible to correct a crime of the past, without any mention, for example, of 
Pius XII, who stood on the blood of the victims and did not say a word.”4 

Over that one point, over that one pope,
Catholic-Jewish detente would deadlock.5

Even as Catholicism’s ambiguous relation to
Nazism became the defining issue of his 
pilgrimage, the pope refused to fault his
wartime predecessor.6 To the contrary, John
Paul repeatedly hailed him as a “great pope.”7

Proceedings were even underway to beatify
Pius -- the last step before making him a 
saint.8 Israel had asked the Vatican to delay
beatification for 50 years, so that historians
could study the “Pius Problem.” But John Paul
would not bend to outside pressure, and his

aides were unwilling to wait for scholarly consensus. “Why wait fifty years?” asked Jesuit Father
Peter Gumpel, who was overseeing Pius’ beatification. “Five-hundred years would not be enough for
historians to agree.”9

It was Pius XII’s unlucky lot to head the world’s largest religion, and smallest sovereign-state, during
the bloodiest years of the bloodiest century in history. The princes of the Church had once thought
him the ideal wartime pope: Before he was elected Pius XII, when he was still Cardinal Eugenio
Pacelli,10 his realism and discretion had made him the dean of papal diplomats. As Pope his courtly
bearing befitted the Vatican’s Renaissance-like world of “rustling silk, hushed conversations, and 
insults measured in the depths of bishops’ bows.”11 Yet the pressures on Pius, moral and political
pressures more intense than those endured by any previous pope, took an undeniable toll. He had a
nervous stomach, and by war’s end, although he stood six feet, he weighed only 125 pounds. In 
public, he was seldom photographed smiling; in private, he was probably unhappy.12 To nuns in the
papal household he was a pale, severe figure, “with black penetrating eyes lost in the glint of rimless
spectacles,”13 who liked to keep important threads in his own hands, and who was happiest at his
desk, surrounded by dictionaries.14 His deputies called him “Segregatus,” Latin for “one who keeps
himself apart.”15 His only constant companion was a pet goldfinch, which he had found injured in
the Vatican gardens and nursed to health. He slept little, knelt in prayer for hours. He seemed to
have divorced his body, to develop his soul; to some, he seemed more a disembodied spirit than a
man. At the time such descriptions were considered flattering, as prescriptions for a holy life. Many
called Pius a living saint; Vatican bureaucrats took telephone calls from him on their knees.16 No 
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Ceremony at Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial.
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one questioned British novelist Graham Greene’s 1951 encomium on “a pope who so many of us 
believe will rank among the greatest.”17 Yet in the second half of the twentieth century, Pius XII’s
reputation would be transvalued by one the strangest and most total makeovers in the annals 
of biography. 

During his own time he had been thought an opponent of Hitler. Though as Cardinal Secretary of
State he had negotiated a concordat (1933) with the Third Reich, the future Pius XII was only 
carrying out the appeasement policies of then-Pope Pius XI, who had earlier signed a concordat with
Mussolini, and who vowed “to negotiate with the Devil himself” to preserve Church freedoms.18 Pacelli
was pessimistic about the Nazis by 1934, and to the punch of public criticism he was beaten only by
Churchill.19 “The Church will never come to terms with the Nazis,” Pacelli told 250,000 pilgrims at
Lourdes, in April 1935, “as long as they persist in their racial philosophy.” In the same speech he
condemned “superstitions of race and blood” as “contrary to the Christian faith.”20 Reich
propagandists did not fail to perceive or to publicize his hostility. A few weeks before he was elected
Pius XII (March 2, 1939), the Nazi press included him in a rogue’s gallery of “Agitators in the
Vatican against Fascism and National Socialism.”21 The morning after his election, The New York
Times noted that the new pope was greeted with “applause around the world, except in Germany,”
where the Berlin Morgenpost granted that he was “not regarded with favor... because he was always
opposed to Nazism.”22 In 1942 the Reich Propaganda Ministry printed ten million copies of a 
pamphlet attacking “the present pro-Jewish pope.”23 By July 1943 Hitler was plotting to kidnap Pius
XII, to silence and neutralize him.24 S.S. chief Heinrich Himmler advocated his public execution.25

Jews were as nearly laudatory as the Nazis
were hostile. Zionist newspapers celebrated
his election,26 and praised his posture
throughout the war. His first encyclical,27

Summi Pontificatus, was especially
revered.28 “The spirit, the teaching and the
work of the Church,” Pius wrote in October
1939, “can never be other than that which
the Apostle of the Gentiles preached: ’there
is neither Gentile nor Jew.’”29 

Jewish groups hailed Pius’ use of Vatican 
radio to denounce German atrocities,30 and
extolled his sheltering of Italian-Jewish 
scholars in the Vatican’s libraries.31 In 1945
the World Jewish Congress gave Pius more
than $1 million (at present value) for 
charity works, in “gratitude to the august
Pontiff for his work in support of persecuted 
Jews.”32 Albert Einstein was among the many 
prominent Jews who publicly expressed 
admiration.33 
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A 1937 S.S. cartoon mocking the future Pius XII
as a supporter of Jews and anti-Nazis. The caption
reads: “She’s not too pretty. But she cooks well!”
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Nations warring with Germany considered Pius an ally. British and U.S. propagandists reprinted his
1942 Christmas address, which denounced the persecution “of hundreds of thousands who, without
any fault of their own, sometimes only by reason of their nationality or race, are marked down for
death or progressive extinction.”34  Practically every public statement the pope made during the war
was praised for its outspokenness by The New York Times. “The voice of Pius XII,” that paper
averred in December 1941, “is a lonely voice in the silence and darkness.... he is about the only
ruler left on the Continent of Europe who dares to raise his voice at all.”35 Nor was Allied praise
merely wartime “PR,” masking a less charitable view: Pius was identified as an anti-Nazi in secret 
intelligence-reports to President Roosevelt.36 Even the weekly of the Communist International -- no
friend of the Church -- termed Pius “the leader of the Catholic [anti-Nazi] resistance movement.”37

The consensus frayed only after the war, as Stalin caged Eastern Europe.38 Aiming to discredit the
ancient regimes, communist propagandists systematically accused Catholics and other “reactionary”
groups of collaborating with Hitler. Bishops were hauled into show trials, and on January 14, 1946,
in the Czech-communist magazine Prace, Pius himself was branded a Nazi stooge.39 He had been
“soft” on Nazism, it was claimed, because of his “obsessive panic” over atheistic communism.40 The
Soviet line was toed by some Western leftists; in 1950, for instance, Leon Poliakov suggested in
Commentary that Pius’s anticommunism had caused him to keep “silent” on the Holocaust.41 World
opinion was largely unaffected, however, and even Poliakov doubted whether stronger-worded
protests would have deterred a madman like Hitler. The allegation of “silence” had so little impact
that when Pius died (Oct. 9, 1958), Golda Meir was among the many Jewish leaders who openly
mourned him. “When fearful martyrdom came to our people,” she said, “the voice of the pope was
raised for its victims.”42 

The real Pius-controversy began in February 1963, when Rolf Hochhuth’s play Der Stellvertreter 
(The Deputy) premiered on a Berlin stage. Hochhuth, an anti-clerical.43 Protestant and former 
member of the Hitler Youth,44 filtered the Stalinist critique through a psychological prism.45 Pius was
to Hochhuth a ruthless executive, “an over-ambitious careerist,” a moral coward who cared more about
Vatican stock-holdings than about Hitler’s victims.46 The play was especially critical of Pius for 
failing to save the Jews of Rome: For nearly nine months, Hochhuth charged, the pope had “looked
on in silence while the victims were being loaded on trucks in front of the very door of the Vatican.”47

As one of the Deputy’s leads, a young Jesuit, laments: “A Vicar of Christ who sees these things before
his eyes and still remains silent because of state policies, who delays even one day... such a pope... is
a criminal.”48

Hochhuth’s play started an intellectual firestorm. His portrait of Pius was protested by a former
Deputy-Chief Prosecutor at the Nuremberg trials,49 by both the British and German wartime 
ambassadors to the Holy See,50 and by the Director of International Affairs for the Anti-Defamation
League of B’nai B’rith.51 American Jewish organizations pressured one Broadway producer into to
dropping the play, and tried to dissuade another from backing it.52 In Paris some ticket-holders
rushed the stage and tried to keep the actors from going on.53 But the outcry only publicized what
might have otherwise died on the media vine.54 The Deputy was quickly translated into 20 languages,
and the controversy captured the popular imagination. After two decades of shamed silence, a
clamorous inquiry into the Holocaust had begun.55 The capture of genocide-planner Adolf 
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Eichmann (1960), the publication of Raul Hilberg’s seminal Destruction of the European Jews (1961),
and the discovery of Anne Frank’s diary (1962) created a craving for explanations. 
Lodging blame with Pius XII helped explain the inexplicable.56

In later years it would sometimes be forgotten that Pius’ reputation was ruined by a work of fiction.
In the play’s afterward, Hochhuth admitted that “...the action does not follow the historical course
of events.... I allowed my imagination free play.”57 But fiction had often done more to mold mass
consciousness than dry chronicle of fact. Frank Norris’ The Octopus had led to regulation of big
business; Harriet Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin had changed white minds about slavery; Eugene Sue’s
The Wandering Jew had bred anti-Jesuit hysteria in Europe. Hochhuth’s play influenced popular
opinion in a similar way.58 Though a Mike Wallace television documentary on Pius, produced just
before The Deputy, did not mention the dispute, no later biography could fail to consider it.59

Over time the critical voices became a chorus. Scholars reevaluated Pius XII’s public statements,
and found them wanting.60 Words which had once seemed bold turned out to be mere generalities,
church-centered and oblique.61 Most damningly, it was alleged that the pope had never mentioned
the Jews at all in his wartime remarks. Though Pius had used the word in his first encyclical, his 
supposed papal failure to say “Jew” became the great dogma of the academic sub-discipline which
could be termed “Pius Studies.” Thus Michael R. Marrus, Professor of Holocaust Studies at the 
University of Toronto: 

The Vatican relentlessly refrained even from pronouncing the word ‘Jews’
throughout the entire war.62 

-- and David I. Kertzer, Professor of Social Science at Brown University:

As millions of Jews were being murdered, Pius could never bring himself to
publicly utter the word ‘Jew.’63 

-- and Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, Associate Professor of European Studies at Harvard:

In public statements by Pius XII... any mention of the Jews is conspicuously
absent. ... Pius XII chose again and again not to mention the Jews publicly.64 

In a work which won the National Jewish Book Award, Susan Zuccotti actually quoted surrounding
passages of Summi Pontificatus, then pronounced:

The encyclical never mentioned Jews.65

Even the Vatican’s relator in the Pius beatification proceedings, Jesuit Father Peter Gumpel, seemed
unaware of the Pope’s words.

It is true that in his public protests Pius XII never used the word ‘Jew.’66
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A consensus thus emerged that Pius had been “silent” -- just as Hochhuth had charged. From this
alleged silence, papal complicity in the Holocaust was inferred. The editors of The New York Times,
who during the war asserted that Pius “put himself squarely against Hitlerism,”67 now faulted him for
his “failure to stand squarely against the evil that swept across Europe.”68 The Holocaust Museum in
Washington put up an exhibit about Pius’ alleged silence; the Bronx Museum of Art purchased a
painting, “Nazi Butchers,” featuring Pius in full papal regalia. He became the anti-hero of a black
legend, replete with wild, unsupported accusations.69 Jewish activists alleged on Larry King Live 
that Pius had used a “ratline” of convents and monasteries to smuggle 30,000 Nazi war-criminals 
to South America, where Vatican gold purportedly financed lavish Fourth-Reich hideouts.70 People
were willing to believe the worst; the Pius debate had created a serious image-problem for the 
whole Church.

The image problem was aggravated by one highly problematic image. An April 1997 article in The
New Yorker, by the liberal Catholic James Carroll,71 featured a vintage photo of what appeared to be
Pope Pius XII, saluted by German soldiers. The prominence in the foreground of a combat helmet,
of the style made famous by German soldiers in World War Two, lent the clear impression that Pope
Pius XII was being given a Nazi honor-guard.72 The Vatican in fact received angry letters from people
who saw the photograph and thought the pope was serving as some kind of adviser to Hitler.73 

What readers did not know, and The New Yorker did not impart, was that the photograph was taken
in 1927, six years before Hitler took power, and twelve years before Pacelli became pope. The
papal nuncio was simply receiving the dignified treatment accorded all diplomats by a democratic
government, under which Jews had full rights. Nevertheless, the photograph became a favorite of
those who sought to portray Pius XII as complicit in the Holocaust. In March 1998 it was spread
over two pages in the New York Times Magazine, illustrating an article packed with criticism of 
Pius by a host Jewish leaders.74 In October 1999 the photo appeared in The Atlantic Monthly, 
accompanying yet another article by Carroll.75 A month later it graced the cover of a bestselling
book by British journalist John Cornwell, where it seemed instantly to prove that Pius was, as
claimed in the provocative title, “Hitler’s Pope.”

Cornwell’s publishers heightened the effect
of the image by quite underhanded means.
The caption from the rear cover of the dust
jacket on British editions stated falsely that
the photograph was taken in March 1939,
the month Pacelli was made pope. Given
that caption, and the fact that Pacelli was
dressed in diplomatic robes resembling the
finest in papal wear, a fair-minded person
could have concluded from the photo – as
did at least one reviewer of the book76 –
that Pius visited Hitler just after being
elected pope.77
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Pacelli leaves a 1927 reception for German 
President von Hindenburg.
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Even more subtle and ingenious was the device used by Cornwell’s American publisher, the Viking
Press. They also used the photo, but altered it. Everything in the frame except the faux-Pius was 
digitally defocused, and the result seemed even more dramatically to validate Cornwell’s thesis. The
soldier to Pacelli’s left was so badly blurred that it was impossible even for a well-trained observer to
recognize that he wore a Weimar rather than a Nazi uniform. Further, the photo had been cropped,
so that the car door – characteristic of automobiles from the 1920s – had disappeared. The 
cropping and the blurring removed any clues that the photo did not date from the Nazi period.78

The apparently incriminating image, so effectively associated the scandalous title, sealed the 
reputation of Pius XII as a partner in the massacre of millions.79

By March 2000, as John Paul II knelt and prayed in the dark hall at Yad Vashem, the Pius Problem
could be summed up in one question: Why hadn’t the pope done more to resist Hitler? Critics
posited cowardice, insensitivity, political calculation,
anti-Semitism, and apathy; some just said Pius was 
a Nazi, and left it at that.80 Catholic apologists 
countered that the pope was silenced and paralyzed
by a desire to save lives, since “a strong condemnation
would have increased the persecution.”81 Both sides
in the debate generally agreed, however, that Pius
did little or nothing to oppose the Nazis.82

Both sides were wrong. The entire Nazi era was
marked by dramatic, if secret, Church resistance, 
in which the pope played a pivotal role. The 
signature element in this resistance was Pius XII’s
participation in the conspiracies to kill Adolf Hitler.

TO BE CONTINUED: This article is a selection from the preface of Vatican Assassins
The Pope, the Jesuits, and the Plot to Kill Hitler,  forthcoming from HarperCollins.

The same image, cropped and blurred.
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Opposition to Nazism,” Zenit (Rome), March 14, 2000). 
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scholars, including geographer Prof. Roberto Almagia, to posts in the Vatican Library. The March 29
Kansas City Jewish Chronicle said that these acts proved the Pope’s “disapproval of the dastardly
anti-Semitic decrees.” See Cavalli, op cit. 

32  The gift totaled 2 million lire, which Zucotti (p. 300) measures “about $20,000” at the 1945 conversion
rate. Pius promised that the money would go exclusively to needy persons of Jewish descent. The New
York Times, October 11, 1945; “Jewish Recognition of Pope Pius XII’s Support,” Zenit (Rome), July 30,
1999, citing a letter from the Vatican, dated October 27, 1945, signed by Monsignor Giovanni Battista
Montini (the future Pope Paul VI). The 1945 document was discovered by Lorenzo Cremonesi, the
Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera’s Jerusalem  correspondent, who was researching a book on the
history of Israel’s relations with the Holy See.

33  Einstein said: “Only the Church stood squarely across the path of Hitler’s campaign for suppressing truth. I
had never any special interest in the Church before, but now I feel a great admiration because the Church
has had the courage and persistence to stand for intellectual truth and moral freedom. I am forced thus to
confess, that what I once despised, I now praise unreservedly” (Time, December 23, 1940, p. 38). Some critics
insist, however, that Einstein and other prominent Jews were displeased with Pius XII’s lack of more forceful
statements and actions, and lauded the Church only in the hope of gaining Vatican recognition for Israel.
Apologists counter that accolades such as Einstein’s predated prospects of Israeli statehood; regarding later
praise, “it strains belief that those Jews who had lived and survived the horror of the Holocaust would so
coldly and callously sacrifice the memory of the 6 million dead for what would surely be minimal political
advantage” (Robert P. Lockwood, “Pius XII and the Nazis,” The Christian Century, April 18, 2001, p. 35).
Indeed, the imputation of such motives would seem to play to the very worst stereotypes of Jews as
cunning, cynical manipulators of gentiles. For more on this aspect of the controversy, see “Judging Pius XII,”
The Christian Century,March 14, 2001, p. 6, and Father John Pawlikoski in Commonweal, July 17, 1998. 
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34  Pius XII, Christmas Address, printed in The New York Times, December 25, 1942, p. 10.  Professor
Michael Phayer (The Catholic Church and the Holocaust, 1930-1965, Bloomington, University of Indiana
Press, 2000, p. 49) asserts that “in reality, very few people understood him [Pius XII], and no one,
certainly not the Germans, took it [the Christmas 1942 address] as a protest against their slaughter of
the Jews.” In fact, the Nazis regarded the address as a brazen protest against the Holocaust. “His speech
is one long attack on everything we stand for,” concluded a January 22, 1943 report by the Reich Main
Security Office (RSHA). “God, he says, regards all peoples and races as worthy of the same consideration.
Here he is virtually accusing the German people of injustice towards the Jews, and makes himself the
mouthpiece of the  Jewish war criminals.” (Anthony Rhodes, The Vatican in the Age of Dictators, 1973,
pp. 272-273). The New York Times, for its part, reasserted that “This Christmas more than ever he [Pius
XII] is a lonely voice crying out of the silence of a continent...” (editorial, December 25, 1942, Late Day
edition, p. 16).

35 Late Day edition, p. 24. Wartime headlines in The New York Times included: “Pope Condemns Dictators,
Treaty Violators, Racism” (Oct. 28, 1939); “Vatican Denounces Atrocities in Poland; Germans Called
Even Worse Than Russians” (January 23, 1940); “Pope is Emphatic About Just Peace: Jews’ Rights
Defended” (March 11, 1940); “Pope is Said to Plead for Jews Listed for Removal from France”
(August 6, 1942); and “Vatican Scores Germans: Denounces Decision to Intern and Strip All Jews in
Italy” (December 4, 1943). 

36 The secret Allied assessment was based partly on decrypted German and Vatican cable traffic. Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) Director William Donovan informed FDR that “...the anti-Nazi church
elements, organized in cells... of both the clergy and the laity, have saved   thousands of Jews.... by
clandestine action undertaken at great personal risk” (“A Report from Switzerland on the German
Churches,” Oct. 31, 1944, NA, RG 226, Entry 162, Roll 24, Frames 662-63). OSS analyst Dewitt C.
Poole had earlier reported to Zurich station chief Allen Dulles on “the clergy’s splendid behavior in
defense of Jews,” lamenting that these acts could not be publicized without endangering priests in Nazi-
dominated territory. Poole nevertheless recommended “that as much material as possible about this
particular point should be ready for the moment where it can serve to refute accusations of this point”
(OSS 226/16/1131, Oct. 10, 1944, Annex B)? Poole’s recommendation seems not to have been heeded. 

37 La Correspondence Internationale, March 28, 1939. 

38 U.S. intelligence received early warning of this propaganda offensive in December 1945, when leftist
groups in Italy began accusing Church-friendly politicians of neo-Fascism (SECRET Rome Area Allied
Command Security Summary No. 19, 31 Dec 1945, NA 226/174/104/799). In Switzerland the former
Superior General of the German Jesuits, Father Agostinius Rosch, had apparently read communist
allegations against Pius XII by the turn of the year, when he wrote to Pius XII’s confidential secretary,
Jesuit Father Robert Leiber, that he had read “horrifying opuses -- from East Germany -- in which the
greatest blame is attributed to your boss [i.e., Pius XII].” (Rosch to Leiber/Rome, Lenzerheide, 2 January
1946, AMSJ, Akt Rosch, Handwritten).
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39 Prace alleged that Pius XII had consented to “a solution of all Eastern European problems in favor of
Germany,” and that he had given his assent for Nazi propaganda chief Josef Goebbels to succeed Hitler. The
charges were recapitulated (and contested) in L’Osservatore Romano (Rome), Feb. 12, 1946. Two weeks later
a variant of the allegation had already sprouted in Yugoslavia, where dictator Josef Tito said: “They [the
Catholics] marched jointly with [Nazi-puppet Croatian] Ustachis and were spiritual inspirators [sic] of
massacres which were never condemned by them.” OSS Report, Jan. 29, 1946 (NA 226/174/116/883). For
earlier intimations that the Vatican was pro-Fascist, see Izvestia, February 1, 1944, and the communist
pamphlet by D. Petroff, “War and the Working Class,” October 9, 1944 (Pius wanted “a soft peace to let
Germany escape her just deserts”). Soviet historians later alleged Hitler and Pius agreed that “The Vatican
would send into the Soviet territory, with the German army, agents for implanting Catholicism, so that the
occupants could subject the Soviet peoples and organize espionage and sabotage.” G. Deborine, La Deuxieme
Geurre Mondiale (1955); Robert A. Graham, The Vatican and Communism During the Second World War:
What Really Happened? (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1996), pp. 117-18. 

40 Stalin’s propaganda-theme has been followed by virtually all of Pius’ non-communist critics. John
Cornwell thus asserts that Pius’ fears of Nazism “were overshadowed by the known aggression and goals
of Communism” (Hitler’s Pope: The Secret History of Pius XII, Viking Press, 1999, p. 112). Professor James
Walston, of the American University of Rome, perceives a “pattern of church co-operation [with the
Nazis], motivated partly by a strong anti-Communist ideology” (The Tablet, London, on-line edition, 8
July 2000). Rabbi Abraham Cooper, of the Simon Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles, maintains: “From
the Vatican’s point of view, the No. 1 enemy of civilization as seen by the Catholic church was communism”
(AP-NY, June 2, 1998). Israel Gutman infers that Pius sided with Germany out of “fear of the growth of
communism were the Nazis to be defeated (Encyclopedia of the Holocaust, New York, Macmillan, 1990,
p. 1139). Kertzer alleges that “fascist regimes were embraced [by the Vatican] as a God-sent bulwark against
the great socialist evil” (op. cit., p. 15). Three points must be kept in mind here. (1) The allegation of
Pius’ “obsession” with communism is “pejorative and meant to be so. It implies a papal monomania, an
exaggerated, unreasoning, panicky, narrow-minded reaction to the Bolshevik danger” (Graham (op . cit.,
pp. 12-13). (2) Critics who chastise Pius for his “obsession” with communism often overlook the very
real threat that Stalin’s regime posed to the survival of the Church in the USSR. (3) Pius wanted
détente with the Soviet Union and an accommodation with communism. As early as 1919, when the
reactionary Bavarian government of von Epp asked his cooperation in hunting down communists, Pacelli
declined (Hatch and Walshe, p. 85). Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, while Nuncio to Germany and as
Vatican Secretary of State Pacelli unsuccessfully sought a concordat with Moscow. His fruitless but
untiring efforts are painstakingly documented by Hansjakob Stehle in The Eastern Politics of the Vatican,
1917-1979 (Athens, Ohio: University of Ohio Press, 1981). In 1933, at a party which he gave in Rome
after his return from Germany, the future Pope overheard an old conservative friend, the Marchese
Patrici, remark that it was a good thing Germany had a strong man now who would deal with the
Communists. “For goodness’ sake, Joseph,” he said, “don’t talk such nonsense. The Nazis are infinitely worse”
(Graham Greene, “The Pope Who Remains a Priest,” in Francis Sweeney, Vatican Impressions, Sheed and
Ward, 1962, p. 258). On Christmas Day 1941, Mussolini’s foreign Minister, Count Galeazzo Ciano,
recorded in his diary that “at the Vatican the Russians are preferred to the Nazis” (The Ciano Diaries,
Doubleday, 1946, p. 424). Martin Quigley, an OSS spy in the Vatican, recalls that at late as spring 1945,
“the Vatican was very willing to open diplomatic relations with Russia” (Quigley, Secret Action at the
Vatican in the Spring of 1945, Lanham, Maryland: Madison Books, 1991, p. 59). Quigley’s recollection
is supported by the report of another OSS informant, dated March 16, 1945: “From an authoritative
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ecclesiastical source, we have learned that... the Vatican.. understands that an agreement with Russia
is necessary from the development of the Church’s Universal Mission in post-war problems” (NA
226/16/1397, Confidential P.P. Report No. 111). Pius’ attitude hardened only in autumn 1945, when
communist intentions in Central and Eastern Europe became clear.

41 “It is sad to have to say that during the entire war, while the laboratories of death worked to capacity,
the Pope kept his silence” (“The Vatican and the Jewish Question: The Record of the Hitler Period --
and After,” Commentary, Nov. 1950, pp. 439-449). In 1949 anti-Catholic authors Avro Manhattan
(The Vatican in World Politics) and Paul Blanshard (American Freedom and Catholic Power) had criticized
Pius’ wartime conduct, but these tracts had little impact. 

42 L’Osservatore Romano, October 9, 1958; quoted in We Remember: A Reflection on the Shoah, Commission
for Religious Relations (Vatican City), March 16, 1998. Pius XII was also gracefully eulogized by
representatives of the World Jewish Congress, the American Jewish Congress, the Synagogue Council
of America, the New York Board of Rabbis, the Anti-Defamation League, the Rabbinical Council of
America, National Council of Jewish Women, the Union of American Hebrew Congregations, and the
American Jewish Committee. The tributes of major rabbis in New York alone were so numerous that it
took three issues of The New York Times to report them all. See Cavalli, op. cit., and John Jay Hughes,
“Hitler, the War, and the Pope,” Association of Contemporary Church Historians Newsletter, November
2000, Vol. VI, no. 11. 

43 Hochhuth pinned the label on himself: “In certain historical periods, one must be anti-clerical” (Judy
Stone, “Interview with Rolf Hochhuth,” in Bentley, ed., op. cit., p. 42.). He compared Catholicism to
Nazism and Bolshevism in its “demand for... unheard-of sacrifices and victims. ... They [Church leaders]
do not think of the happiness of the living but of generations to come.... it is always terribly inhuman to
think in this way” (Patricia Marx, “Interview with Rolf Hochhuth,” Partisan Review, Vol. XXXI, No. 3,
Summer 1964). 

44 Hochhuth attempted to dismiss this experience as playing cowboys and Indians and fighting without
parental supervision. See Dolores Barrancano Schmit, “Rolf Hochhuth: The Man and His Work,” in
The Deputy Reader: Studies in Moral Responsibility (Chicago: Scott Foresman, 1965), pp. 62-7. 

45 Motivation, in Western ethical thought since Kant, was an essential factor in any discussion of a man’s
probity -- and Hochhuth’s Pope was no altruist. Thus the allegation that “any intervention by Pius XII was
based on practical advantage rather than moral inclination” -- a purely Kantian formulation of the
ethical problem (Shira Schoenberg, “Pope Pius XII and the Holocaust,” monograph in possession of the
author). William Perl argues along the same intentionalist lines: Pius XII began to advise the German
and Hungarian bishops that it would be to their ultimate political advantage to go on record as speaking
out against the massacre of the Jews (The Holocaust Conspiracy, p. 201). 

46 Hochhuth’s postscript also described Pius as “a fence-sitter, who... wasted his time on inconsequential
trifles while the tormented world... waited in vain for a word of spiritual leadership....” Rolf Hochhuth,
“Sidelights on History,” in The Deputy, Richard and Clara Winston, Tr. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1997), p. 352. 

47 Ibid., p. 324.
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48 Hochhuth, The Deputy. 

49 The Nuremburg prosecutor was Robert Kempner. His remarks are considered in Margherita Marchione,
“Italian Voice,” Ethnic NewsWatch, January 1, 1998. 

50 Albrecht von Kessel, “The Pope and the Jews,” in Bentley, ed., op. cit., pp. 71ff.; originally published
in Die Welt (Hamburg), April 6, 1963. Baron Ernst Freiherr von Weizsacker, who had been Hitler’s
ambassador to the Vatican, and Sir D’Arcy Francis Osborne, who had been Churchill’s, were both
Protestants. Osborne said: “Pius XII was the most warmly humane, kindly, generous, sympathetic
(and, incidentally, saintly) character that it has been my privilege to know in the course of a long life.”
The Times (London), May 20, 1963. 

51 Joseph Lichten, A Question of Judgment: Pius XII and the Jews (National Catholic Welfare Conference, 1963). 

52 Alfred Kazin, “The Vicar of Christ,” The New York Review of Books, March 19, 1964.

53 Ibid.

54 Hitler himself had mused in 1942 that Catholic attempts to stifle criticism were bound to backfire. He
noted that “publishers had, in fact, great difficulty in disposing of the first edition” of Alfred Rosenberg’s
anti-Catholic book, The Myth of the Twentieth Century, until it “was mentioned in a Pastoral Letter....
[W]hen the Church had finally published all its commentaries in refutation of Rosenberg’s ideas, The
Myth of the Twentieth Century sold its two hundred thousandth copy.” See Hitler’s Table Talk: 1941-
1944 (Norman, Cameron and R. H. Stevens, tr., Enigma Books, New York, 2000), p. 422 (remarks made
April 11, 1942, “at dinner”). The Vatican seems never to have learned the lesson. In 1999 the first
edition of Gone With the Wind in the Vatican, an expose of curial sex-and-politics by retired Monsignor
Luigi Marinelli, sold only 7,000 copies before the Vatican banned it; a rushed reprint sold 100,000. See
Paul House, “Cardinal Sin And Hi-Jinks In Vatican,” Sunday Mail (London), August 8, 1999, p. 26. 

55 Until the early 1960s, American Jews and their organizations had shown strangely little interest in the
Holocaust. On the postwar lapse of interest in Holocaust matters, see Morris Dickstein, “Sounds of
Silence,” The New York Times, January 28, 2001, Section 7, p. 10, and John Lukacs, The Hitler of History
(Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1997), p. 4. 

56 A point made by John Jay Hughes, op. cit. 

57 Hochhuth, “Sidelights on History,” pp. 287, 348. Hochhuth was a disciple of Erwin Piscator, founder of
a quasi-Marxist school of drama known as “political theater,” which put prominent persons on stage for
pillorying or praise, according to criteria not of historical but of political correctness. In a later play,
Die Soldaten (The Soldiers), Hochhuth accused Winston Churchill of having ordered the murder of the
Polish General Sikorski and his pilot, whose plane crashed close to Gibraltar, causing the death of the
general. The pilot, in fact, survived and brought libel charges against Hochhuth; the suit was unsuccessful,
but Hochhuth’s reputation was damaged (Gumpel, op. cit.). Though generally praising Hochhuth as a
playwright of conscience, editorialists in the United States questioned his objectivity: “historically...
[The Deputy] is open to challenge on many points” (Echoes of the Deputy,” The New York Post, editorial,
March 6, 1964); “the facts [are] in dispute; the history imperfect; the indictment too severe” (“Silence,”
The New York Times, editorial, Jan. 28, 1964). 
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58 The play’s influence was not clearly foreseen at the time: “The Deputy will not succeed in blasting the
reputation of Pope Pius XII, if that is what is intended” (Tom F. Driver, “The Meaning of Silence,”
The Reporter, June 1964). In fact, as Kevin Madigan rightly notes, “the Pius that most people... know
today -- is traceable to The Deputy and its influence” (“What the Vatican Knew About the Holocaust,
and When,” Commentary, October 2001, pp. 52).

59  “Perspectives: Pius XII,” rebroadcast on The History Channel, December 26, 1997.  

60 See especially Guenther Lewy, The Catholic Church and Nazi Germany (McGraw-Hill, 1964), Saul
Friedlander, Pius XII and the Third Reich (Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), and Carlo Falconi, The Silence of
Pius XII (Little, Brown, 1970). 

61 Eamon Duffy, “Pius XII Was Not Hitler’s Pope,” Newsday, October 28, 1999, p. A-51. 

62 “J’Accuse,” Los Angeles Times Book Review, March 4, 2001, p. 7. 

63 The Popes Against the Jews, Alfred A. Knopf, 2001, p. 16. 

64 “What Would Jesus Have Done?” The New Republic, January 21, 2002, p. 23. 

65 Susan Zuccotti, Under His Very Windows: The Vatican and the Holocaust in Italy, Yale University Press,
2000, p. 63 

66 Gumpel, “Cornwell’s Pope: A Nasty Caricature of a Noble And Saintly Man,” Zenit, Sept. 16, 1999. 

67 The New York Times, December 26, 1942. 

68 Ibid., March 18, 1998. 

69 Shira Schoenberg (op. cit.) blames Pius XII for issuing “no such condemnation of Kristallnacht (the
night of broken glass),” even though that tragedy occurred in November 1938, five months before he was
elected pontiff. John Weiss recklessly asserts that Pius “supported the Nazis... even if it meant the murder
of priests” (Ideology of Death, 1995). Arthur Noble, of the anti-Catholic European Institute of Protestant
Studies, cites Pius XII’s alleged racism as proof that “Romanism was the motivating force behind the
recent war against Yugoslavia and the vicious campaign of denigration of Serbia in the 1990s” (“Vicar
of Christ or Instrument of the Devil?” [1999], monograph in possession of author).
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70 The Ratlines myth was first propagated in Ladislas Farago’s Aftermath: Martin Bormann and the Fourth
Reich, which claimed to follow the trails of escaping Nazi leaders. Farago indicated the number of the
hotel rooms occupied by fleeing Nazis and even described the green Volkswagen transporting them; he
saw his work as “an investigation in the French style, a serious study, but with no claims to mere
erudition” [emphasis added]. See Father Pierre Blet, S.J. “Response To Accusations Against Pius XII:
Myth Vs. Historical Fact,” L’Osservatore Romano, April 29, 1998. Farago’s theme was taken up by
Christopher Simpson in Blowback (Collier Books, 1989, pp. 176-198) and embellished by John Loftus
and Mark Aarons in Unholy Trinity: The Vatican, the Nazis, and Soviet Intelligence (St. Martin’s Press,
1991). Aarons and Loftus claimed that Bormann and other fugitives were furnished with Vatican
passports, were fitted with clerical robes, and were openly “driving around [Rome] in cars with Vatican
plates.” The authors told Larry King that “The Pope knew... Pope Pius had Nazis living in his library”
(“Did the Vatican Collaborate With the Nazis?” CNN, Larry King Live, January 24, 1992, Transcript
#482). Robert Graham demonstrates that U.S. intelligence reports cited as evidence by Aarons and
Loftus came from a notorious fabricator, Virgilio Scattolini (“Foreign Intelligence and the Vatican,”
Catholic World Report, March 1992, p. 50; Marco Tosatti, “Vigilant for Historical Falsehoods,”
La Stampa, January 30, 1992). James Jesus Angleton, postwar chief of U.S. counterintelligence in Rome,
branded Scattolini a disinformation agent under Soviet control (George Raymond Rocca interview,
January 14, 1992).

71 “James Carroll, “The Silence,” The New Yorker, April 7, 1997. 

72 Rychlak, pp. 284-85. 

73 Rychlak, p. 430, n. 33. 

74 Paul Ellie, “John Paul’s Jewish Dilemma,” The New York Times Magazine, April 26, 1988, pp. 34-39. 

75 James Carroll: “The Silence,” The New Yorker, April 7, 1997, and “The Holocaust and the Catholic
Church,” The Atlantic Monthly, Oct. 1999, p. 107. 

76 Linda Massarella, “Book Paints WWII as Hitler Ally... Vatican Files Show Pius Hated Jews,”
The New York Post, Sept. 7, 1999, p. 12. 

77 The error was corrected in later versions of the dust jacket... after repeated protests from the Vatican. 
See Peter Gumpel, “A Journalist Reporting to Be a Scholar,” Die Furch, Jan. 6, 2000, p. 1.

78 See the astute and painstaking analysis at Rychlak, pp. 284-85.

79 Cornwell’s book, like Hochhuth’s play, spurred a contentious bibliogony. The three years after
Hitler’s Pope brimmed with reconsiderations, e.g., by Pierre Blet, Pius XII and the Second World
War: According to the Archives of the Vatican, Lawrence J. Johnson, tr. (Paulist Press, 1999);
James Carroll, Constantine’s Sword: The Church and the Jews (Houghton Mifflin, 2001); Georges 
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Passelcq and Bernard Suchecky, The Hidden Encyclical of Pius XII, Steven Rendall, tr. (Harcourt Brace,
2001); Michael Phayer, The Catholic Church and the Holocaust, 1930-1965 (Bloomington, University of
Indiana Press, 2000); Carol Ann Rittner, Stephen D. Smith, and Irena Steinfeldt, eds., The Holocaust
and the Christian World: Reflections on the Past, Challenges for the Future (Continuum, 2001); Ronald J.
Rychlak, Hitler, the War, and the Pope (Genesis Press, 2001); Garry Wills, Papal Sin: Structures of Deceit
(Doubleday, 2000); Zuccotti, op. cit.; Kertzer, op. cit.; and Daniel Jonah Goldhagen, A Moral Reckoning:
The Catholic Church and the Holocaust (Alfred A. Knopf, 2002). 

80 A thematic assessment of these criticisms from the Catholic perspective may be found in Robert A.
Graham, S.J., “How to Manufacture a Legend: The Controversy over the Alleged Silence of Pope Pius
XII in World War II,” in Pius XII and the Holocaust: A Reader (Milwaukee: Catholic League for Religious
and Civil Rights, 1988). 

81 This was the line of defense advanced by the Vatican Nuncio to Israel, Archbishop Piero Sambi, on the
eve of John Paul II’s visit. The quotation is excerpted from Sambi’s statement on Israeli public television,
as reported by the Associated Press (NY), March 19, 1334 EST. Albrecht von Kessel, a member of the
German Legation in the Vatican City (and a member of the conspiracy to kill Hitler) insists: “We [the
German resistance] were convinced that a fiery protest by Pius XII against the persecution of the Jews
would have in all probability put the Pope himself and the Curia in extreme danger, but would certainly
not have saved a single Jew” (Die Welt, April 6, 1963). Peter Gumpel writes: “He [Pius XII] had excellent
reasons not to [use the word Jew in his public statements]. He knew that Hitler was a pathologically
obsessed anti-Semite. Whenever the word ’Jew’ was mentioned in his presence, he flew into a rage and
intensified the criminal persecution of the latter” (Gumpel, op. cit.). The defense is developed by
innumerable Catholic apologists. Defenders of Pius frequently cite a 1942 incident in which, after Dutch
bishops spoke out against the deportations of Jews, the Nazis sent Catholic converts of Jewish families
to Auschwitz. 

82 A point made by Catholic historian Jose Sanchez (op. cit.). While neither critics nor defenders posit
that Pius actively opposed the Nazis, most agree that he at least defied them by intervening to save many
thousands of Jews. Even Leon Poliakov, the first author to criticize the Pope for his silence, grants that
“Pius XII and other church dignitaries did much to personally help Jews.” (“Le Vatican et la question
juive,” Monde juif, December, 1950). Pinchas Lapide concludes that a Church underground railroad
rescued 800,000 European Jews, mainly by issuing them false baptismal certificates, disguising some in
cassocks and hiding others in monasteries and convents (Three Popes and the Jews, 1967). Father Blet
allows that Lapide’s numbers “haven’t been proven,” but believes that “nobody has showed the reverse”
(Stanley, op cit.). Although James Carroll insists that “no records directly tying such heroism have ever
been uncovered” (Constantine’s Sword, Houghton Miflin, 2001, p. 525), Poliakov (op. cit.) asserts “that
secret instructions were sent out by the Vatican, urging the national churches to intervene in behalf of
the Jews.” In 1940, for instance, Pius XII sent a secret instruction to the Catholic bishops of Europe,
Opere et caritate (By Work and Love), ordering that all victims of racial persecution be helped. These
instructions, Poliakov argues, rendered other instructions unnecessary.
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Pertinent 
News Articles from 

Palestine Post 
(Jerusalem Post)

and the 
New York Times

F F

Editor’s notes: During my personal research of news articles between 1939
and 1958, I could not find one negative article of Pope Pius XII.

- Gary L. Krupp
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As the article reports, the Jewish author attended a papal audience in the autumn of 1941. He entered the
papal chamber along with numerous other people, including a group of German soldiers. (It was common
for soldiers to visit the Pope early in the war era. Later, when Hitler learned of what the Pope told them, he
put an end to this practice.)

The author was the final individual to approach the Pope that day. He wanted to tell Pius
about a group of Jews who were being interned by Italy’s Fascist government on an island, in danger
of starvation. He tried to speak in broken Italian, but the Pope invited him to use his native 
language, assuming that it would be German. “You are German, too, aren’t you?” asked the Pope.
The author then explained that he was born in Germany, but he was a Jew.

Pius invited the author to finish his story. He listened intently then said: “You have done well to
come to me and tell me this. I have heard about it before. Come back tomorrow with a written report
and give it to the Secretary of State who is dealing with the question. But now for you, my son. You are
a young Jew. I know what that means and I hope you will always be proud to be a Jew!” 

Pius then raised his voice so that everyone in the hall - including the German soldiers -
could hear it and said (in a “pleasant voice”): “My son, whether you are worthier than others only
the Lord knows, but believe me, you are at least as worthy as every other human being that lives on
our earth! And now, my Jewish friend, go with the protection of the Lord, and never forget, you
must always be proud to be a Jew!”

1944 PALESTINE POST ARTICLE OF AN EVENT OF 1941

PALESTINE POST JULY 19, 1944
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MARCH 3, 1940
MAY 1, 1964
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Published November 8, 1945© Copyright @ The New York Times

Published October 31, 1944

JANUARY 1, 1950
MARCH 14, 1940
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Here the Polish Catholics questioned the Pope’s silence

JUNE 17, 1944

MARCH 6, 1966

JUNE 1, 1967
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PALESTINE POST JULY 26, 1943
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Published January 22, 1964
© Copyright @ The New York Times

MARCH 11, 1946

MARCH 18, 1946
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FEBRUARY 10, 1948
MARCH 5, 1939
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PALESTINE POST JULY 7, 1943

PALESTINE POST MAY 19, 1943

PALESTINE POST 
AUG. 18, 1943
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Published February 13, 1964
© Copyright @ The New York Times
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Pave the Way Foundation
Speech to 

Pope Benedict XVI 
and the 

Papal Response
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PAVE THE WAY FOUNDATION’S ADDRESS TO POPE
Working to “End the Malevolent and the Illegal Use of Religion”

CASTEL GANDOLFO, Italy, SEPT. 18, 2008 (Zenit.org). Here is the address Gary Krupp, president 
of the Pave the Way Foundation, gave today upon meeting Benedict XVI at the apostolic palace of Castel
Gandolfo, south of Rome. The Pope granted an audience to the participants of the congress “Examining the
Papacy of Pope Pius XII,” which was organized by the foundation. The three-day symposium ended Wednesday.

___________________________________________

Your Holiness, The mission of Pave the Way Foundation is to end the malevolent and the illegal
use of religion. We begin this process by establishing credible and trusted relationships through
our historic gestures of good will and with the identification and elimination of obstacles between
the faiths.

Some examples of our projects are that we worked for over 20 years to help the equipment
acquisition of the hospital of St. Padre Pio here in Italy. We worked behind the scenes to remove
obstacles and to move the Fundamental Agreements with the Israeli government and the Holy
See forward. We initiated the Jewish Thank You to Pope John Paul II for his efforts to achieve 
religious reconciliation. We brought the manuscripts of Maimonides for the first time in history
from the Vatican Library to the state of Israel, and in 2007, we implemented the gift to your library
of the oldest manuscripts of the Gospels of St. John and St. Luke, the Bodmer papyrus.

Your Holiness, for all of these benevolent projects I wish to recognize, in your presence, one who
has dedicated over 20 years behind the scenes to help us to complete this vital work: Doctor
Rolando Clementoni.

In the furtherance of our mission, Pave the Way has identified the papacy of Pope Pius XII as a
source of friction and misunderstanding. Accordingly, we have undertaken an independent
investigation to identify significant documents and to video record eyewitness testimony. I wish
to report to you that results of this investigation are stunning, and directly contradict the
negative perception of the Pope's wartime activities.

All of the documented material that we have gathered, including the transcript of our just
completed three-day symposium, will be turned over to your pontifical institutions and to the
internationally recognized Holocaust centers for further study.

Based on their review of these new materials, and in the interest of maintaining their historical
integrity and accuracy, we call upon these institutions to carefully review this new information in
order to redefine the current perception on this papacy.
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This year, for Catholics, Oct. 9, 2008, will be the commemoration the 50th anniversary of the
death of Pope Pius XII. For Jews that date is also significant as it is our holiest Jewish holiday Yom
Kippur, our Day of Atonement. May this providential date usher in a new effort to correct the
historical record and bring to light the truth of this papacy.

I wish to close with a passage from a book written by Ambassador Pinchas Lapide, a former
Israeli consul general in Italy, and a Jewish theologian: “No Pope in history has been thanked
more heartily by Jews upon his death in 1958. Several suggested in open letters that a Pope Pius
XII forest of 860,000 trees be planted on the hills of Judea in order to fittingly honor the memory
of the late Pontiff, because the Catholic Church under the pontificate of Pius XII was instrumental
in saving the lives of as many as 860,000 Jews from certain death at Nazi hands.”

Your Holiness, we humbly ask you to keep the mission of Pave the Way Foundation and its vital
work to end the malevolent use of religion in your prayers, and thank you for allowing us this
time today.

Gary L. Krupp KC*SG  OStJ
President, Pave the Way Foundation

275
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ADDRESS OF HIS HOLINESS BENEDICT XVI
AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE SYMPOSIUM
ORGANIZED BY THE “PAVE THE WAY FOUNDATION”
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